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-·university of San l>i;go. The 1988 ..

I

Deansi-Ball c!ITT'i7tay 13 will be a
white- or black-tie dinner dance (and
the women will wear white or black
attire, too), with the Nelson Riddle Ill
·
orchestra. The evening begins at 7
!
p.m. in the Marina Ballroom of the
/
San Diego Marriott. Helen Anne Bunn ,
is chairwoman, and the Douglas Manchesters, Ernest W. Hahns and Kim
Fletchers are honorary chairmen.
Proceeds will go to student scholar-·
ships and faculty research and development. Reservations are $125, $250
or $500 a pe'rson. Call 260-4808 ..~

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.) 1
Evening Tribune
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MAY 2 1988
f , -:-- ON STAGE: Titning's every- \

I thing: J esse Macias, who just
, · sued KFMB-TV for $1 million for
firing him two years ago, is hosting a public affairs program for
KFMB radio. He got the job two
1 · " weeks before he filed suit. ... The
! Repertory Theatre is rehearsing
"The Mystery of Irma Vep" a
comic thriller satirizing supernatural phenomena. The final
dtess rehearsal is Friday tHe (..,
13th.... Bill Eaton says "Suds"
has spawned the most frenzied
·demand ever for Old Globe tick, ets. Two more matinees have
been added. And after the show
on May 13, the_cast will race to
the bay-front Marriott to perform vignettes from the play at
the USD Deans' Bag. _-, . Dan
F o u ~ r v e y shared
the stage at Friday's Arthritis
Foundation lunch. Said Fouts:
"We're just two retired gents,
doing our bit to help cure
arthritis."
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UP AND COMING
By Nancy Scott Anderson
Trih11n" Society Editor

The Umver_sity_of_,Sall.J)jego will
have its annual Deans' Ball May 13
at the San Diego Marriott Hotel.
Helen Anne Bunn is chairman of the
black - or white - tie fund raiser,
which opens with 7 p.m. cocktails.
Deans of the university's schools of
business, education, law and nursing
and the college of arts and letters
will be honored. Dancing to the Nelson Riddle orchestra will follow the 8
p.m. dinner. Tickets are $125 each,
$250 for Deans' Circle seating. President's Circle tables for ten are $5,000.
For more information, phone 260-

4808.

1
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..LlSU...__CJassic Brass presents a
concert~Music for Brass and
Organ" May 6 at 8 p.m. in
Founders Chapel at the University of San Diego. The concert will
fe:;ature selections by Bach,
Marcello, Brahms, Purcell,
Vaughan-Williams and Peeters.
For information, call 269,4600
Ext. 4486.
-· - -
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Neil Morgan is on assienmpnt .•
THE NAMES: Roger Re~eJle,
the father and patron saint of the
UCSD campus, is set for surgery .. ,;:,".;
tomorrow at UCSD Medical Center. He'll have a failing aortic
valve replaced.... After a secretballot mail run-off, Wendy Reu- . l .
ben has become the first woman
president in the 54-year history
of the San Diego Junior Chamber
of Commerce. . . . So much for
cross-town rivalry: ]fil?_..fres.
Author Hughes was guest of
honor this morning at SDSU
Pres. Tom Day's breakfast
. roundtable.
I.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
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The lllUl'~San-Di~go wiii
offer a free lecture by Marjorie
Shaevitz, author of "The Superwomen Syndrome," at 7 ·p.m. Monday in
the University Center Forum on
campus. For inform~n_'._ 9II 260-

. 4590.
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Life in the city: A group of 65
- Soviet aerospace officials will tour
Balboa Park's Aerospace Hall of
·· Fame May 19 when they come to ·
San Diego for the big Air/Space · ~- '. /
America show. Alexander Voinov, ,
the USSR aviation minister,
arranged the tour after his own ;
impromptu visit there last week.
(The Russians will find just one
1
comrade in the local Aerospace Hall
of Fame: cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin.
But a second Soviet, the late Andrei
Tupolev, will be inducted later this ./
year.) . . . Forrest Shumway, the
former chairman and CEO of the
Signal Cos., and Joan Kroc will
receive honorary degrees May 22
when they deliver commencement
remarks at USD.,. .filmmway will
address graduate students in the
morning; Kroc will address
undergrads ir:i the afternoon ....
Former SD Union reporter Rivian
Taylor, now a research attorney for
Justice William Todd, has been
appointed to the county's Indigent
Defense Advisory Board by Supv.
Susan Golding.
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Bui}t con:,puter firm
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TIM HUGHES
•.
Fir~•~ .9~~eral '!ja!.18g~t~ .'.' f~~ ;t;:i-:_
,-i~ r •,j

.

',:)t~l~ ·•., .'··• • ·

1

~· t:

Comput~r 1tt~f~~,;1i

k11ew when"t~, ho.w_:;fti+,,;1
'"'··• \ ',:;:}:'.:l:;,J,i.l);1
to bu.1·1d,. ''h1·s·'r1·r~'m
I

~

••• ,,!/,, )

Kelly's they've mad e ,in .s~ftWare and ~ 1
Few can match CharleS
1
experience ln the computer personnel prohibits switching to:
cost-effective microsystems. We:• _1
industry.
Kelly started in the industry in can offer the sa~e capabilities at a: , l
: .;/
1967, as has since wo~ked as a fraction of the cost."
The firriI 's ability to design soft-I 1 .]
programmer and a salesman, was
in r e pair and installation, ware systems has not gone un- ·.
designed systems, and has taught noticed. Its rapidly growing list of ; ! .~i
classes and authored books on the .c lients include the . U.S. Navy, : ;
Sharp HospitRl, Mailboxes Etc., : ~
subject of computers.
Kelly has taught at the Univer- IMED, the county's three, major: ·ij,.~,
sity of San Diego,.and DaltenTristi- universities and numerous other:
:·
lute of Technology in the People's companies.
Charles Kelly & .Co. began in •··
RepublicofChina.Hiscredenti als
include instructing courses on 1982 as a small organization capiJ
computer science, operations talizing on Kelly's knowledge of
research, statistics, accounting, the China-Taipei 'compatlblel
~~ , ,_._ .
finapce and information systems. computer market.
~
The company's philosophy ii, 11
Kelly combined his expertise
' _ ...
and knowledge when he formed broken down into five steps:
• Realize the need to store an~
' Charl es Kelly & Co., which
started as a wholesale distributor proces8 informatiOn on l\,,
·:~. · ~• J"
~ ·"' · '. ·
of compatible computers and has .,computer.
developed into a firm specializing ~ • Assess the ne~ds ~.nd prob~ · '.
.
·
in th e development of custom soft-·. !ems to be solved.
,?i
• De~ide budget{ ~ns_traints.
ware programs and computer; aided drafting and manufactur-- ! 1 • Ga_thei' - 'IM~ff- ~Vailabl~t~ ·f-1
.
,,..
1
alternatives.
ing. The company targets clients
in the industries of architecture, ,, • Choose the best alternative." ~., !{
To accomplish those goals ,'
construct ion , healthcare and
l
Kelly brought in Tim Hughes as
manufacturing.
Microcomputers have revolu- the firm's general manager. He iS~' : .
and
tionized American industry. responsible for establishing
KelJy claims his coJllpany'B maintaining admiriistrative ope~-; ~- ,
services are on the cutting edge of ations and product management,,_ ·;
Hughes was raised and ~ ,
that new technology.
"Thecostofcomputerpowerhas educated in the San Diego area.'' '· 1
·, ·
decreased approximately 25 He holds a bachelor's degree in
percent per year," he said. "If the . busine ss economics from the ,·
same fact was true in auto manu- University of San Diego and a,~)-i:- u
facturing, a Mercedes-Benz would tnaster'sa-egfee ih mternahonal :; t -:··
management from the American ~ ' :;'
cost about $10 today.
"We can take 30 to 40 micro- Graduate School' of International ~, '
computers and link the Systems to ~anagement in Phoeni~, Ariz. ' :,1· ...->
After completing his :J ,
obtain the power ofa mainframe
for roughly 5 percent of the cost. und e rgraduate work, ·Hughes
"Many companies are saddled worked in the financial industry '
with mainframes costing welJ at Merrill Lynch,.Pierce,-Fenner ,i
i'
.
•,
over $1 million. The investment and Smith Inc.

ill
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-,:''-.,Music for Brass and Organ".

1r.- . will be presented May 6, 8 p.m., In Founders Chapel. The concert

l . will feature the Classic Brass ·
:_Quintet with Janice Feher at the·
..;;,~
: p_!'gan. No admission fee. For _
· ·:
··· ·more, call 260-46oo, ext.- -4486.
.,,.
.

.

~-t Mother's Day Lectu,. Serles · : ·

-':.~,':-,

,·,·

.)•

,_with Marjorie Shaevltz, author of
-.;•,'.The Superwoman Syndrome, .. _.,..
/ ·. Will-be heJij May 9, 7 p.m., at the
:;:University Center_Forum. Call ':::;;; ·
>/:-;: 260-45go_ -..:-:. .-.:.-':t). :- ·~ ~-:.-~

~ .. ~-~-. ~:-,.

r_;..,•;~,Sprtng dinner for the Alumnae
the Sacred Heart Will be held
:, May 11, 6:39 p.m., at the ·
- · ·-·university Center. Guest speaker
· . Is Dr. Phil Hwang, professor of
. ·· education. Call 260-48oa.

·-of
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· JUfen~
_"'··
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·
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P. ~.·s·
~. ~., ~n,

E;e 1as/'
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~

{j~-1 V ~~iln~' Ball _:/·. tj,.~

,~ . _,'/;~. .c heduled 'in Mav
l,.t:/s
'··.,.·>,r.ALCALA · PARK · .:..., ,..,The :;'1988

i

. } \U~ve~si_ty. ~f San D!ego,-?e:m 'ii ..Ballis;~t
, ~,·for .~ May.•13 at the :San .D1ego Marriott ·
~-f 'Hotel and Marina. This year's theme is
_:J/ ./An Evening of Enchantment.". · ·: .· · ·
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l · Actfis~tain are in the news ex~ pressing their opposition to the use of
animals in scientific work. It is diffi-

.!

l

f

. cult for people to evaluate the points
raised by Sally Mackler (Letters, 422-88) and her colleagues, because
members of the animal movement so
often have presented a distorted
view of animal research and of the
·whole issue of animal welfare.
/
If they are really concerned about
·animal welfare and with alleviating
suffering and death of animals, then
selecting researchers as the target of · 'I
their attacks is misguided and illogi' •
·
cal.
Consider the ·fact that in the Unit- '
ed States, 12 million chickens are
conljumed each day;·-so that· in two
days, we kill, . dismember and eat ..
more chickens than all of the ani1
mals used for laboratory'purposes.in -·· .. ,:, . . ...
, -an entire ,year. We also boil, scram. ble, fry and otherwise destroy an ~s- :
, tronomical number of· chicken em--.; . ·t . · .
. bryos each day.
_,._. C~nsidering only · chickens, ·pigs, . :_.·J
-;:.:.· steers and'1ambs; we eat more thari] · · • . l
. billion animals each year... --~-~:...'.:,_ -~--\~:;:
-~- :Thus, picketing fast-food outlet$, ':"'"':~
· grocery stores and restaurants . by . , : ·
..-animal-rights groups would be '. a
much more logical tactic, in terms of .
the number of animals that could po-_
•
;<;
tentially be saved. The greatest threat faced by ani. mals today is the result of wholesal_e
destruction of habitat caused py
human activities. This is not simply a
matter .of suffering and death of indiI
vidual animals, but is extinction of
entire populations and species. Thirik
· what could be accomplished for animals if this was where the animal
·-..,_,,
activists made their effort.
!
Clearly, if animal welfare is the
issue, then the attack on research is.a
misplaced, unjustified and ineffective strategy, especially since .at
least some animal research - e.g.,
veterinary work, research on reprgduction of endangered species - is of
'. '
great benefit to animals.

l

I

I

I
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-DANIEL D. MORIARTY Jr. Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology
University of San Die~o
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Robert- Bork Warns audieri2e.;..
to Constitution
here of threats
/
.-

.

By Lorie Hearn
Slaff Writer

/) C{

cl- l

Cj ') .

In the style of a fiery homegrown
preacher, Robert H. Bork delivered a
constitutional prophesy in San Diego
yesterday that was designed to wake
sleeping conservatives to the dangers of the liberal activist attitudes
he blames for foiling his U.S. Supreme Court confirmation.
"Control of the law is only part of
a larger war," he said. Expanding the
power of judges to philosophically
change the intent of the law will lead
to the disintegration of "shared values and morals-first principles," he
warned.
"Most people," he said, "don't
know there is a struggle for constitutional dominance."
The San Diego Union/ Jerry McClard
Bork's message brought more than Robert Bork In San Diego
400 applauding San Diegans to their yesterday.
feet yesterday at a pricey hotel
luncheon to honor three ':Patriotic political process.
Americans:" developer Ernest W.
Diverting from his judicial demise
Hahn, Bishop Leo T. Maher and for a moment, Bork defended AttorCamp Pendleton's Major James J. ney General Edwin Meese's
McMonagle.
unwavering refusal to resign in the
Amidst a powerful celebration of heat of ethical and possible criminal
Americanism - punctuated by allegations.
music from the 1st Marine Division
"I regard him as a friend," Bork
Band - Bork's speech was the sixth said of Meese. "I cannot believe he
he had made. this week as part of a ever had a criminal intention in his
cross-country roadshow that has be- life.
Although "I don't know what the
come his mission and his living.
The former judge has been on the reports are going to show about varirigorous tour since February, de- ous activities," he said, he insisted
lighting audiences by repeating the that if Meese "resigned now I'm
defense he believes was never made afraid it would be an admission of
clear through three weeks of Senate some sort."
confirmation hearings last fall.
His advice to Meese? "I would say
He warns about what he considers if you are convinced of your innoa thunderstorm of distortions that cence, fight it out."
can work against others in the judiciBork said he has committed to
ary as they did against him, and he writing a book expounding on his
talks quietly, but deliberately, after- constitutional message, but the bulk
ward about the help he never got of his time now spent on the lecture
from the White House.
tour.
Bork called the Reagan adminisA spokesman for the California Bitration "tired and not reacting quick- centennial Foundation, which sponly any more," when he was asked sored the luncheon, declined to say
why the White House kept largely si- how much Bork was paid for his
lent while he was subjected to the speech, but he acknowledged it was

/

in the area of the $12,000 to $15,000
the former judge receives at similar
functions.
Through the stern message, Bork
maintained a sense of humor, relating the story about a college student
who told him he watched every h1ioute of the hearings and was "sertnc
disappointed" when Bork was defeat'.
ed.
And there is the one that is "cau~:
ing me a slow identity crisis," Bo~~
said - so many people he meets mistake him for the nation's surg~~
·general. Bork smokes.
The frenzy that surrounded ·:~~
nomination was the "first all-out pglitical campaign against a judicial
nominee in this country's historY,;'
Bork said. "II is one battle in a Jongrunning war for control of the judici· ··
ary. "
He commented later tllaLBm:nard
Siegan, the University of San _@o
· 1aw professor nomrnated to the 9th
Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals, is facing the same furor he did, but with
less national attention. He arid
Siegan have different views, Biirk
said, but Siegan still is "subject: ,lo
attack from the same quarters." ..
He told the audience about .~everse-discrimination rulings, opinions defending rights to abort.~911$
and a ruling that set aside the deil th
penalty for a while. The point is not
whether one agrees with the decisions, Bork said, the point is "these
are matters for the legislature<1ot
for the courts."
Bringing home the dangers o( t6e
movement to democracy, Bork once
again blamed his defeat on ::rne
"blitzkrieg of advertising" and ,: the
tactics of such senators as Edward
M. Kennedy, D-Mass.
Bork called his own views "tr<1<litional" and said he was not alooe., iil
his sentiments. "II is a fierce · and
strong debate, and strong things-9re
going to be said," he asserted, ad,c)tng
that his are "beleaguered viewsfo?:ght
now but it's a strong tradition." :;:n··.
~
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raps left-leaning law professors

Tells group here 'academic theorists' seek to revise Constitution

Jqo~

;

and untrue.
"If the American people believed 10 percent of
the campaign, they had a right to be terrified," he
said.
Bork got a laugh from the audience when he
added, "In fact, if I had believed 10 percent of
what had been said about me, I would have closed
the Senate hearing and would have committed
hara-kiri before the television cameras."
He received a standing ovation after his talk.

'. By Joseph Thesken
'. Tribune Staff Writer

Former federal appellate Judge Robert Bork, in
. San Diego to address a U.S. Bicentennial Commis. sion luncheon, criticized some law professors for
, their "left" leanings and their attempts to alter
. the meaning and intent of the Constitution.
• Bork, rejected by the Senate last fall after being
' nominated to the .U.S. Supreme Court by President
Reagan, appeared relaxed and good-humored as
he addressed an audience of more than 400 yesterday at the Sheraton Harbor Island East Hotel.
He said many law professors are theorists who
"would substitute for the historic Constitution a
body of constitutional law based upon their no, tions of morality."
"These academic theorists, such as those at
Harvard and Stanford - schools like that - have
, suggested the Constitution creates rights to
receive welfare, to use cocaine and to engage in
· prostitution," Bork said.
''That gives you some idea of the direction in
: which these non-originalist philosophers want to
, take us."
Bork, who said he resigned in February from his
· appellate judgeship in the District of Columbia so
he could speak out against those who opposed his
• Supreme Court nomination, attacked the liberal
, philosophy he said is rampant in many law
· schools.
"A Harvard law professor, whose notions differ
from others at the school. said the emerging attitude at that university is: Let a thousand flowers
bloom, as long as they are leaning sharply to the
left," Bork said.
"That description would fit a lot of universities

/

Tribune photo by Jerry McC/ard

FORMER JUDGE ROBERT BORK
Says leftist judges are distorting the Constitution

and a lot of law schools," he added.
• Bork spoke out against those who opposed his
nomination. He said the advertising campaign by
the coalition of organizations against him, inciuding civil rights and feminist groups, was vicious

I

At an impromptu news conference later, Bork
said he no longer feels bitter about those who
helped block his nomination.
"I'm enjoying myself, traveling around the
country and speaking before groups," he said.
Bork referred to the plight o( Bernard Siegan, a
University of San Diego law professor wfiose nomination to the 9th U.S:Circuit Court of Appeals has
been stalled in the Senate Judiciary Committee
for 14 months.
"Professor Siegan is going through a similar
attack to mine," he said, "but we have different
views."
Bork addressed the California Bicentennial
Commission on the U.S. Constitution, at which
. three prominent San Diegans were given Spirit of
America awards for their roles in upholding the
spirit of the Constitution.
Those honored were Bishop Leo Maher of the
Catholic Diocese of San Diego, Maj. Gen. J.J.
McMonagle, commanding general of the Marine
Corps base at Camp Pendleton, and San Diego
developer Ernest Hahn.

.
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· l3ut the issue of growth controls - ,
commanded more attention than af.
fordability at the seminar, attended
by about 30 real estate writers and
editors from around the nation.·One
reporter from Oregon wondered if
· Continued from F-1,;29.55
contentious." - ... ,.
, -~ ._. ::
housing production caps would be
California's next export:
·
out the burden over a longer period.
Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., told
A panel of growth-control advo"It is this option which is the most the seminar that Congress was devel.'
cates and building industry leaders
fiscally sensible and politically feasi- oping new housing legislation aime<t
at the conference zeroed in on San
hie," he said.
at solving homelessness and impro.,._.
:'.. i Diego as a case study. - ~ .'·:
Richard Peiser of the University ing affordability. • • - ,. · · • ·: •
- : '-.! Pro-control leaders said housing
of Southern California likened conAnd he said that he and his Repul)..
must be limited to give San Diego
trols to rationing and predicted hous- Hean counterpart, Sen. Alfons·e
time to upgrade facilities and sering prices would rise if voters ap- D'Amato of New York, are lobbying
vices before further rapid growth
proved either proposal headed for Michael Dukakis and George Bush to
makes matters worse.
·· •·.
the San Diego ballot this fall.
speak out on housing issues during
"Today, it is clear that we may
One measure, sponsored by the cit- the presidential campaign.·-t:r,,..,.~~
have bought into a lifestyle that is
izens group, would limit housing pro- •- -William C. Apgar Jr., associate dlJ
more crowded, stressful, polluted
duction to as little as 4,000 units a rector for the Joint Center for Hons.
and joyless," said Linda B. Martin,
year; the other measure, still being ing Studies at Harvard, said he has
co-chairwoman of Citizens for Limitdrafted by the City Council, would detected an increase in interest iii
ed Growth.
, .
2llow about twice that much.
housing issues in the past six months.
Gregory T. Smith, president of the
.. "I do feel what we are seeing is a
But political analyst Charles E.'
Baldwin Co., a major San Diego
harbinger for what we are likely to Cook Jr. said that housing and
builder, _,aid independent studies
see elsewhere," Peiser said.
~
· growth controls are unlikely to sur•
have shown that controls will not be
He noted that Boston, New Jersey • face as major issues this fall.
:',
effective in reducing population
and Washington, D.C., already are 1'He said of housing needs, "It's
growth.
.
~.
..
-;
facing growth-control pressures.
probably third or fourth on the agelt'
• By Roger M. Showley
Smith said a better way of ·hand~
Staff Writer
"But the situation here (in South- da of domestic issues," Cook said. " ft
'ling growth pressure is to charge deern California) is a lot worse, be- better job needs to be done to get the
·- NEWPORT BEACH - National
velopers and new residents the full
cause the political situation is more ·message out."
·
housing experts pointed to San Diego
cost of building public facilities in
last week as a harbinger for efforts
new neighborhoods. In addition, resiaround the country to slow down
dents in existing areas should pay for
growth. The president of the Nationmodernizing older infrastructure, he
al Association of Home Builders liksaid.
- G - ·;. ·:..;..;i
~:
ened the trend to a "tidal wave" that
·/ 'I, as a developer, am willing-to
is moving East. . ,
/ pay my fair share," he said. "rd
But the experts disagreed whether
rather address the real problem
the issue is hot enough to affect this
:_~ 1· rather than see an arbitrary cap (on
year's presidential election.
. ,
_ construction)."
:··
At a two-day seminar sponsored J~ The panel's
economists disagreed
by the home builders, participants
about the wisdom of imposing
also questioned whether Americans
s1 growth controls.
·
~re still the world's, best-housed na~
Peter Navarro of the University of
tion.
-1·.. San Diego warned that wiffiout con"There are some problems and
trob, txisttng residents will "shoulpeople falling through the safety
der a crushing financial burden" of
paying for the region-wide effects of
■ <:>ne _builder has found a way to
growth. Those costs have been esti0
build rn communities with tight
mated at $26 billion over the next 20
growth controls-P-3
years. He said that with controls, the
slower pace of growth would spread
net," said association president Dale
Stuard.
·
But John C. Weicher, an economic
policy adviser in President Reagan's
_:_ee Slow ~n .Page F-,
Office of Management and Budget,
blamed Congress for slowing re.i
. forms that would preserve the "safety net" of special programs for the
~r. He also said the administration's economic policies have made
homeownership more feasible for
first-time buyers because of reduced
mterest rates and lower inflation Weicher's remarks were disp~ted
by the other panelists discussing
aiousing needs for the future. One
9:peaker . said that homeownership
among first-time buyers is a problem
nationally, not just in areas with fast

Slow --t-l- ------ '-:i

A tide

that is
growi•ng
..zc/65
. .

S.D. efforts to slow
growth worry home
builder association
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A whirlwind tour is in store for
a .delegation ;t~e J:>eo~le's _·
Republic of Chinl'th~t moved mto . the. Sh~raton comple~ Frida)'.:
~ group 1s from the city of Yanta1, ;
San: ~iegci'$ sister city. While here,j
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- '_
Society headed by Gil Onta1.
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The Chinese visitors, who · 'in! _
~lu.de the Yantai mayor and othe1 -,
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royal 17reatmenL As a practfcal
• joke-,_?~ ·d?ubt, they'll .attend Citt ,Council; :l3oard of Supervisor and\
: CCDG meetings, and for education!
- they:- ~il k see- elementary schools, !·
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~ Wied said he will also concentra!e improv-:7 :
ing professional competence, d~hverm~ legal
services to consumers and pubhc rell!hons.
. "Public relations deserves attention, not
. from the standpoint of tootmg_ our horn, but
from the standpoint of acq~.am1mg 1l!wyers
and ublic with what we do, . Wied ~atd. .
Wi~d said Cornell had told him earher '(/ h•~ .
Intention to run, but then said he . wmli . no
during the board's private dinner with iush~es :
,
f the state Supreme Court last Thursday.
Cornell acknowledged that he thought abof ut ·
b t hanged his mind last week a ter
.
i{;:&fr::igto ::ia~y people both inside and outsi de

'\

1-:~Vif.d to Head Bar .'- •.l

Continued from Page 1 .
'
_·,
.,__ 't 5 S
, never run.
'•
On Saturday, the board also:
! ' • Deferred action on a proposal to require ,
): all lawyers to pass a "trial skills" course be- I
(
. fore practicing in California. Anderlini said the 1
, proposal, put forth by the Committee of Bar /
1
Examiners, should be given extensive review
· 1
·. •
· .• by bar governors.
. n'ght now
, Accordingly, he scheduled a three-hour ses-•
.LC/~.S
and.
bo dsat
. ' " Cornell
contested elect ton
prothe
discuss
to
sion for Thursday, June 16,
"We need to get a new pres1den\ ?n ar
·
posal, with a vote slated for June 18.
can be as
: I get him started so that the transthon
• Decided to take no stand on the Parents'
·
d
.
f
,.1 · smooth as possible." Colin's my bestdn1n _on '
Right Act of 1988, a bill that would allow par"And as you know
. ents to take unpaid leave to take care of their
I
the board he's been a personal fnen o
' H and I go back seven or e111
children, with guaranteed reinstatement
outstandipg
for ye~rsh.e added.. "He'll do an
. rights. The bar's Committee on Women in the ·
··-1
years,
1
"ob"
Law urged the board to take a priority stand in
C
B H
uestioning Cornell said there was a · / . favor
J •
y P Ill"._ . ARRIZOSA
of the bill, AB 2738. But the _governors
co~re~n ~hat he couid not take away t~t much
San Diego business lawyer Colin W. Wied
ttiombeefprroems·•hdiesnftironhe~~et~'i;~nx~tthe~d!oth~;;;t
will be the next president of the State Bar,
a
spen
September
in seven
Anderlini
P. Terry
succeeding
third-.. I ·. also a concern that he c_ ould n_ot
one of the
the only
Wied, 53, was
'd
year members of the bar's Board of Governors ' . much time away from his family.
"Very big family reasons," Cornell sat,;
who announced his candidacy for the presiden"They haven't seen much of me this laSt yer.
cy during last Saturday's monthly board meetCornell spent much of this past year wor .mg
in!! in San Francisco. Only governors in their
hard on development of a mandatory _cont~n~thJrd year on the board are •eligible to be
ing legal education program for CahformT s
··
president.
:,
lawyers.,
Merced lawyer Dennis A. Cornell, who had
been expected to run, surprised everyone by
t
Couldn't Predict Votes
telling his colleagues late Thursday that he
Cornell said he could not tell how manydvoules
would not run "for mostly personal reasons.",
_e
r
boar
19~5
a_
since
gotten
have
would
he
present
to
going
"One of things was , I wasn't
prohibits any form of ca_mpa,gmng for pr~t- ,
that much of a different voice, if any, than
h.
dent until the May meetmg.
Colin because he and i tend to agree on about
several board members told Cornell after f ts
everything, " Cornell said. "It would have been
or 1,
v~~ed
have
would
they
that
withdrawal
substance.
thah
style
of
matter
a
more
much
him but Cornell added, "That doesn mean I
"If I really had a sharp difference In philosothey would have voted for me," noting that laS t i
phy, then it would have been another major
II f e lawyers in their third year were
,, '
consideration," he said.
a tv to run, but th a t didn't translate \·
year
encouraged
Although Wied is the only candidate, the
t t 11
. h
into solid votes.
board will still hold an election at its next meet"The one thing I've learned m t e 1as wO_ i
ing in June. Wied will then take office at the
years is there's a difference between encoura1 1
conclusion of the State Bar's annual meeting in
ing somebody to run and then actualla C?.!}1~1; '
.
•
Monterey, Sept. 23-26. ' '
r g to vote for them " Cornell sa, · er '
"It's a terrific honor and a terrific opportuni~:re a couple of candidates who ran ~n tth
board
ty ," Wied said Saturday after .. tbe
1
t
couple of years who learned, muc O
f.
•
'
.
.
meeting.
surprise that they did not have the sui:;\
Wied said he, like other recent bar presithey tho~ght they did . So I never try lo pr c
dents, hopes to continue trying to solve the
'd r
.
these things."
problems in the bar's disciplinary system. "It
Colin W. Wied
"Frankly that did not enter mt? my const e "
non-issue
a
1s hoped discipline wiJT become
no position after consulting
take
to
decided
.
ation _ that much," Cornell satd.
' !
·. ,.. .. ..
.
.
he said.
,privately with General Counsel Diane Yu
Wied a partner in Wied & Smelko, was pr~SlCornell said the board would wait until the
dent of' the San Diego County Bar Assocta 10~
,
,
Work With Discipline Monitor .
in 1979 and chairman of the_ bar (?onference O state Supreme Court clarifies the bar's ability
He said he thinks he can work with bar moni1984
take stands on such issues in the case 01
to
d
M
m
Delegates executive committee
lor..Rober~eth, appointed last year to
:
Keller v State Bar, S.F. 25252.
Cornell 40 was president of the erce
study and recommend reforms in .the bar's
• Approved a new conflict of interest rule
County Bar Association in 1979 and also a
disciplinary system.
Nominees
Judicial
on
Commission
the
member of the Conference of Delegates execu- for
"I think Bob Fellm~th is the best thing to
R. h Evaluation, the bar panel that evaluates the
live committee from 1980 to 1983.
happen to the bar since I 've been on this
qualifications of the governor's judicial apAlso choosing not to run were lawyers . tc
board, " Wied said, noting that both men are,
ard Alexander of San Jose, John Cummmg O pointees Former JNE chairman James Ward
from S.1n Diego and are "good friends." : ,
Eureka and Douglas Dalton of Los Angele~aJ8 I said the old rule was so specific, it ''missed the
" Bob did an investigation and acquainted the ·
public members Glee Ewell of Fresno aio d mark" while the new rule is broad-based and
board with what was going on in discipline and
ar will be mo~e workable.
Olivarria of Riverside. Thoug~ any
we would never have found out otherwise. It's
member in his or her third and fmal yea can Dalton vigorously opposed the new rule as
been a very productive relationship, " Wied
run for the presidency, public member ave too broa~, but c~uld not get enough votes to;
said.
SeePage 24 WIED f~revent its adoptti'
'

-

-

•

_[San Diego's Wied
To Be State.Bar's ' °
President in '88-'891i ·,the"Webar.don't need our energies• d"iverted into'da
No Other Candidates
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smog-in fested, overcrow ded, · and ugly •
"haves'!....:..who want their property to ap.
.
·
Tinsel Town.
any
be
to
w.mts
us
of
preciate. Since none
Di~gans
San
,U nder that option,
of these nasty things, Goodkin leaves us
no other alternati ve than to join his side. . spend more time in their cars, die earlier, because of respirato ry problem s,
Regarding his oversim plificatio ns,
in oceans and bays that are infestrizaswim
characte
brush
conside r his broad
e~ with sewage, ration their water, and
tions of San Diego's problem s and possisuffer electrici ty brownou ts. Nobody
ble solution s. In Goodkin 's world, traffic
· can want this except develope rs who, by
. problem s can be cured by car pooling,
the time the crunch comes, will ·have
staggered work hours, and dragging peomoved out of town in search of the next .
people
iles;
automob
their
of
out
: pie
farmland to urbanize.
don't hate but love congesti on because
.
to
area
n
downtow
the
into
they crowded
enjoy the Super Bowl parties; and traffic
is an inevitab le by-produ ct of making
econd, City and County -officials
·
I babies . .·
odate all new growth but
accomm
can
, In addition , builders hate to build
fees and float bond issues
and
taxes
raise
.
i multi-fa mily· units and don't make any
problem s that growth
the
all
for
pay
to
deon
fees
1 money doing it, impact
option, existing Sari
this
Under
implies.
velopers to pay for local streets, parks,
be forced to pay for
will
residents
Diego
capaclibraries, fire stations, and sewage
of growth, and
tag
price
the
of
much
ity are too high; and constrain ing growth ·
total tax burden rise
their
see
will
they
will destroy the econom y.
by 200 to 400 percent. In a town in· Finally, builder s-not mayors who
habited by a strong conservative, anti-tax
don't build anythin g-are the good guys
continge nt which is already saddled
1 who never ever try to lobby politicia ns
a high cost of living, this is clearly
with
.
I ' to obtain exemptions, variances, or down political
ly infeasible.
buck,
faster
or
zoning to make a blgger
City and County officials can
Third,
;
and San Diego will fall into an econom ic
in San Diego through
growth
manage
·
allowed
depressi on unless developers are
series of policies
hensive
compre
,
a
a free hand . Excuse me, buc-this vision
ing the rate of
moderat
include:
which
politof San Diego and special interest
well as commer cial and inas
al
residenti
ics is out of touch with reality.
dustrial develop ment through permit ra. tioriing, preserva tion of open space
through passage of a bill such as the SenHere' s how I, along ~ith experts . sitive Lands Initiativ e, reductio n of
at SANDAG and the City Plannin g
"booste rism" . which encoura ges 1
Departm ent, see San Diego's future if no
:growth, discoura ging jpb growth in low
steps are taken to manage growth. Traffic
end occupati ons, and institutin g region- 1
congest ion is ·bad and getting worse in :_ al impact fees on develop ment to for_ce
San Diego and by the year 2005 will be
newcom ers to pay their fair share of the
as bad as in Los Angeles on many major
costs growth imposes on the City.
arteries. Air quality in San Diego ranks
.; This last option is the kind of responamong the worst in the country and will
sible position of growth manage ment
further deteriora te as growth continue s;
that the grassroo ts organiza tions which
and there is little hope that air quality • attended the Orange County debate are
will meet federal standard s if present
·
advocati ng.
trends continue .
the position embodalso
is
it
Locally,
Ekctrici ty and water shortage s are
ied in the Quality of Life Initiative put
predicte d within ten years. Solid'wa ste
the Novemb er ballot by the Citizens
on
facilities are close to capacity and sews
Limited Growth . This position
for
age capacity and treatmen t is one of the
in no way be confuse d with the
should
worst in the country for a major city. · extremis t "no-gro wther" position that
City schools are in absolute crisis finanGoodkin wants to paint his oppositi on
cially, and growth exacerbates rather
with .
than solves school financing problem s.
· Moreover, it is a position that is in harSan
·
,
continue
trends
All told if present
with broad public opinion in San
mony
Diegans will have to pay $26 billion to .Diego, and this support for manage d
finance regiona l infrastr ucture to
growth cuts across a wide swath 'o f peomoderat e these problem s and billions . pie of all econom ic and social groups.
more to provide local infrastru cture
Goodkin , wake up and see the consuch as schools, parks, libraries, and
pollutio n, and emergin g public .
gestion,
jails. In dealing with these problems-and
financin g crisis threaten ing to
facilities
the rapidly deterior ating quality of life
city if we listen to your adthis
engulf
in San Diego that they imply, the City · yice.
■
and County of San Diego have three
ecoof
r
professo
a
is
Navarro
Peter
.
policy options.
nomics at the lfrlipersity of San Diego
dobeen
have
they
as
can,
First, they
and a member of the City of San Dieing, simply maintain the status quoCitizen's Advisor y Commit tee on
go's
Goodkin 's advice- and allow America's
and Development. '
Growth
finest city to become simply another_
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by Peter Nava rro
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a!c?!ct (. Goodkinjs.:irguably one
of the more eloquen t and amusing advocates for · the building industry in ·
Souther n Californ ia. Having previous ly
sat through one of his speeches , I am left
with the impressi on that he could convince a corpse that it were alive. Beneath
his fine humor and glib prose, I am, ·
however, deeply troubled by the namecalling and oversim plificati ons that he
uses to promote the industry 's point of
view.
Perusing Mr. Goodkin 's often purple
prose, one is led to believe that anyone
who opp.oses unconst rained develop ment is one or more of the following: insulting, ignorant , elitist, socialistic,
fascistic, just plain stupid, free of vision,
free of compass ion, hypocrit ical, or
emotion al.
In the tired tradition of Spiro Agnew's
intdlectu al-bashi ng, he also beats up on
professors who, not having gone to
Goodkin 's School of Hard Knocks, still
"have much to learn" from gurus like
himself while we are also told that the
real force behind restrictin g growth is
homeo wners- Goodk in 's
greedy
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soon pull the last of its resident • :·North County, this doesn't seem .t.Q ~, The eight at.t orneys i~ the ,. •ference in · Minneapolis. DRI has
13,000 members nationwide.
Escondido office either live in
partners out of the El Centro office . ·~a•.strong trem:C · · · · ".
Sharon Blanchet, Karen
and staff it only with one legal 13e<r- ;.i:. For eonie 30 years Luce, For- :"_ E~ondi?o or the s.~oundi,~g area. .
CanofC, Brian Dunn, Anita
feel
we
but
prerequisite
a
i:iot
Its
retary, a move necessitated by dif- i, :ward Hamilton & Scripps had
Margolis and Deborah Wolfe are
flcult economic times in the Im- ) 1an office-in La Jolla With from one . it really helps."
Hinchy, Witte, Wood, Ander-,,·., running for the Board of Directors
! ; to four attorneys and 10 years ago
perial Valley.
son & Hodges maintains a tw°: ofLawyersClub.
"The charige should largely he 1 1 an office Was o~ned in Carlsbad
David Dolka (University of San
attorney office in Rancho Bernardo
complete by July 1," said manag- that had 88 many as five said
probate and esta_te planning Diego Law School) of Gray, Cary,
for
the
~f
chairman
Harvey
Miles
who
ing partner Josiah Neeper,
matters, and also has offices in . Ames & Frye has been appointed
·
himself shuttled between San . firm's.marketinkcommit tee.
Santa Ana and San Jose for collec,:{ general counsel for the Otay Mesa
·
Diego and El Centro in1981-82.
tionsandinsurancesubro gation. ; ;ChamberofCommerce.
9t
in
office
an
opened
it
yeat
La
San Diego's largest law firm has
• • •
Administrator Jan Davidson ·
been in the Imperial Valley for : th e Regents II building in UniverSan Diego County
said that the Rancho Bernardo of-f .1\.
sity City which merged the La
about 10 years and may be the only
Association
Bar
',
was
it
use
bec':l_
fi~e _was es~~blished_
Jolla and Carlsbad offices. It now
1
-one ever to have set up an office
Meetings, May 12--18
1
there. The firm will continue to
May 12
,I',
serve clients but attorneys will
; 1. The Environmental Law/Land
,
· reverse the commute and make the
Use Section - Noon, Lounge
,·
•~'by Marlin Kruming
two-hour trip from downtown San ·
Room of the University Club.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
Diego.
Speaker: John Lorman; Subject:
'.The change has come about, ex• 1
a ''good market foi- the type of law'.' .. , "Insurance Coverage of Hazardous
has 19 attorneys and, said Harvey,
'plained Neeper, because ''the Im•
1
Waste Problems.''
thd
in
lived
and some attorneys
perial Valley throughout the 1980s \ "we're going to have to put mOre
The Attorney/Accountant RetaNorth County who wanted~ work;,
has experienced a slowdown by _. attorneys · up there." He didn't
1
closer thart downtown San Diego. \ tfons Committee - s B.m., San
know how many and how soon, but
reason of difficult times in agriculAnother firm which opened a · Diego Pier Cafe (upper level) in
believes "the need is there."
ture" making it "more efficient" to
Rancho Bernardo offiCe - this one Seaport Village. Speakers: Arthur
The bulk of Luce, Forward's
go from a "resident office" to one of
1
in ~ 1979 - was Mclinnis, Fit. Brodshatzer, CPA; Robert Wallace,
1 estate planning and probqte work
"convenience.''
zgerald, Rees, Sharkey & Mein:- CPA; Subject: "Economic Experts
is handled out of University City,
Ronald Pettis, who went to El
tyre. However, five years later it & Some of the Games They Play on
which is able to serve Rancho San•
Centro in 1982, added that the Immoved to EscondidO, where it now the witness Stand."
ta Fe and La Jolla, and even Point
perial Valley has not had the
has four attorneys; two I partners'
·
' May 16 .
Loma and Missioll Hil1s.
"growth economy" that San Diego
t
and two associates. 'I
The Municipal Court Commit"They'd rather go to UTC (than
is experiencing.
"We tend to rotate our associates tee - Noon, Conference Room. Bar
downtown) because the parking
Of the other partners in the ofinto that office," said legal ad- Offices.
and traffic is easier," said Harvey.
fice, Jay Jeffcoat is on sabbatical,
ministrator Dave Whitson
Probate Subcommittee of the
In addition to the four attorneys
and for the past year, Rick Storms
i.r Legislature Committee - 303 A
'i " • . . _ , ~
•
, i ' . ...
haS beeri primarily bbsed in San ' in estate planfiing and probate,
th ere are seven i~ th e business secScenes: Some l~wyers at last St., Suite 402.
Diego although he has spent a
May17
Frjday'S · Law Week luncheon at
tion, which i n clJ.des high tech, Qnd
great deal of time in El Centro.
th ree or four in real eS t at e.
the downtown Marriott had to wait The Computer Law & High
In January, associate Anne
Section - Noon,
Technology
more than 25 minutes to get out of
The decision to open a Carlsbad
Richardson left Gray, tCary and
office was made because of the · the parking lot next to Seaport Varsity Room of the University
started with Byrd, Sttlrde-vant,
Village. There was one attendant. :°/ Club. Speaker: Robert K. Ped" exploding North County mark.et."
Harmon & Pace in El Centro:
dy cord; Subject : " Software
• * •
...,, According to PettiS, Gray, Cary ' However, after much study the
Hinchy, Witte, Wood, Arider~ Escrows: Issues & Alternatives."
decision was made to close both La
' had as many as six attorneys in the
Bankruptcy Law Section The
son & Hodges has donated
Jolla and Carlsbad because UTC
valleyatonetime.
$25,000 to the U ~ a n Noon, Conference Room at 110
" It's interesting work. There are . has become such a "dynamic growDiego Law School for computer West A St. Spea kers: Barry
ing area.'' said Harvey, which
interesting people," said Pettis,
reBearch facihbes in the expanded Ruderman , Jim Drylie & Dan Ro"may or may not be a Century Ci•
who noted the amount of internslaw library which is being planned. bertson; Subject: "Effective Rela'
ty. "
tional business.
The firm, celebrating its 25th an- tionships Between Bankruptcy
Expansion plans?
The firm will continue to mainniversary, has an open house at its Practitioners & Court Personnel."
For the foreseeable future "our
tain its La Jolla satellite office and,
new offices at 1901 First Ave. to- The Bar History Committee - 5
region of influence will be· Los
according to Neeper, "at the presp.m., Conference Room. Bar Ofday and tomorrow.
Angeles south," said Harvey. "No
ent time" there are no plans to adq
fices .
sight on Orange County," though.
any others.
The Legal Ethics & Unlawful
Harvey referre:d to five or six
• • •
Notables: Since last Novel11ber
Practice Committee - Noon,
years ago when "we attempted an
While some San Diego firins
Marine Corps Colonel Rufus
Conference Room. Bar Offices.
affiliation" with the LoS Angele$
Yollng (ret.) has bee n a senior
May18
firm of Hill, J effer & Mangles.
deputy city attorney in San Jose
"That very loose· affiliation lasted
representing the city in negotia-· The Real Property Law Section
disbanded
was
Room of the
and
years"
Varsity
few
for a
tions with th e Environmental Pro- - Noon,
becaUse it was Hnot ' mutually
University · Club. Speaker: Dick .
tection Agency over the Alviso
•
· beneficial." · · ·
Si.,perfund Site. Young commutes _ Parrent; Subject: ."What Every
.Qne qf.~h~ ,first O~tns. to.mo~• in,., w'eekendS" to · liiS nome liere hilt~ Real Property Lawyer Should
to North County ln the early 1970s
notes_thai it tak~s about as long for ,. Know About Insuring Commercial ,
was 1 • Higgs, FletCher·7· & · Ma Cl<
Real Estate."
hi~ t~ get from his offic~ t~ the Sa~
Law Office Economics & Man• ,
which started an Escondido office
Jose airport as it does to get from
agement Section - 5:30 p.m., .
with two ,a ttorneys. Now there are
the County Admin.istration BuildMoot Court Room , Cal 'western ,
'
eight.
1 ing tb Lindbergh Field. Young was
Law School. Speaker: Don ,
"Local people want a small office , active with the San Diego County
Solomon; Subject: "Computerizing •
to handle their problems," said of- , Bar Associa tion.
For Fast Track In The Law Office."
Mike Neil of Hollywood & Neil
fice administrator Ray Guinn.
has received the Exceptional Per- ' Juvenile Law & Education
The Escondido offic~ de8.ls primarie ·.
formance Award from the Defense , Committee - Noon, Ju~venil
- ly with real estate and land use,
Cot:rt,_Dept. 1.
Research Institute during the Nabusiness litigation, personal injury
deferise and municipalities. ,
In 1980 Higgs, Fletcher opened
an Oceanside office because . "the
people from the coast area didn't
want to drive over to Escondido
:and wanted, lawyers in the ~orth 1 ,
Coast area," said Guinn.
It was closed after two years. "I
don't think there's enough business up there to sustain a large ,
firm," said Guinn, emphasizing
that this was his personal opinion.
Now "we try to service It frorri
· ·
Escondido."
1
Another growing area that could ,,
be serviced from Escondido is Rancho California, 30 minutes north of .
Escondido which is also within
reach of Riverside, Orange County
and LOs Angeles law firms. Higgs,
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v1s1tors to Carlsbad
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ways for the streetscape 'ifi the
Carlsbad redevelopment area.

Aan Dieg~ -County _a rtist
anes Hubbell has been
Carlsbad Arts
selected by the
Funds for H~bbell's design
Commission and the City Coun• .·
cil to design and build· several come from the 1 percent Art in
sculptures as part of the_Rede- · Public ~laces program. The
velopment Agency's streetscape Redevelopment Agency is fundprogram. The sculptures, which · in g the .- m. ate rials an _d
will be located at kev locations · imple~entation .of the works.
=-1
throughout the rede°'velopment ,:·
1
· a 'i. ioHnu bb e 1s1"Sthreetsbcape
.area, will serve to. welcome visi- · pr0Jec1;s,,
as een i,•
· h onored w1'th· a ward s from ,t h e ,., \,
• tors to d owntown Carlsbad.
· , The ir~n/concrete and tile · American Society of Landscap/·i
· gateways will be located at : Architects and.•the State ·A.IA':,,,
several locations: at Elm and·Western Builders AssociaAvenuejustwe stoflnterstate5 · tion. His exhibits include ;
atRotaryPark andatthenorth . projects at: the Fine Arts''•
Pasadena '
'Gallery of San Diego,
end of Carlsbad Boulevard.
Art M·useum, ·the Founder's
Gallery, University of San '·
Hubbell has been working Di~nd the La Jolla Art Asso· · ·· Artist Jim Hubbell's Gateway project will be located at
· ·
closely with Austin-Hansen - ciation. · · ·
==J_;/ "e just west of Interstate 5. ·
Fehlman Group to d~sign gate-
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2nd bay cut idea
r!iS es worr ies ·
over beac hes

35-foot-deep channel through the
·
Srrand: ·
Journal Reporter
Larry Peeples, SHEP executive
' said his group has
The man who led a successful director,
some of the best
employed
fight to block construction of an_
to
Imperial Beach b~ater pr_Q;- hydrologists - in the county
the
on
retention
sand
study
ject several years agosaysfie"Ts
Strand. "The board of SHEP is
closely monitoring the push to
the mind·that this problem has
of
r entrance
cut a second h
solved before the second enbe
to
I v.er
through Coronado 's
can be built. We have been
trance
Strand peninsula.
told that workable sand
replenishment systems have been
William C. Kellogg, for a time,
fought a one-man battle against developed at Huntington Beach
the Imperial Beach breakwater and that even problems like the
projea -guing in court that it one with the Marine Corps harbor in Oceanside can be overwould91troy Coronado beaches
- the very thing it was supposed come by such systems ."
Kellogg argues that sand
to enhance.
He is prepared to make the replenishment schemes are costly
same argument again - this time and that it is wiser not to interfere
over the idea to make a second with the courses of nature. As an
engineer and registered geologist
bay entrance.
Kellogg worries that large sea whose "public interest feelings"
walls of a second harbor entrance have made him a battler for
could obstruct the ocean ·current coastal preservation, Kellogg
wants to help protect what is left
moving north along the coast and
stop the flow of. sand needed to of California's beaches.
For the past 50 years his family
replenish Coronado beaches.
"We are watching this situation has owned the La Jolla Beach
closely. We just don't need any and Tennis Club of which he is
more breakwaters obstructing the current president. The club
coastal currents. You would have has the distinction of having one
to go a long way to justify it for of the few remaining privately
any reason and in this case I owned California beaches .
"The Strand cut would not afdon't think economic developfect my family's ocean front proment or the flushing of the bay
perty in La Jolla, ." Kellogg said.
pollutants can justify the damage
"I just feel strongly about the
1 breakwater will do to the
issue, as I did in 1980 when I was
beaches."
Members of the Second Har- alarmed to discover that a
breakwater ar- Imperial Beach
bor Entrance Project (SHEP), a
non-profit co rporaton formed by had been approved by Congress.
I knew that breakwaters have had
local governments . and business
gro ups, are currently pouring disastrous results in California
:housands of dollars into studies and out of pu~ic concern I decidpage 3)
Jf a proposed 400-foot-wide, (Turn to BA

_By Mark Amott
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David i-L Dolkas, attorney at law with the -firm Gray, Cary,
. Ames & Frye, has been recently appointed general counsel
-- for the newly formed Otay Mesa Chamber of Commerce.
Dolkas, a resident of San Diego, Is a 1982 graduate from the
Unlv_erslty of San Pl89Q. and practices In the field of civil
litigations.
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tThre_e~day conference·at.UCSD to look at 'The-Trial of Jesus'

,;,,!'i,~~..?illm~n 0-,q~ · .' Religion
. The UCSD Judaic &'?udieK' Program
will host a conference May. 24 to 26
..;\itled "The Trial of. Jesus." By as.: sembling an interdenominational
. panel of experts in Jewish law, the
New Testament narratives and
,Roman history, the program hopes to
' provide a more precise understanding\ of .the events that have shaped
:w\'S!ern history and the history of
,the Jews.
,, : ... _.
. Faculty members said that no
. is,riie has so deeply divided Jews and
·Christians as the role-of Jews as por•,trayed..in the New Testament, so the
~'..conference is of more than antiquari_:;_iµi concern. ,...
.-.~ .
., ..'. ·
,. Issues to be addressed include the
·historicity of the New Testament ac. counts, the political role of Jesus and
.what crimes he may have been guilty
· ·of according to Jewish and Roman
law.
·.
•
The first session will begin at 3
p.m. May 24 with the Rev. Raymond
Brown of Union Theological Seminary outlining the major issues to be
addressed. It will end at 5 p.m.
On May 25 sessions will be held
from 9 to 11 a.m., 1 to 3 p.m. and 7 to
9 p.m~ these will be open discussions
among the panelists moderated by
David Noel Freedman and William
Propp. Brown will summarize the re-suits from 9 to 11 a.m. May 26.
The discussions will be technical,
but the university is making provi-
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supervising the construction of a er Breakfast at 7:30 a.m. Friday at
shelter for homeless men. Mother the Town and Country Convention
'-' :, ", w• • •'·•. .
Teresa is expected. to visit the she!- ·center. -- "'"'' · · - '-' • ·
ter June 1
·• " "~ .. •
The prayer breakfast bas been
1
Tickets· for her talk may &; 'ob-· held in San Diego since 1978. Call 238.. ,,
.w.
tained by sending a stamped self-ad- 1600 for information. . ,.. -~ •
may meet the scholars participating dressed envelope to: Mother Teresa . • The San Diego County Ecumen.iin the conference. •
Visit, University of San Diego, Alcala cal Conference will present ''Toward
The seven panelists will be Brown; Park, 92110. The order should include a New World View," a program that
Shayne J.D. Cohen, Jewish Theologi- name, address, phone number and offers insights into hunger, poverty
cal Seminary; Ellis Rivkind, Hebrew number of tickets requested. Call and border issues in San Diego CounUnion College; Donald Juel, Luther- 260-4791 for information. ,,,..--=.
ty at.6 p.m. Friday and all-day next
an Northwestern Theological Semi• Five of San Diego's major evan- Saturday at First Baptist Church of
nary; ·John P. Meier, Catholic Uni- gelical churches are sponsoring a El Cajon. For information call the
versity of America; Reginald Fuller, conference on trauma and sexuality conference at 296-4557 or M. Laurel
Episcopal Theological Seminary; and Friday and next · Saturday at the Gray at 449-938L ·•-; ···'1- r, ..:ii ·; • ::
; /\Jden Mossbammer,0 UCSD Depart. First Assembly of God on Phyllis
Torrey Pines 'Christian 'Church
iiient of History. ._.; ,;:· ·
•
Place. ·· ' ~ ·• ··"•;c. "· '• ·•·• "''
will present a concert of favorite an. The conference is free, but reserThe conference is designed to ·give thems and spirituals at 7 p.m. tomorvations for the luncheon must be a greater understanding from the 'row in the church sanctuary.
made by Wednesday. Call Laurel biblical perspective of the roots of , ·• Easter Lessons and Carols will
Mannen at 534-4551 for information.
problems that cause homosexuality, be presented by·the St. Cecilia Choir
• Mother Teresa will speak at 2 incest and sexual addiction.
·"
.. of the Cathedral Church of SL Paul
p.m. May 31 at the University of San
Speakers will include Sy Rogers, at 5 p.m. tomorrow.
Qkgo, h~r first visit here since 1960. host of the television program "Tur• La Jolla Presbyterian Church
The program w\11 be h@n the USD naround"; Jan Frank, author of "A will present the oratorio "Elijah," at
Torero Stadium and is f ~ Door of Hope"; and Barbara Johnson, 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the church.
public.
.
,
founder of Spatula Ministries.
Baritone Martin Wright will sing the
. Mother Teresa, who heads the MisThe conference is sponsored by role -of Elijah in Mendelssohn's drasionaries of Charity, won the 1979 First Assembly, College Avenue Bap- matic work.
Nobel Peace Prize for her work with tist, Faith Chapel, Scott Memorial-El
• Alan Cohen; author of "The Drahundreds of thousands of sick, poor Cajon and Skyline Wesleyan. It is goo Doesn't Live Here Any More,''
and homeless worldwide. She is com- being coordinated by Spatula II Min- will present a workshop, "Dare to Be
ing to San Diego at the invitation of istry. Call 560-1870 for information.
Yourself,'' from 7 to 9:30 p.m. ThursDr. Anita Figueredo, a USD trustee
• Rosemary Dun way Trible, · day at Christ Church Unity. Call 280and a co-worker with the missionar- Washington, D.C., businesswoman . 2501 for information. '
ies.
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7 p.m. seminar Thursday at the Metropolitan Community Church of San
• Diego. An "AIDS Medical Update"
will he given at 7 p.m. Wednesday by
Gary McClelland, co-director of an
AIDS ministry in Los Angeles.
• St. Mark's United Methodist
Church will dedicate the renovation
of its sanctuary at 8:30 and 10 a.m.
· services tomorrow, An open house
will follow from noon to 2 p.m. in the
social halL .
.; , '.. . }/ ·
. • Christian YoutH · Theater will
present the children's musical play,
"Snow White," at 7 ·p.m. Friday and
r'next Saturday, May 21,27 and 28, and
at 2 p.m. May 21; 22 and 28 at the
t.ewis Junior High auditorium. Call
588-0205 for ticket information. · ·,
' • The Metaphysics of Jesus, a
three week class Jed by the Rev.
Wendy Craig, will begin at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday-at the Pacific Beach Middle
School. The class is sponsored by the
Church of Today and may be taken
for credit. Call 746-2722 to register.
• The Rev. Brian C. Fairley will
be installed at the 10:30 a.m. service
-tomorrow as pastor of First Baptist
Church of La Jolla on Genter Street,
A-luncheon will follow the service.
• Kehilat Ariel, a Jewish Messianic congregation, will celebrate Sha•
vuot at 10:30 a.m. next Saturday with
music and a children's program. Call
279-4847 for information.
·
__

-zr:~;:r:;~-~tEast ,:;:;'.;.!
, San Diego Christian Foundation·
will hold its 7th Annual Auction from
,.10 a.m. to 3 p.m. next Saturday at the·
La Mesa Community Center on .Me-morial Drive. Proceeds to· benefit.
Southwest Christian School in Chula
- Vista.
.
. •St.Philip the Apostle Epsicopal
Church in Lemon Grove will hold a.
_rummage sale from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.•
Friday and 9 a.m. to 3.p.m. next:Sat-·
urday.,., ,te'.11\:~;!c-•-\h' ::, :_:;.,:i<,\t0- I .
..
..,.c_-r. :' ~
N · h . :~t• ,~J'! -. _
"
· •· · Ort
._,,,.."·
, Pentecost . '88,. a one-day celebra-,
tion of evangelization for Roman: '.
~atholic.!aity, will be beld•n~xt·Sat-:
·
urday at St, Patrick's Church Hallin:
Carlsbad. The six-hour program will:
·
begin at 8:30 a.m. and is open to all, ·) .
1
interested persons. .
.,
i
- .. A satellite and closed circuit hook~
up will bring together·about 35,000 iO:
300 sites throughout the United:
States .
·
'
• Alan Cohen, author of "The Dra)
gon Doesn't Live Here Any More,''.
will give a workshop at 7:30 p.m. Fri•
day at the North County Church of
Religious Science. Call 436--0235 for,
information.
.
. ·
• A retreat for recovering alcohol,
ics will be Jed by Rev. Bill Wilson
May 28 and 29 at Mission San Luis
Rey Retreat Center in Oceanside:
Call 57-3659 for information. ~ 1
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FiUSDD~8flSB8118'bliiCk-alld-white issue
!. T ~ ~-riiversity of San ·

.])iego-Deans a was a ~
study in bl~ck and white. • • The dinner dance Friday, titled
"An Evening of Enchantment," was
chaired by Helen Anne ~unn. who :
chose black, white and silver for ·
·her decorations. The men - being
in black tie - came color coordinated for the event, which benefits .
USD's five schools. But many'
women - including the white-clad
.chairwoman and Gloria _Melville, •
who wore black with a white gardenia in her dark hair - dressed to
- .
.;_ r I~---:
order, too.
•. The party was held in San Diego .
Marriott's new··· tower-~ ballroom, i
reached by escalators. that were·r,:
· topped, for the night, ,with Rinaldi :;
Strings' players, who welcomed the ·.
400 attending. Members of .USD's · ·
. NROTC· cyrps dir~ted the flossy .
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j, gei;_s!_ ean of USD's ~ :-01 of:n_
.l>fpoiµp and _ctrcumstance from the
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,i·..c-:_ke~t:the :~an~ floo~ _full, entertain:-~}.Tables were··~hite, ~entered with -:;f l ·-; :f :"'_:, "':""
· ·,~ ment hi~light 9f the night_came
.>~.•;'
(;;,bla~k:,:Lilcite . ~ntainers .:holding .yJ ·1
-i~r~from the cast of the Old Globe The,- .·. ·
~ small-'all-wh1te floral arrange/t,i1, atre's "Suds" production.'They arNANCY
~f)_µients'stuck with:'crystal r ods. the
· , , rived after their show and ~spell·SCOTT : __- .
·;ceiling. was · lined' with black and
•-...
bound the audience.
white balloons trailing silver Mylar - AN PERSON
Kim and Marilyn Fletcher were
---------·
·streamers.
there, as were William Doyle and
I B t Eagen ga've . - ~ TRIBUNE SOCIETY EDITOR
M .
, • Anita Figueredo, Bob and Judith
• "' -a• _ _ ...
· f _-_ .
,onsign~r · _ren
· . ,s,- ;f; · - ,_ -;, · -.~'.'::-: -~- witty,-the George Vojtkos, Bill-and · ·
the mvocatio~, ana USD law pro es ,Lillian Vogt, John and Sally Thornsor Hug~ Fned~an was .m~~te: -~!....-,of the College of Arts and Sciences
.._.., · ton, Joanne and Frank Warren,
who died last October.
·
~eremomes. · ·. . · ..
Charlie and Gloria Melville, Alison
Carol Baker, .acting dean ·of-the
·,., The five-course dinner - with individual beef Wellingtons or sword, College of Arts and Sciences was · and Jonathan Tibbitts, Linda and
fish steak entrees -' was served honored, as were James Burns, Frank .Alessio, Lee and P.J. Maturo, Charmaine and Maurice Kawith Chateau Montelena wines dean of the School of Business Adplan, Jane Guymon, Tommi and
(honorary chairmen Ernie and Jean ministration; Ed DeRoche;dean of
Hal)n own the Napa Valley winery): the School of Education; Sheldon Bob Adelizzi, Lilo and Glenn Miller,
USO president Author Hughes Krantz, dean o.f the School of L~w Darlene and Don Shiley, Claire Tathe deans honored for (who'll retire following an '88-'89 · vares, Anne.and Bill Otterson, Sis"
spotlighted
Ed DeRoche, dean of the School
including the late Joseph . sabbatical); and Janet Rodgers, ter Sally Furay, and Maggie and
night,
the
of Education, and wife, JacquePusateri, the 10-year veteran .dean dean of t~e Philip Y. Hahn School John Mazur.
J
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.School News
Law Ltt"

Donna Prokop

~

Kennedy Leads ~ommencement Speakers
. ,q5 •

. .

.
~perdine University School of Law
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Anthony M. KenGov. George Deilkmejian will address 131
nedy will speak at the University of the Pacific,
law school graduates on Saturday, May 21, all
McGeorge School of Law, during the school's
- p.m. at the school's 16th commencement exer64th commencement ceremonies at 1:30 p.m.
cises. The event will take place at the Odell
Saturday, May 21, at the Arco Arena in SacraMcConnell Law Center parking lot, on the uni. mento.
'<;
versity's ~bu..
Kennedy, a ·former member of the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals who was based in
Law
of
School
University
&~Clara
~ac~amento, is the ~nly U.S. Supreme Court
-U:S: Rep. Ullfi"f>anetta, D-Monterey, deliv·
Justice to be speakmg at a California law
ered the commencement address en Saturday,
· ··
school graduation this year.
May 14, to about 240 students who received
An adjunct professor of constitutional law at
their law degrees in a ceremony in the Mission
McGeorge for 22 years until his recent appoint!i
. ,,
Gardens.
ment to the Supreme Court, Kennedy will be
awarded an honorary doctor of laws degree
Law
of
School
Southwestern· University
'
school officials said.
Califot 1rla Sapl'eme Court Justlce Edward A.'
An estimated 290 students will receive their
Panelli will serve as the keynote speaker at the
their
juris doctor degrees and 45 will receive
school's 73rd commencement ceremonies on
master of laws degrees during the ceremony.
Sunday, May 22, at 11 a.m. at the Pasadena
Other commencement ceremonies are as
Civic Auditorium. An estimated 204 students
follows:
·
will receive their juris doctor degrees.
ABA ACCREDITED LAW SCHOOLS
Law
of
Stanford University School
Commencement exercises will be held Sun·
Boalt H I School of Law
day, June 12, at 12 :30 p.m . in Kresge Auditorithe
of
director
executive
·cha el Posner,
um at Stanford. The speaker will be Patricia L.
Lawyers' Committee on Human Rights will
Bryan, chosen by the graduating class to respeak at the school's 82nd commenceme~t exceive the 1988 John Bingham Hurlbut Award
ercises on Saturday, May 21, at2:30 p.m. at the
for excellence in teaching. Bryan, professor of
Hearst Greek Theatre on the University of CalNorth Carolina, served
ifornia, Berkeley, campus. About 290 students - · Jaw at the University of
as visiting professor in 1986-87. •.
will receive their juris doctorate degrees and
·
26 their master of laws degree. ··
University of California, Davis, School of Law
Los Angeles attorney and feminist activist
California Western School of Law ·
~ will deliver the school's 20th comRichard Carlson, director of Voice of Ameri- i
mencement address on Saturday, May 21 , at
· ca, spoke to about 105 students receiving their
1 :30 p.m. in the school's Recreation Hall.
law-doctoral degrees at the school's 60th annuThere are 153 candidates slated to receive their
al commencement ceremonies held Sunday,
juris doctorate degrees.
~fay 8, at the Spreckels Organ Pavilion in Bal.
· ·
•
boa Park,,San Diego.
UCLA School of Law
California Supreme Court Justice John A.
.
.
.
University
Golden
Arguelles will be the principal speaker at gradU.S. District Judge William W. Schwarzer
uation ceremonies to be held May 22 at 4 p.m.
will address the 1988 law school graduating
in Dickson Court on the UCLA campus. The
class on Saturday, May 28, at San Francisco's
school will honor 303 students who will receive
Masonic Auditorium. The ceremony begins at
their juris doctor degrees and 12 the master of
11 a.m. and the school expects about 150 stulaws degree.
dents to receive la~. degrees.

~~P~:-:··> · · : .-•
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Has\lngs•-eollege-of..Law---Harvard law professor and ABC's "Good
Morning America" commentator Arthur R
Miller will speak at commencement cereme>nies Saturday, May 21, at 2 t>.m. About 467
students will receive their juris doctor degrees
at the ceremony at the San Francisco Civic
Auditorium. ·
Lo~la School of Law ·
°Attorney William T. Coleman Jr., former
Secretary of Transportation under President
~erald Ford and principal partner in the law
firm of O'Melveny & Myers in Washington
D.C. , will deliver the address to 360 students at
the law school's 67th commencement on Sunday , June 5, at 1 p.m. The event will be held at
the Regents Terrace at Loyola's Westchester

campus:

.

l

University of San Diego School of Law
Jiihn Hart Ely, dean of Stanford University's
School of Law, will deliver the speech at the
school's 31st commencement exercises to be
held Saturday, May 21, at 10 :30 a.m. in the
campus football stadium. An estimated 290 students will receive juris doctor degrees; 18 their
masters in comparative law and 51 .their mas··
ter of laws degrees.
University of San Francisco
Calilorma Supr_¢iill! CeYFt J ust.iee---Marcus
Kaufman will deliver the commencement ad~ u n d a y , May 22, at 6 p.m. at the
Masonic Auditorium in San Francisco. Aboul
165 students will receive their juris doctot
degrees .

use

Law Center
Attorney Aulana Peters, a commissioner of
the Securities and Exchange Commission,
spoke to about 200 students who received their
juris doctor degrees Friday May 13 at the
school's 105th commencement ceremony held
at USC's Bovard Auditorium.

·

WhiUiec College. of Law

Former U.S. Ambassador to the United Na

\,

lions Francis L. Dale, current president of the
Los Angeles County Music Center, will speak to
about 110 graduating students on Sunday, May
29, at 5 p.m. at the _Whittier College main
campus.

Faculty member Sue Lunbeck will
t, Francisco.
deliver the final commencement address to 18

I~ ,;:~;::;tti""• ...~. . i

STATE-BAR ACCREDITED SCHOOLS
Empire College School of Law -(Santa Rosa)
Sonoma County Superior Court Judge Raymond Giordana is slated to speak to 14 graduat-1
ing students on Saturday, June 11, at 2 p.m. at
the Luther Burbank Center in Santa Rosa.

I

,
Humphreys College of Law (Stockton)
San Joaquin County Municipal Court Judge '
Rolleen K. McLiwrath Jr. will deliver the com- I
mencP.ment address lo 13 law school students I
at a ceremony to be held Saturday, June 4, at 7 I
p.m. at the college's central courtyard.

,
San Francisco Law School
State Bar Association President P. Terry An' derlini, an alumnus of San Francisco Law
School win speak at the school's 75th com' menceioent exercises on Sunday, May 22, at 4
[ pm The ceremony will be held at the Sheraton-Palace Hotel and 37 students will receive
·
law degrees.

t

.
San Joaquin College of Law .
The school's 14th commencement ceremonies will be held May Zl at 7 p.m. at the Fresno
Memorial Auditorium. The speaker and master of ceremonies will be Professor Oliver W.
' Wanger also chairman of the college board.
(: An est~ated 26 students will receive their law ,
1 d
II
egrees.
1

John F. Kennedy University School of Law '
I
(Walnut Creek)
The school's 23rd commencement exercises
,
at
p.m.
1
at
23,
June
will be held on Saturday,
the Scottish Rite Temple in Oakland. The
school will award Zl students with their juris
doctorate degrees. The speaker has yet to be
.·
·
determined. ..
La Verne University College of Law
· Sister Magdalene Coughlin, president of
r,,iount St. Mary's College in Los Angeles, will
speak to 18 graduating students at commencement exerciseS"to be held on Sunday, May 22, at
abouf5 p.m. at the university's Arnett Field.

11

I

~ew College of California
Ceremorues will be held Saturday, May 21, at
I p.m. at the First Unitarian Church in Sa!! .·

.

i

·
Santa Barbara College of Law
Santa Barbara County Bar Association President Donald Boden delivered the 10th com( mencement address to 24 students on
l\ Saturday, May 14, at the Santa Barbara County
~ Courthouse's mural room.

I
Lincoln Law School (Sacramento)
Lawrence K. Karlton, chief judge of the U.S.
District Court, Eastern District, spoke to about J
40 graduates at the school 's 16th c,1mmence- ·
ment ceremony held Saturday, May 14, at the /
Sacramento Community Center.

N:i_tional Universit~h~I or Law
D a v i d ~ vice chancellor of development and community relations of the Grossnont Community College District, will deliver
he commencement address to about 18 law
1chool graduates at 11 a.m . on Sunday, June 5,
11 the school's Vista campus.

l

l:

1

Glendale College of Law
Howard Miller, chairman of the law school's
board of advisors, will address about 20 graduates at the school's 20th commencement ceremony to be held Sunday, June 5, a12 p.m. at the
Glendale Community College Auditorium.

· ·
·
Monterey College of Law
Eva Paterson, assistant director of the San
Francisco Lawyers' Committee for Urban Affairs, will speak to 17 students receiving their
law degrees at the school's 12th commencement ceremony to be held at 1 p.m. Sunday,
June 5, at Santa Catalina School in Monterey. j

I
}. Northrop' Unlverslty <•. · \ •" ·. ·· c.No spellket .h11s-yet been arranged for ~om- ,
~
.
F:iday,
held
be
to
, mencement ceremonies
' June 24, at 7 p.m., at the Los Angeles Airport
Marriott Hotel in Westchester. About four J
~ graduates will be given law degrees.

i

j

I

~
f
University of La Verne College or Law,
. ' ;,
at San Fernando
will
Kamp
de
Van
John
Attorney General
speak to about 50 graduates of the _sch<>?l on "
Saturday, May 21 , at 4 p.m. at the Uruvers1ty of 1 ~
\ ,
La Verne Church of the_Bre thre n.

•.••

' ,,,
University or West Los Angeles
.
Commencement ceremonies for 50 students
receiving law doctorates will be held Sunday,
Theater
Ebell
Wilshire
June 5, at 3 p.m. at the
in Los Angeles. Delivering the address a_t the ~
school's 20th commencement exercises will be . f
Jaw Professor Carin Clauss, with the Universi- i
ty of Wisconsin School of Law.
Ventura College of Law
Carl Lowthorp, president of the Ventura I
County Bar Association, will speak to 39 graduates on Saturday, May 21, at 1:30 p.m. at the
Embassy Suites Hotel in Mandalay Bay m Oxnard during the school's 16th annual commencement exercise.
West.etn...State I Inivecsity (E._ullerton)
Graduation ceremonies will'be held Monday,
May 30, at 2 p.m . at the Orange County Pe~forming Arts Center in Costa Mesa. An estimated 310 students will be graduated. A
speaker has not yet been arranged, school officials said.

Western State University (San Diego)
Commencement ceremonies will be held Saturday, May 28, at 10 a.m. at the Organ Pavilion
in Balboa Park, San Diego. An estimated 120
students will be receiving their juris doctor
degrees. A speaker has not yet been chose/ :.
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Two Bills

-.. ~'

The dues package consists of one policy measure and one funding bill.
SB 1498 by Sen. Robert Presley, D-Riverside,
would implement reforms to the discipline system and Client Security Fund. The discipline
reforms were recommended by the discipline
monitor, Robert Fellmeth.
AB 439i'oyAssembly Speaker Willie Brown,
D-San Francisco, includes the $125 discipline
enhancement fee, which would be imposed in
1989-91; the $10 Client Security Fund hike ; and
a basic dues proposal to fund the bar's core
·
budget in 1989-90.
The core budget represents general fund expenditures for the bar's various ongoing programs. Ac c ording to th e Office of the
Legislative Analyst, the Legislature's main fis.
cal advisor, the discipline system would consume 72 .6 percent of the 1989 general fund. ·
Brown's bill would raise basic dues in 1989
from $215 to $245 for lawyers in practice for
three or more years, from $147 to $177 for those
in practice between one and three years and
to $146 for those in practice less than
1 from $116
one year.

ber;;~i~:g caution In an Interview two days
, before the subcommittee hearing, Slate Bar
, President P . Terry Anderlini of San Mateo de~ dined to comment on the proposed amend; ments. He said only that the work scssi?ns
1 were conducted in " a splrll of congenia lity.
People appear to want to gel the problem
: sot;:.;;; Board of Governors member Kevin
Culhane of Sacramento, who also attended the
sessions, " I think (they have) been 1n;men•
dously productive." He compared the discussions to the " heated and vitriolic" debates on
past dues proposals.

~r

SACRAMENTO - A scaled-back plan to implement landmark reforms of the State Bar's
attorney discipline system is scheduled for a
crucial vole today, with one key lawmaker
planning a move to strip the Attorney General 's Office of its authority to appoint the disci1
pline monitor.
The bar'• historic twc>-bill dues package
comes back before the Assembly Judiciary
Subcommittee on the Admln.istration of Justice
after being substantially amended during work
sessions involving the Interested parties and
lawmakers.
The major change would reduce the number
of administrative law judges in the proposed
' professional State Bar Court from 14 to 8½. As
a result, the proposed " dues enhancement" fee
that would be imposed on lawyers to fund the
reforms has been cut from $145 to $125.
And most of the reporting requirements relative to alleged attorney misconduct have either
·,
been eliminated or amended.
In addition, the proposed increase in the annual $25 Client Security Fund sureharge has
been reduced from S20to $10, The Legislature's
fiscal analyst had recommended lawmakers
reject the entire increase.
The fund reimburses clients who have had
their money stolen by their attorneys .
Judiciary Committee Chairman Elihu Harris, D-Oakland, confirmed in an interview
Monday that he will propose the discipline
monitor be appointed by the Legislature, rather than the attorney general. Reaction to Harjl!~-..
ria.'s proposal was mixed, ..,,.

l
'!

·'° n' •,-, "'
t"

[~ In 1990, the dues would incre~e 8.noth; r $35-, - 1 to $280, $212 and $181 , respectively . .
1 , With the dues enhancemen~ and Client Secu1rity Fund reductions, the dues package w?uld
j increase total annual fees for most of California's 110,000 lawyers In 1989 from $275 to $425.
the package would have boosted
j Originally,
1989 fees for most attorneys to $470.
The two bills' fate will be linked by a legislative tactic called "double-joining, ". which requires both to be enacted in order for either to

1
!

i
·l
-1

J
I'

Smaller Bar Court
' And while Fe,!!m.~!!J.. expressed disappoint' men! with theamendments to the report.1!'g
requirements, he appeared comfortable wtth
the reduced Stale Bar Court plan.
1 The scaled-backed plan calls for a panel of
six AWs in the Hearing Department who
would initially rule on discipline cases. The bar
had originally proposed an II-judge hearing
der.~~~w Department - which w~uld
hear appeals of Hea ring Dep:irtm~nt dec1s1ons
~ would consist of the presiding Judge of the
State Bar Court, a nother professional AW, and
one half-time lay judge. The bar originally proposed the department comprise three full-lime
,jut!t":;.eth said the current amendments _to SB
1498 would allow both of the latter two pos11lons
to be half-time. Thus, the number of AW 's
.
could be 8, rather than 8•,.
Fellmeth credited Harris with advancing the
notion that the Review Department should
function mainly with part-time judges until the
appellate workload is better defined. "I think
Elihu is right " said Fellmeth , " We won 't need
full-time appellate judges until somerme in
See Page 2-4,- DUES

·-

L'gisl~91s Sc,al~ Bae~ Stat~ ~ar, Du~s, qi5.cipljne ptans; .Key V9t~ '.foda,y /
Continued from iage I
·
the future."
The changes to SB 1498's reporting requirements include:
• Requiring attorneys and insurers to notify
the bar when a civil judgment is entered
against a lawyer for gross negligence. Originally, the bill required notification in cases
involving ordinary negligence.
• Requiring insurers to notify the bar within
30 days of the filing of a malpractice claim. SB
·1498 originally required insurers to report to
cthe bar on settlements of claims. · . . -"
~" • Eliminating a provision requiring plain·
tiffs to send the bar a copy of a malpractice
complaint before initiating a negligence action
in court.
· • Granting the court that enters a final contempi order against an attorney the discretion
: to notify the bar of the action. Originally, the
measure required court clerks to notify the bar
of allAmending
contempt slightly
citations.the requirement that

~•

__the bar notify local prosecutors of suspected
criminal behavior by attorneys.
Other amendments would delete a provision

making violations of probation conditions a
· cause for disbarment or suspension. Instead,
SB 1498 now would make such violations cause
for revocation of probation and possible
discipline.
Wbile the reporting amendments generally
are supported by bar officials, Fellmeth fought
to keep the original proposals intact. The
changes, he said, may deprive the bar of " a
relatively rich vein .of information concerning

attorney wrongdoing."
· ''
,•
islature. Noting that the attorney general has those suggestions to him, but he left open the (would give) them the power to remove me at
, . He aimed particular criticism at the amend- no responsibility regarding lawyer discipline, possibility of compromise. _"It doesn't have to will."
.,
'· :•.
,,c .•
•
ment requiring notification of civil judgments Harris said, " I don't know why the attorney be the Legislature," he said.
·
And Birdlebough said, ''There is some con··
· StevenBirdlebough, thelobbyistforthestate cern that it might not be appropriate for the
involving gross, rather than ordinary, negli· general should be in there at all."
gence. " That doesn't happen," he said of gross
One highly knowledgeable source who asked Judicial Council, said he was unaware of any Legislature to do this." .,.
.
•
'
negligence claims. ''That's why (bar officials) not to be identified said, "Elihu believes the proposals to grant the high court the appointSpecial Assistant Attorney General Richanl
don 't want the word 'gross' removed."
monitorshouldbeworkingfortheLegislature. ing authority. He declined to comment on Jacobs said he has brought the issue to the
whether the council would support such a pro- attention of Attorney General John Van de
One informed legislative source who asked He proposed that in the work session. "
not to be identified said Presley agreed to the
According to the source, Presley disagrees posai, but noted the issue was discussed at the Kamp, who appointed Fellmeth. Van de Kamp
switch to gross negligence " to avoid a fight in with Harris' proposal, partly because the mon- May 6 meeting of the council's Appellate has taken _no formal position, ~acobs noted.
committee."
itor already is required to report to thejudicia- Courts Committee.
,.
Several informed sources said Harris wantPresley aide Martin Pinon said the SB 1498 ry committees in the Assembly and Senate.
The Judicial Council declined to accept the ed Van de Kamp to appoint former Santa Ana
. amendments "pretty much reflect (Harris's) Others skeptical of the idea note the change appointing power when it was offered to them Democratic Assemb~ -Richanl Robinson
·desires. We took a lot of direction from him, could politicize the monitor's position. _ .
in 1986, the year the monitor's position was to the momtor's position. Some speculated his
and we did our best to satisfy his concerns."
HarrisandPresleyarenegotiatingtoresolve established under legislation . authored by move to strip the attorney general of the apHarris said he made comments at one of the their differences on the issue, said one in- Presley.
.
.•
. .
·
pointing authority may be in retaliation for '
. work sessions, but noted he has not seen the formed source. Two possible alternative apSaid Fellmeth, "I don't care who appoints Van de Kamp's choosing Fellmeth, instead of!
amended version of SB 1498.
pointing powers suggested by Presley, the (the monitor). I'm going to do the same job. " Robinson.
··
Harris confirmed he will push to switch the source added, include the auditor general and
Still, he expressed some concern about givBut Harris said, "My preference was not an I
authority to appoint the discipline monitor the state Supreme Court.
ing the appointing power to lawmakers. "I issue" when Van de Kamp was
· g his [
from.the Attorney General's Office to the LegHarris said Presley ha, not communicated don 't want to become a political foothall. It decision because " I wasn't asked '
_ _ _ _ _...;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
· _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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ir Image, Too
~re Now Trying To Polish The
Jud ges
.
.2 f/_5":
. .

J udgf~S, lik e attorneys . are trying lo do somethin g a bout t heir
image.
\Vh il c admitt ing t hat t he iss ue
was rd "one of my hi ghest priority
items when I took over" last year,
Ca li fo rni a J udges Assoc iation Pres ide nt Ge ne McDo n al d ne ver t he less recog ni zed the re " was a
proh lem.''
He was a lso aware of a strong
desire by State Ba r P res iden t
Te rry A nd e rlini of San Mateo to
do r.;omethin g a bout the publi c's
imngeof lawycrs.
An d McDona ld, a S upe ri or Court
j ud ~e i n Sa n Ma teo Counly,
re me mbe red a profil e in l he Los
Angeles D:iily Jo unw l on Superior
Court J udge F r a nk Ba ffa of Torra n ee, who a lso noted an image
pro blem wit.h j ud ges.
Afte r everyth ing ca me together
in McDona ld'::; mi nd, he a ppo inted
Baffa to head n subcom mittee to
look into th e matter.
Th e reques t wasn' t new.
" From l ime lo time we·ve loo ked
into the imai-:e c1ues tion," sai d S uper ior Court J udge Ro deric Dun•
ca n of Oak land, who heads the
CJA 's Pu bli c In fo rm a t io n Co mmittee . "That's where thi s Baffa
co mm ittee comes fro m."
Eve ry few years, he said. a j ud ge
wo uld q uest ion . " Why a m I pay in g
all of th ese dues a nd no one is loving me mo re?" ' and the pres ident of
CJ A w il l respond .
In t he early 1980s. Du nca n
recalled. com m it.tee members went
to pub lic re la ti ons firms in Los
Ange les a nd Beverl y Hills fo r advice, bu t. because of t he assoc iation ·s lim ited hudget it couldn 't
und1:rtak e a $40,000 r.;u rvey , the

. Ad mm1strat ors.
f h . M a r k etmg
d
a nd wh a t effect color a n age o t e
Solution s?
Tamara Fogg' (Uni versity of
litigants h ad on the outcome of a
" We ha ve to work on it," sa id
Sa n Diego La w School) is a pri ncase.
Baffa , who was one year be hind
cipal with Fe rris, Brenna n & BritSome 90 questions wh ich were
Ca liforni a S upre me Court Chief
ton. ,
not answe red beca use of time were
Ju stice Ma lcolm Luc as a t th e
Leonard o Radomll e (Un ivers ieach handled persona lJy •' by a
Un ive rsi ty of Southe rn Ca li forni a
ty of C hicago) is a director of the
judge.
Law School ar1d fee ls th a t Lucas
Pe rm a ne nt Portfol io Fund, a r egisQuestion s were chosen by the
has he lped restore the image of
tered investme nt compa ny .
Rights ComHuman
nto
me
a
Sacr
he
t
in
get
to
ve
ha
judges. "We·
USD la w professor Herbe rt
m ission e nd the League of Wome n
communi ty."
Lazerow h as bee n elected to the
Voters. Some 25 inte rpreter s were
One of the m0st s uccessful proAme rica n La w Institute , e 75on h a nd, al on g with uniforme d as
gra ms which the CJ A a nd its
year-old orga nization wh ich has a
- which
police
inclothed
a
pl
as
ll
we
ee
Committ
n
io
t
a
rm
fo
Publi c In
major voice in developin g Ame riis" part ofpublicl ife."
s ponsors with $25,000 fundin g
ca n law.
"Thi s is obvious ly a ne w confrom Ga nnett is t he Medi a Co nRog e r Ni e ls e n a n d C h e t
ce pt," sa id Loncke, one wh ic h ca me
fe re nce on Ca li forni a Courts, held
T e klin s ki a r e of counse l t o
epon forums
ty
communi
he
t
from
ly
si
Univer
he
l
al
r
yea
e ve ry oth e r
Mulv a ney & Kaha n, which h as
sored by two Sacra mento newspa•
I
of Ca liforn ia al Berkeley .
moved to the First Na tiona l Ba nk
pe rs , the Bee and Union. Loncke
O n June 17 a nd 18 new a nd ex Building, 401 Wesl A Sl. , 17th
origina lly ta lked about it with his
pc ri e nced reporters from throughFloor. James P . McGow an Jr.
"menl.or ," Su perior Court Judge
ou t the sta te will mi ngle with
eside nt counse l in the
Roger Warren , and last Septcm• /"'•1 r e ma ins as r
judges and a tte nd se mina rs on
La J olla oflice.
ber went to the CJA's Public lhs uch s ubjects aS the Sh ield Law,
form a tion Commit te e , Which 1. !1
how lo a pproach a pres idin g judge,
Dateboo k : M o y 21 : Juli o
whole heartedly e ndorsed it.
ca meras in t he court room, libe l a nd
Garwoo d t a lks abo ut t.he lega l
On Ma y 4 a simil a r vers ion was
pr ivacy, a nd ja il overc rowd in g.
a nd e moti ona l aspects of divorce
put on by a Sacra me nto co unDunca n beli eves thi s confere nce
from 10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. al th e
judges
included
ch
whi
mber
cilme
im
he
t
attack
to
has bee n on_e way
Ce nte r for Wome n's St udies a nd
Services, 2467 E St ., dow ntown .
May 25: South Bar Ba y Assn.
luncheo n a t Seafood Broiler , 342 F

fi rst st ep .

Baffa believes that "ou r image is
not good ." Some peo ple " te nd lo
l hi nk of us ns less t ha n hu man ,"
not rea lizing that they. loo, h ave
mortgage pay me nts a nd college tuii io11 for the ir ki ds.
' ·ll s ta rt ed out wi t h t he Rose
Bird cour t wh ic h wo ul d not a ffirm
a dea th pe na lty case,'' sa id Baffa.
A nd Du ncan rec alled t he days
wht~n form e r Gov . J e rry Brown
cr iti cized judges.
So me of it is "our ow n fau lt'' becau se soine j udges '' have not gone
out into t h<' com mun ity a nd mi xed,'' sa id Ba rTa .
' He sa id neighbors have a pproached hi m wit h newspape r articl es and co mme nted , "Th at is n 't
tru e, is it?'· rega rd in g inciden ts
whi ch have added to the image
proble m .
~-lcDo n.i ld notes a " g row ing
di se nch antme nt with g0ve rnme nt
gene rall y,'' add in g tha t "it's tough
to be in governme nt ," so met hing
wh ich is " particul arly true of

j ud ges.''
Th e d isench a ntme nt , howeve r ,
may be a " percept ion prob le m
more than a rea lity probl e m.''
By foc usin g on a s ma ll probl e m
or n s ma ll p iece of th e "enti re
machin e·· people can " ma ke the
syStPm appea r worse tha n it is,"
s a id McDona ld.
Baffa ·s re port is du e ne xt mont h
pr ior to the CJ A board meetin g on
J ul y 9. " It is supposed to be n ve ry
bi-oad report,'' ex pl a in ed McDon al d , " more di rect ion 1.ha n prognrn1s." He views it as a " longran ge program" whi ch will not be
im pleme nted durin g his te rm .
Afte r it's re viewed by t he board
it will th en go to Dunca n's 15me mbcr com mittee, whi ch includ es
Sa n Diego judges Barbara Gam e r
a nd J a m es Malkus.

Law Briefs

by Martin Krumi ng
I

. '

l

St., Chula Vista; Speaker, Ste ve
Thunbe rg, court admini strator.
June 1: La wyer s for Lite racy,
5:30 p.m., Ba r Assn . offi ces. Ca ll
Judy Hamilto n a t 236- 1142 to
confirm atte ndance.

a nd a tt racted' 200 persons. The
sess ion was taped for cable, someth i ng Loncke ca lled "really impori
ta nt." ·
Sce n es: Th e red Toyot a with t he
Last month he ca me to the meetlicen se pl ate LM Law. The ·attor ing of the Public Informa t ion
ney noted that EC La w was a lCommittee at the Oakl a nd Airport
,
ready ta ke n . a nd this S a turday addresses CJA's
From last Sa turd ay's se mi na r on
1
board in Santa Barbara.
the Press at
~nd
"It's not "pu blic re1~tions . It'S I' Priv acy, Politics
Law Sc hool, Traneduca tio n,'' he e mph_a sized . '"[li., Cal_ Wester~
script sta ~e r Todd Dav is reports
don' t wu nt a g lib t hing like
the fo llow1n ~:
pac kaging j udges fo r PR reasons."
of t he courts on
Wh a t he's inte rested in is a i • 0[1 the impact
~irst Ame ndme nt li?e rt ies, S upe"viable, strong judici a ry tha t has
n or Court Judge Ric hard Huff•
publi c co nfid e nce.'' r
m a n said t~ e " most we ca n ~o ~s
Solut ion to the judicia l image
close e hearing, a nd the reby hm1 t
prob lem? " Our best shot is to do
the press' access to in fo rmation .
things like the .Sacr a me nto court
But _once they h ave it, we ca~ ·t
d id a nd answer a ny quest ions,"
~u.:ng ht orde r them not lo pnnt
sa id R o d e ric Dun c an, cha ir oflhe
it.
P ublic Inform a tion Co_mmittee.
• O n mi srepresen ta ti on to get
Muni cipa l Co urt J urlge B ar ry
infor mat ion, L.A. Times reporter
of
Petty
ina
eg
R
Move:
the
On
Lon c k e of Sacra mento has no
Ralph Frammo lino said h e
G ray, Ca ry, Ames & Frye h as no
"woul dn 't wear a (docto r's) smock ,
qu a lms a bou t tal king tu th e press,
Deputy Disucceed
s
to
ion
opposit
ested
ter
in
y
trul
ure
a
but " the medi
. but I would try to get into a pl ace
t r ict Attorney Bo nnie Dumanis \
in news, not education ." '
(Co ntinued on Page 4A\
Lawyer!L_
Young
a
Californi
on t he
1
So how do you deal di reel ly wit h
Directol
of
Assoc iation Board
t he genera l pu bl ic, m8.ry nf whom
ing duri
say
as
quoted
wa15
Petty
prd
'court'
·
he
t
a re · " mystified by
a rece nt Lawyers Club scmin
cess."
th a t she persona lly observed c
Loncke'S sol utio n was simpl e:
,
fi ghtin g a mong wome n la wye
Hold a free pu bl ic fo rum wh e re
Not so, sh e says. Wha t she said w 1•
a nyone ca n com e out a nd quest ion
1
tha t "ma les h a ve a tende ncy
, ,
judges.
c h a r acter ize di s putes be twef J
At first some Sacram i.: nl.o judges
...
ght
fi
cal
a
as
eys
ttorn
a
women
g reeted the idea wi th " trepi daf
C a rol Scott, al so a t Gray , C
tion," a nd there was "some ske ph as bee n elected a me m ber of
ticism but t hey were willi ng to see
of
1988-198 9 Board of Dir ectors
what h appe ned .·•
Nationa l Associati on -of Law F
E n t hu s ias m of th e Hke pt ics
bega n to pi ck up as the fi rst for um
in February a pproached. A nd s ince
the n th e reacti on has bt.•e n ove r whe lm ingly positive. Ca li fo rni a
J ud ges Assoc iat ion P r es id e nt
Gene McDona ld ca ll ed it " wil dly
successful. " Sa id Loncke: It was
t he bes t morale boost for the

age probl em .
A form e r reporter hi mse lf, Dun can advocate s judges gett ing to
know t he . medi a crnd not hid ing
from t he m, somethin g which is not
a lways accepted. '
The re is a cerln in phil osophy,
sa id Dun ca n , t hat yo u " ne\'e r t a lk
lo repor ters no ma tte r wha t the
si t uation is" beca use journali s ts
will e mhn~ross yo1~, a nd ,, "}\-' ha t
comes ou t is wrong. ··
" We have lo work as mi ss iona ri es in our ow n frate rnity,''
sai d Du nca n.
As far as doing somet hi ng positi ve, McDonald s:J id that Jud ge
John S irica "did more for t he
j ud icia l ima ge th a n anyone e lse
thi s ce nt ury," hy hi s judi cia l rol e in
t he Watergat e scandal.

0

/'
1

j udges.''
Th e Feb. 10 fo rum attracted a
sta ndi ng- room-only crow d of a bout
575 peopl e, fr om bik ers to teachers,
labore rs to minis ters. O ne fat he r
cam e wit h his du ughte r a nd " had
the greatest t ime.''
F ro m 7 to 9: 45 p.m . (it was
schedul ed to e nd a t 9), 2 1 judges
fi elded questions on a wide ran ge of
topi cs, includ ing whethe r t hey
beli e ve juries we re a lways ri ght,

1

-Law -~J.i~f
(Cont in ut•d:iZfl ~~l
by wear in g my usua l ci
acting lik e I have husin c"
• O n the Soc if:'ty of l 'i
J ourna lis ts/Sigma· Deft :,
of Eth ics, Union City E.
Lev inson : "SOX is a J' I
orgn ni za tion. bu t. that·i;: :.
all pa pers s ubscr ibe to
Code of Et h ics. Ma ny p.ir
work accord~ng to tha t c0 ,
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About 1,300 students graduate
in three separ~ ~monies at '
U~D th~ weeke~d.~rd ay, John ;
·Ely~n of the Stanford School of /
· Law, will speak at 10:30 a.m. to
about 310 graduating law stu.
dents. Forrest Shumway, retired
CEO of the Signal Cos., speaks to
250 graduating graduate students
at 10:30 a.m., Sunday. Joan Kroc
will make remarks that day to 750
t.mdergraduates in a 2:30 p.m. cer•
emony. Each of the speakers is
./
receiving an honorary degree.
., , , , , .
* * *
.,,,,,,,-

I
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!Mira~r bass not accepted as record

· The Dep~ent of Fish and Game
_has decided not to accept the "lead- LOCAL BRIEFS
lined" 21-pound, 10-ounce Florida
bass Sandy DeFresco caught at Lake start regenerating tissue around the
Miramar two months ago as a state lead lump.
- Rolla Williams
record for the species.
"There's nothing official about our
Women's tennis - San Diego
decision," said Almo Cordone, fisherJulie Tullberg and Dorey
State's
the
for
supervisor
ies management
Department of Fish and Game in Brandt beat Daniele Jones and MonSacramento. "We just kicked ti iek Ma.rgoli of Oklahoma State 4-6, 6around, five of us in the department, 4, 6-2 ih the second round of the
and decided that because of that arti- NCAA Division I championships at
ficial substance (a 21/z-pound lead UCLA.
•_Brandt and Tullberg earned Allweight) inside the fish, it couldn't be
status by advancing to the
America
Without
considered . (as a · record).
that weight, it was under the existing quarterfinals. They will play Florida's Shaun Stafford and Holly Danstate mark of 21-3 1/5."
The official arbiter for game-fish forth today. The Gators twosome adrecords is the International Game vanced by upsetting fourth-seeded
Fish Association in Fort Lauderdale, Tamaka Takagi and Sonia Hahn of
~Fla. The world record .for Florida Kentucky 6-3, 6-2.
"bass is 22-4 set in 1932.
USIU golf -:- The U.S. Internation:: "I phoned Mrs. DeFresco about our
al women's team has received an in: decision," Cordone said.
,.. "I'm just sorry that wasn't a 21/z- vitation the NCAA tournament, to
:pound fish it swallowed," said De- be held ·May 25-28 at New Mexico
'.,Fresco, who was at her job yesterday State in Las Cruces. The Gulls are
-:as concessionaire at the Miramar seeded 13th.
Three USIU players are ranked in
:~store.
top 65 in the nation: Allison Shapthe
March
bass
~- DeFresco caught the
a Briton who won the USIU Incott,
Subseworm.
plastic
black
a
;14 on
(24th); Helen Alfredsson
vitational
:-'quently, when the fish was being preWalker (65th).
Tupito
and
(55th);
~pared for mounting, a flat 2-pound, 8Susan, was
sister,
Shapcott's
:ounce diving-belt weight was found
team last
the
left
but
50th,
ranked
;in its stomach.
in Euplay
to
returned
and
month
:: DFG biologist Larry Bottroff exarope.
; mined the fish and discovered the
:' weight had been inside the fish long
Michelob track - Former SDSU
: enough for its natural processes to

to

standout Lynn Kanuka Williams of
Canada will run in the 1,500 meters
at the Michelob Invitational on June
25 at Balboa Stadium.
Williams was the 3,000- meter
bronze medalist in the 1984 Olympic
· Games in Los Angeles and is also
world-class runner at 1,500 meters.
There is a chance .Williams will
face America's Mary Decker Slaney
in the Michelob meet. Slaney has announced she1ll compete but has not
decided if she'll run 800 or 1,500 meters.

'

,
\
,;.
. \-

Aztecs banquet - Chana Perry ·,
was honored as the most valuable
player and Jessica Haynes was se·lected as the most improved player
·at the SDSU women's basketball banquet Monday night at the Old Town
Ramada Inn.
Albacore lecture - Albacore migration patterns will be discussed by
biologist Michael Laurs tonight at
the "San Diego and the Sea" seminar
in Salomon Lecture Hall on the USD
cam~s.
, -o-f-the National Marine
Lau_r_s_
Fishery Service in La Jolla, operates
a tuna forecasting service for the Department of Commerce.
The 7 o'clock seminar, sponsored
by the San Diego Oceans Foundation,
is open to the public. There is no
charge, but parking permits are required and may be obtained at the
campus security office. Details are
.,,,,,,,,,,,.
available at 237-1221.
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m Page 1 . ,
altoget her
.'more' :~e than.
Faires, who repeate d a role
casino gambling, amusing enterthe cheeta h Ember y:brou ght to a · she played in
1985. "Orien t Expres s
tainme nt and a dinner chosen to · previous Orient
Express gala.. ,
has become
reflect the cuisines of the countries
The dinner itself supposedly was town," she saida ·standard · in this
"Not all parties are
along the express train's route. The
modeled on actual recipes served fun, but people
dinner tab!~, usually named_ ~or
aboard the express in its heyday; . time at this onealways have a good
· railway stations m European cities
the Onmi interpr eted these into a suppor thelps knowing that their
soman yother s."
so obscure as to paruc the geo- ..- menu that comme
graphically insecure, this year bor- ' . in a dilled dressin nced with salad · San Diego Charge r Eric Siever s,
g,
and a novel surf . who with his wife, Diana. is honorrowed monikers from the ·biStroS .· : 'n' turf
of fish
andboits denuit that gave Pans its . ,.. (AliceToklas,filet and filet mignon, . ary chairm an of the local Kidney
the
doyenn
e of 1920s Foundation, offered a simple r apenviab le reputa tion dunng ~e.· gastro nomes
w~cfp fqonte nttoto si(a shiny
whokn ewtheF rench . precia tionoft hegala .
r:fu'.,
.
Fitzgerald-Hemmgway era. . . ,"
tllE: portei: and; as the Andrewquarte
·
cuisine
of
the
era
like.
few other .
s ·Sisters ~
"I always have as much fun at
· ..
-•···
Ameri
0
cans,o
suggested,.s.huffle. offtoB uffalo. Not:so
nceask
edquit
eplain
- '· this party Express .as I have at a
.. t!ie:
The evening's final destination
.tively if railway
P8,~~::of;~~}II,m u~ Orien.t Expres s G~ ~
traditionally has been Istanbul's · · in the locomo meals were cooked golf tourna ment, and I like golf
tives.) , . '.,:."\'... , :·,.:,_; . " tourna ments, " he.said-w hich
~-.~()!JPJ~to.xer, the years has come ~~•
fabled souk, the Marrakesh Marke~ .. . .,; Dinner aside,
was
the
but chairm an Christi Faires this , ' alterna ted betwee guests largely:. a nice way of saying that the Orient
n
dancin
g
to
the
·
..
Expre
ss chugg ed throug h its
i . year chose to concentrate upon tbe Bill Green Orche
:d fearly m , suppor ters of. the Natiorial"'
stra (which ' ·' .. course well under par.
London-Pan s leg of th e route, a . frankly outdid
Kidney Foundation of Southern Califoniia::~
itself
that
evenin
g}
guest
included master of
choice th3:t allowed for plenty of
d roulett e and blackjack in the ceremonies list
(~.PJ.~g~:Region, no less~h o,w 's that (~r. :
1920s Gallic bacchanalia as exemBill Griffith and his ·
an .
.
lifed b th Can-Can d le •
· ··· · ··: ·a mouthful?) turned out 5atT.;: , .;.
·
·
J
s
casmo.
The
casmo
draw,
beyond wife, . enny; usan an d Michael
J:ot i Y ~ .
· an
JOZZ
.the allure 1lf chance itself, was the
SAN . :;c~{- urdaf at .the 0mip San_ Dieg~ : :
~ c k ; Judy and Tom Carter;
·
DIEGO ··' ~.. Ho.tel , fo~ the sixth ~m qte~ i
. opporturuty to Wlil chances on a . Linda and
Mel Katz; Martha Hall
Much
of
this
was
offered
by
the · handsome array of prizes. The · with
co.u.NTY' organization's . ly journeys"'. j
Eric Lundg
: Karizma Dance Company, which
- - - - · back in time .year
party's major drawing; lfowever, ·: man with Harry ren; Hilda Sugar·
·
.C.:. during a surpris e dinner show first
:;; As always; the Orient Express ptilled
was separa te and limited to 200 Roger Lindlan Evans; Doris and
d; Jeanet te and John .
' sent its members on the floor as
ot the, station ·'on schedu le and bore its:
tickets; this was for .a trip for two-: c McSweeny; Jill
and Tom Hall; Beth
jazz-crazed flappers, and later. re- • aboard the
passengers, : <1t."' breakn eck: speed,'. .on::: a : '
modem . Venice Sim-''· ' and Richard Benes; Mary•M
turned for a leggy can-ca n ~t . pion-O rient
ichaletz
fantasy mp aboard.the. fabled .train that"°fii"·
Express. This prize is ~;;}with Rolf Benirsc hke; John
enlightened some ofthe younge r ,. awarde d annual
Faires;
the•1920s , provid ~ ..stylish passag e from: ::
ly
by
Keith
Renni~
~
.t_Joan
and
David
Ward; Janne An. guests as to why '.'great gams" used c;·.. son, a represe
London to Istanbul (or Stamboul, as the: 1
ntative
of
tlie
tailwa
f},
f
9erson
with
local
Kidney Found a-··
to be a · favorite expression; The · ·· company, who
English style it); ·and curren tly carries the'"
· exhibition dance · team of Felix · been so delight said:i:•'.' Everyo ne's s.~. tion Presid ent Don McVay; Valene
well-h eeled ·on :a...nifty overni ght joum~_;.·'
ed,Dy our partici pa-Jt ':and Mike Weaver, ·and Linda
Chavez and Sandi Renee stole the •·· tion in this
CarfromI.imdon·to-Venice, ;;,. , ~,.. , . . ;-·~,·., .- ,;..:
party each year, that/;{froza and Francisco Herrer
a. '. : . . . .
•:'..'.['he ,i~ea ~~ild the event
thatJlfi:,p,Ia;-:~ ;l ~ ~ ilf this year;
, melt the baked Alaska desserts.. ·.. •.., : suppor t."
0
~~~ ~ , ~. quite.llllpregnably llptnJ.l
-:,'. • · .. ·· ..., ·c7 'f;.'..,..:'.;/'~~ .,
. ore than one observ er sugges tLater, the San Diego Zoo's Joan ·[ : , • That the event
the , annuaL _calend ar.:· It·. is • very .• mU!;A... .•.1·.
has great ll!1P0rt/::~.~ that a flock·. ~ · exceptionally
.
.
Ember
make- belieye for, : aduits,, the preten se'{ai'' .
y, who was huilura tj' ctnmet · . (it rais~ about $65,000
for Kidney~~:',;well-dressed p e ~ had come to
· · chairm an, . showe d'·' iii>'·. with, . a ··, Founda tion
~ful!i,:''<> r0~tl :d; travel · adve n~.
' black-a nd-wh ite· ruffled 'Jemur •in •; · and patien research, educational4i :roost at Friday 's Uruxecsit;y of San
that begm/1. ~Ui the JSSUance o.f
t
service
s.
programs)':·~ Diego DeaM' Ball;· given for.
· tow . an amiable'· critter . tlia('~ as :.' was a though
atZfp! keston e ·.Station~( actual photos are;.-- ·,',,i.
d by chair- .~~- . . . . Please -SOCI ETY, Par
,
r
... ._
· :•>o,·•- ~-: r/ .'·... . :t "'-:-'r:.:· .._/ '.: :. 1::· :_~___ _. t:- stresse
t,alieri:.·on'i t:heI 'spot;;. and , affixed·.:-tQ:; ~~ ' ··:
-~ :- ·. :••· •'. ... ;.~ .4.., ,~~ -, "·• ·
/! ·1·-~;,'.._--\~·:-·

.fm@~~t1itil
;;:~r~:c;l1~~
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SO~JW: Trafil _Run Is on the RigljfTrack
Gov.

exhibi t-cum- pasta fiesta given at
Michael
take Massachusetts
the Paralle l Gallery and Scalini
ratic
Democ
local
the
to
is
. . . • Dukak
.,_. .
,;:::r
rant in Del Mar.
restau
kson
on-Jac
guests in the Marina Ballroo.m of• Party' s annual Jeffers Hilton.
·
Diego
San
the
at
Dinner
'
.
·
·
·
··
the San Diego MarriotL
• . Co-:: cham. Luba Johnst on , and
an: /:Even ing• of , En:. ·.4 · Friedm an seemed to savor his
Billed
an· drew
role. "Honoring the deans is a very . Renee and Charles Taubm aiser, ..' .
/ ~tme nt: in · Black and .White, '.'
fuz:t~-r
the
ls_to
150:pa
a~ut
e
~ecaus
USD,
at
n
traditio
l
_ theoal l'qifitf ~atura llywas execut.- . ·specia
ts with~u t w1:1,ich was de~gn ed specifically to
ed in ebo_n.>;mid' ivory, a pair C?f . ,they'r e often pr?phe
faculties ~· raise a ~ · of the $25,000 the,
own
thell'
among
honor
.
··
adopted to the
shades the ·~
"To packag e ' ce~ter req~e s to pro~uce ~ ~u- ·
utter · extj.~ n of color from .the :J· and studen ts," he said:
fun and . cational:. videotape ~ed,- ~t . the
bP,tll
i,s
ball
a
in
honor
this
the/!_in
balltoom, 'This extrav aganza
. · preven tion. or.. early d~te.ction __ of
/
~,
twoto nesoft he .ciurren tlyfash ion--, . lively. "
inly was,.. breast cancer-. ~e topic .was apable palette was ·the brainchild of ~'- Fun and lively it,certa followed . · proach ~. forthri ~h~y bY.:. most_ of
dinner
ish
chairm an:Hel en Anne Bunn, who •· with the swordf
~c!udi ng_
both by dancing to ·the _Nelson the ev~mng's_pnnc1pals, stmply;
said she '.: chose the motif simply
~aid
who
an,.
Taubm
s
?:irle
·
l
specia
a
and
e~.
Orch
Ill
.
Riddle
, because she though t . it would be
It s a problem tJ:iat ~es everyappear ance by the cast of "Suds,"
ft.uL. '1 just like these colors," she
o w:oman IS safe. ,: Th~ cenon~-:-n
then
l
musica
'.60s
r
popula
the
said, "butso mepeo plethi nldcho se
ms and prQJects.. later
p~ogra
s
ter
'
:,
·
Globe
Old
in performance at the
them because it's Friday the 13th.t
ed by severa l at; the
discuss
were
·
to
over
dashed
group
The
e.
Theatr
a· The day's questionable associ
have been on the
wh?
guests
_
on·
call
curtain
final
tbe,.ball after its
tions in the popular mind seeme d to
t ro~ . . / ~~>,;.·.". ,·
patien
· Steven s
the Balboa Park stage. .
intrud e .not at all on the gala, which
like ·so ..many .
and
er,
Howev
,
:
·
.
s
r Hughe
. was given both'. to honor the deans ~ . USD Presid ent .Autho a guest~,: events that raise funds for difficult
headed
Marge,
wife,
of !he university'4 five schools, and .. _,: and his
ry_ ball ~/;, _causes / this evenin g. passed · quite
-to raise !unds for ·-each ~~,p.!)Ol'.~)c>/ list . that included honqra
Halpl_·,.:, pleasantly. The guests fll'st in~est
and
Jean
en_
.. scholarship and faculty prog r~ :.: chairm
Fletch er:;( ~( specte d series of impressive glass_
.All five .hono !~ were presen t to -_- ·-and Marilyn and I.Kim
Eagen, -, sculptu res by .. artist. Dale; Chihuly .
Brent
Msgr.
were
Others
·
-.
... taket hell'~ sm turn; thepre senll . :: before retiring.to ,the Sca1ini ter-'
Randa
~
..: tation ~o~en ced with Carol Bak-< - ~d~ and Frank Alessio
•·~ race for an elegan t sunset buffeL
on,
Thornt
John,
and
Sally
s,
Phillip
-·
of
e
er, acting ~de,an of the Colleg
· g?f :; . -f:;"''~'-:: . ,," 'i·¥JF-~ .,;; .):':';;~1_,..
Kathy
n,
Warre
._ Arts and ~t~nce s; and continued , -,Joann e and Frank
, Tommi.~..and ·.Jf~~ Amon t:the guests were Steven s
_· ;,: ~th School ·of Business Adminis.-.:_;~~- an<L George Pardee
and J?!tri :';' Cance r Center , dire.~tor .Dr.~'J ohn;
Maggie
.
i,
. "-~ tration .~ ~-J~e s Burns; Edw ~,:-~ :J3ob _Adelizz
lem, ·, :·•'.;'.l'romboldi"'a nd- his ,wife•., Marcia 1
Stoeck
· DeRoclie•of- the School of Educa~•';:} 'Mazur; Jane and Herb
, } Jeanne ,' Brace; J~arbara. and Dr. !
Kaplan
e
Mauric
"
'
and
aine
Charm
:~.
'
l
tion; ~heldori;-Iuantzrof the Schoo
. . :;Jofil1 Cherry; Sandy ; Henry ; Anni
J
andR.
Lee
t.
.~ ofLaw-,'.atld'$chdol of Nursin g dean ''~'i Susie and Bill Wrigh
. ~!.::./·:~p ones; :~hel le;' apd' ''Dr/. Joseph \
, Gl~ria and Ch~l~ M
/\t ~e_tRodge nL-:{£''-•4'.:!~f :;;,-y-.,~ .-~~=: ~aturo
s;_,:,' l-:•:;, CapoZZI; .Dolly Maw; Eyelyn Truitt; 1
Tibb1tt
Jon
and
_.,.,/c A'ttarme'J',;).JHUJSD law professor.- :;.i,:,ville and Alison
with~son ,B1:i~ .{!nruh
~:( '\::.:;..· • "j~.;'.' /~rDixie _Unfyh
n;Vir. gmiaa nd
\ :Hugh _~ ~ ~ the'.. m ~ of ··~ ''::•'.:, . ··.·• ;: · · :··~auree
swife;
.andhi
.<-~
.l~i.i:
,~. ceremopi.es,\°1;1~nded stag, smce . ,,. · ·
'and Dr. Rich.,.
Cathy:.
y;
Monda
:'.Jack
'
·at
·
Center
:'. his wife, attorne y Lynn. Schen c~ ·>· \.The Stevens Cancer als bene~- :?ardF osbur g,andL ynnm qEd~a rd
Hospit
ial
Memor
s
~ also ~as on fund-r ais~ duty_th at •-: Scripp
th
t~ted e ~~;~ ::e~n !~!~Z:\~:~ :.>~~ ~,:~r,r ;:Jf
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Dr. Anita Figueredo

'The Lord has blessed me in so many ways'
By Adam Gettinger-Brizuela
\Vhe n Mother Teresa arrive, in
San Diego from San Francisco
May 31 , she wiJI be accompanied
by her long-time friend and Co\Vorker, Dr. Anita Figueredo. A
renowned La Jolla oncologist and
surgeon, Or. Figueredo, 71 , credits

God with having given her many
opportunit ies, and has devoted
her life to helping others.
Born to upper-class Spanish-.
stock cn·ollos in Costa Rica, Anita
Figueredo was the on ly child of a
Cuban father and a ColumbianCosta Rican mother. When she
was a year old, her parents
sep arated . "We use th at word
beca use divorce was not lega l at
that time in Costa Rica," she said.
Eve n as a small child, little
Anita expressed the d esire to
become a physician and help people. " I can't remember ever wanting to be anything else," said Dr.
Figueredo. "Interestingly, when I
was fi ve years old, my mother
made th e decision to bring me to
Ameri ca because I wanted to
study medicine, and there was no
medical school in 'Costa Rica."
Dr. Figueredo"s mother, Sarita
Villegas. borrowed money for
their passage to America and
mother and daughter arrived in
New York City with $24 . The two
were promptly interned at Ellis
Island , and the Costa Rican Am bassador was summoned to try
and convince them to go home.
He did not succeed .
"ftfy mother got a job sewing

leatl,er cobbler's aprons ... and
maM $8 a weelr.."
Asked how her mother supported the two of them, Dr.
Figueredo said she worked . "She
worked very ha rd , doing the only
thing she knew how to do. which
was sewing. We moved in with a
nice Cuban family in Spanish
Harlem, and my mother got a job
sewing leather cobbler's aprons. It
was hard, dirty work in what you
might call a sweatshop, but it was
honest labor and my mother was
determined to care for us herself.
She worked eight to ten hours a
day, six days per week and made
$8 a week . Out of that she sent
one dollar back to Costa Rica
every week to pay off the debt she
had incurred for our passage."
HlJfJ' mother absolutely insisted that I use Spanish."

Dr. Figueredo remembers that
her mother insisted on two things:
T h at she continue to speak, read
and write the Spanish language
and th a t she get the best education poss ible.
''My mother absolutely insisted
that I use Spanish. If I tried to
speak to her in English, she would
simply say, 'Mijita, yo no te enti endo, si quieres que yo te comprcnda, me hablas y me ~cribes
en espaiiol .' I was not penn itted
to write letters home in English.
Once when I tried it, the letter
was returned by my mother. I
never tried it again, and without
that attitude I would have lost my
language because I was away at
boarding school for months at a
time with nothing but Anglos."
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courtship

a whirlwind
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MEDICAL DEVOTION-Dr. Anita Figueredo, a surgeon and
oncologist, is also devoted to the pursuit of justice and mercy for
the poor and the poor in spirit. As a ~Worker of Mother Teresa,
Dr. Figueredo is constantly working to help others in San Diego,
·
Tijuana and throughout the world.
Despite their poverty, Anita at"I was 16 years old, and I
tended some of the best private needed to be in schoo l. I had
boarding schools in New York,
turned down other offers, and
then went on to Southern Barnard was the only place I had
Seminary, a Methodist high school
applied . By August, I was close to
in Virginia.
frantic, wondering where I was
Always a serious student, she going to go to school. Somebody
earned excellent gndes and never told me about a private Catholic
waivered from her commitment to institution called Manhattanville
studying medicine. She recalls College of the Sacred Heart. This
that she balked when her high was 1932 , very much during the
school biology teacher insisted Depression and we had little or no
that she catch , kill and pin insects money. so I would have to go on
as part of a project. "The idea was a scholarship."
Armed with characteristic
very revolting to me," she said,
laughing. "And the teacher said courage, Figueredo went to Manto me, 'B ut Anita, how do you ex- hattanville and asked to see the
pect to become a doctor if you person in charge. " I explained
can't even do this?' My answer was everything to her, but I had no
Tm not going into medicine to proof of anything, so she had to
hurt anyone, I want to help peo- accept my story on faith."
ple.' My position was that those
"Th e majority of medical
poor little creatures hadn't done schools just didn't take women,
anything to me.
They didn't sub-rosa
"My classmates were amazed discriminate against women, it
that I wanted to study medicine
sWted very clearly on the apeven in grammar school. They all
plication not to apply .. ."
thought eight years of school after
After graduating with honors
high school was an eternity. It
. seemed like a . long time to me, from ManhattanvilJe, Figueredo
too, but there was never any doubt a ttended the Long Island College
in my mind. In fact , it wasn't until of Medicine, now State University
I had my own children that I of New York, Downstate. "The
realized that not everyone knows majority of medical schools just
from the time they are five or six d idn't take women. They didn't
what they're going to do all their sub ros~ discriminate against
lives."
women, _11 s_tated very clear_ly on
After graduating in three years the apphcauon not to apply 1f you
at the top of her high school class, were a woman. It was a fact of
Figueredo took an examination life. It was not in th e realm of the
and Was offered a scholarship to possible, so you didn't let it bother
Barnard, which was the women's you
On her fi rst day at medical
coll ege at Columbia University.
When the dean of admission! con- school, Figueredo's attention was
toward a tall , slender da rkdrawn
gratulated her, saying most people who'd attended schools in the haired student. "He didn't notice
South were ill-prepared, me, but I noticed him," she said.
Figueredo took it personally and T he tall med student was William
refused the scholarship. "That was Doyle, Figueredo', husband for
not the right thing to say about the past 45 years and one of San
my school, where they'd bttn so · Diego's most r espected
pediatricians.
wonderful to me," she said.

our residencies."
Other than seeing Doyle, Figueredo's first experiences at
medical school were less than encouraging. "You study and study
and graduate at the top of your
class; you're the cream of the
crop. Then you get to medical
school, where eve ryone e ls e
gnduated at the top of th eir's and
suddenly school isn't easy any
more," she said . "I remember
when we assembl ed for our first
anatomy co urse, the classroom
was full of rows of corpses cove red
with tarps , and the whole pl ace
smelled , no s ta nk , of for maldehyde.
"They issued us each a box of
human bones. and the part that
really disgusted 'me is that they
were all greasy. If the y'd been dry
and polished, it might have been
different but they were greasy and
they had an odor. I think those
first few days were the only time
in my life I ever doubted my decision to study medicine. But the
doubts didn 't last because once I
got past them and got into the
work, I was fascin.itcd again ."
Dr. Figueredo admits that she
almost flunked out in her first
year. "It is harder than anyone imagines,'' she said . But she ra llied
herself and graduated in typical
Figueredo style, with honors.
Througho ut medical school, she
dated Doyle, but did not consider
marriage at that point.
"In those days, you didn't think
about getting married whi le you
were in medical school ," she said.
"So after a whirlwind courtship of
six years, we were finally married
while we were both doing our
residencies. World War II was on
and Bill had been called up for
duty as a medical officer in the
South Pacific, so we figured we'd
better get married while we
could,"
The Doyle-Figueredo partnership endured through the war,
and Dr. Figueredo was featured in
a 1942 article in WOK magazine
entitled "Woman Surgeon .'"
As a Navy physician, Dr. Doyle
found himself in San Diego. "He
wrote and told me about this
beautif~ I place called La Jolla,"
said Dr. Figueredo. "I had been
hoping we cou ld settle in Costa
Rica someday, but then we started
considering someplace in this
country that wou ld be as niCe as
Costa Rica .''
By thiS time, the couple had
three children, and both were
practicing medicine full time. Dr.
Figueredo did her post-graduate
. specialty training at the Memorial
Cancer Center in New York,
whose physicians pioneered can cer research and therapy, while
Dr. Doyle expanded his practice
in pediatrics.

"I never took off mo,·e than
three weeks at a tin~. There was
no need to."
"In 1947, we were in the middle pf a terrible heat wave in New
York," she said, "when we decided
to take some time off and go see

this La Jolla place. \.Vh en we got
off the pla ne, it was brccty and
delightful here and just couldn"t
have been lovelier. We liked it so
much we bought a house before
we went back."
San D iego's first wo man
surgeon, Dr. Figue redo fo und
work with Scripps Memorial
Hospital and continued to lead a
full famil y life in additio n to he r
professio nal one. She brou gh t six
more children in to th e wo rld . but
kept on working . "I never took off
more th a n three weeks a t a tim e."
she said . "There was no need to."
Dr. Fig ue redo taugh t her hus·
band and all nine of her chi ldre n
how to speak Spa nish a nd respec t
the Costa Ri can culture. She is
p a rti cul a rl y p ro ud t hat h e r
younges t <l augh ter. Teresa. is
totall y bicultu ra l an d speaks
Spanish with no trac e of Eng lish
accent.
Shortl y after her a r ri val in
California , Dr. Figueredo beca me
very invo lved both in th e L1. Joll a
com muni ty a nd in her home
pa rish of Ma ry Star of th e Sea.
She served for man y yea rs as a
Trustee of the La J olla l "i:,wn
Council , of Manh an an\" ille College and the Unive rs ity of Sa n
Diego.
Iu 197), Mother Teresa named

her a Regional Link of the CoJVorhen of Mother Teresa, an
internat.ional non -sectarian
organi.t:al.ion that su.ppo,·t.s tl1e
work of the Missionaries of
Charity.
In 1954 , Dr. Fig uered o was
awarded the Pape! Med al " Pro
Ecclesia et Pontiface'' by Pope
Pius XII; in 1958 she was San
Diego "Woman of the Year" and
"Medical Woman of the Year" fo r
the Southwest in 1959. In 1960,
Dr. Figueredo experienced a small
miracle whe n she met and embraced Mother Teresa , th en an
obscure missionary nun working
in Calcutta , India .
In 1970, she was invested a
Lady of the Order of th e Holy
Sepulchre of Jerusal em and in
1973, Mother Teresa named her a
Regiona l Link of the Co -Worke rs
of Mother Teresa. She recentl y
completed a term on the Nati onal
Ad visory Co uncil of the Na ti onal
Co nference of Cath oli c Bishops,
and has won the Regi o n a l
Brotherhood Award from th e National Conference of Christi ans
and Jews. In 198 7, th e San Diego
Ecumenical Conference awarded
her its "Spirit of Unity Award .''
Among her man y affili ations,
Dr. Figueredo is a memb er of
Kappa Gamma Pi. the Na tional
Hispanic Society and the CoWorkers of Mother Teresa . She is
also the founder of a local chari ty
ca lled Friends of the Poor.
Dr. Figueredo will be 72 th is
year, and she shows no signs of
slowing down or ret iring fro m her
altruisti c pu rsuits. Asked to what
she attributes he r boundless
energy, she said she was inspired
by her mo ther's determination
and nurtured by the love and sup port of her husband and children.
"But most of all," she said, " I feel
the Lord h as blessed me in so
many ways , and I am grateful."
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turned into Casablan ·ca;

;~~~~;~!;~CH EIGNER
"Everybody Goes to Rick's" was the original
· title of that cinema classic "Casablanca." After
this weekend, the sequel could be titled
"Everybody Went to Vic's."
"A Night in Casablanca" was the theme last
Saturday night as All Hallows Parish and
Academy transformed Vic's and the Fisherman's ; 1
Grill into a corner of the casbah for their annual
dinner dance. Entering through a foyer of palm·
trees and minarets, guests were greeted by committee members and excitement as a troupe of
belly dancers and fez-topped musicians performed. The atmosphere was lively, friendly and fun .
Chaircoupie Gina and Frank Crudo mingled as
guests tried their hands at the gaming .tables manned by croupier in the bar or sampled the fare at
different stations. There was an oyster and
seafood buffet downstairs in the grill, Moroccan
grilled lamb and•couscous on the patio, prime rib
and grilled potatoes in Vic's. Chocolate dipped
strawberries and lavish displays of fruit made for
·
after-dinner grazing.
There for dinin g at the black and white tables
or dancing on the patio were Lt . General Gene
and Gwen Tighe, the George Dewhursts, Walter
and Elaine Stiedle, Helen Pickard, Dr. Max and
Gloria Smith, Fred and Donna Widmer, Kay and
David Rose, the Joe Parkers, Judge James and
Jeanie Milliken, Joe Crudo and Jennie Lindgren,
Driss Brite! (the head of L.A.'s new Moroccan
tourism board), the Carmine and Susan Bua,
Margaret and Walter Maund, the Bob Mawhinneys, the Reindt Reinders, Teresa and Tony
Crudo, Msgr. Patrick Fox, the Joe Fritzenkotters,
Sara and Thomas Finn, Delores and Charl es
D' Andrea. Cari and Geo rge Damoose, Victor
Fargo, Joyce and Arthur Edwards and the Philip

Social Scene
Hwangs (their Universal Travel donated a trip· to
Paris for raffling).
· Sophisticated black table clothes were topped
by lamps with fringed while shades for a cabaret
feel, and white Bibles were at each place for ;
favors, reflecting the black and white of Leonard
Simpson's sketched panels around the walls.
And in case any one was less than entertained
by two dance bands and piano player, a roving
magician, gaming tables, caviar omelets at midnight and belly dancers, the mm "Casablanca"
ran, too.
It was, as La Jolla Rotary president Chuck
Burges pointed out, "a very La Jolla evening.~,
Gathered at the La J oil a Marriott for the third
annual Distinguished La Jollan Award were not
only the Rotarians bestowing the award, but tbe
ladies of Las Patronas, the Distinguished La
Jolians of the year.
The award goes annually to the individual or
organization best epitomizing the Rotary motto
"Service Above Self." The testimonial dinner is
the time for toasts (and roasts) and raises capital
for the La Jolla Rotary's endowment fund
benefitting the community.
President Dawn Matthiesen, accompanied by
husband Chuck and a battery of Las Patronas
members - several wearing their past president' s
medallions - was there to accept the award.
Las Patronas was founded in 1946 by 12 young
La Jolla women with the express purpose of helping others. The first annual Jewel Ball in 1947
was a fund raiser for China R1ief. and since then,
has benefitted San Diego orgalizations. The
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Los Patronas honored

Las Patronas ladies honored
so

em

- -,roup 11 now m Al
m1mbm,
committed · • annuAl h0Ud1y b1nner1, l/CSO'1 ln11ltu11 on Aa·
. to 11v1n yean or mvlce,
which she become1 .. : Ina, the Flrehou11 Tetn/Si!nl or Center ilnd
l.1
" 'an advisory member, - .;::. ...,.,: -.,i·-.
·-:;.:~ ,-;--Jolla Cbncem by the Sea, T """" ; ] .
>:-: The Jewel ll1U, the chic 1odir& v~i the ·
·· bulmln11lon of a year's work, not only plannlna
Social Notm ..
by
;f ·
but reaearch Into worthy beneficiaries and ad:.• Jnlnlatratlve efforts. Laa Patrona1 haa raised and
donated more than $3 million to local non-profit
When the La Jolla Museum of Co~tcm; qenciea, lncludlna artistic and cultural, health
porary Art unveiled Its plans for expansion, the
and human service organizatio ns.
designer was able to step forward, too. Robert
Venturi of of Philadelph ia's Venturi, Rauch and
Jim and Pat Tapp, and Republlc
·· Philanthro pist Florence Rlford, the first
Scott Brown was the guest of honor at a cocktail
Distinguished La Jollan, was there for dinner,
reception at the museum. La Jolla architect David
•-:.2\
too. With her typical generosity she arrived with
R. Singer will have a hand in the major restruca check for $10,000 to the community fund - no
turing of the Prospect Street landmark.
wonder she's such a popular dinner guest. Joe
ilnd Ingrid Hibben underwrot e cocktails before
Black and white was the theme for "An
dinner, Roy Drew the corsages for Las Patronas
Evening of Enchantm ent," the 1988 Dean's Ball
attendees. La Jolla Country Day School's service
for the Ullb'.ersity of San Diego l~st Friday even--·clubs showed they ' re learning early, underwriti ng
ing. Black or white tie for gentlemen, white and
hors d'oeuvres for the evening.
black attire for ladies, thousands of black and
white balloons dangling silvery streamers, dazzlEntenainm ent - the distinctive Rotarian
ing white uniforms for the Naval officers there as
kind - came from Mike Dessent as master of
escorts; all made for an evening of elegance,
ceremonies and Bill Tribolet and Roy Lessard's
Among the crowd to dine and dance to the
discussion of Las Patronas "As We Know It."
Nelson Riddle orchestra were Alison Fleming and
Helen Munroe, executive director of the San
Brock Rosenthal, Drs. Anita Figueredo and
Diego Communit y Foundatio n, spoke, as did
William Doyle, Lilo and Glen Miller, Bernard
Tom Hall, managing director of the Old Globe,
Siegan and Shelley Zifferblatt and George and
two beneficiaries. The Starlight Company did
Donna Vojtko.
lheir song-and-d ance.
La Jolla debutantes Jill Finney, Amanda
Donations from the Florence Riford La Jolla
Hench , Tanya Reiss and Lisa Waitley and their
·' Communit y Fund went to 1988 beneficiaries the
parents hosted other debs and fa thers for " Top
· La Jolla Town Council, Canine Companio ns for
Hats and Tails," an evening of dinner and waltzIndepende nce (t heir polite yellow lab, Republic,
ing
at th e La Jolla Marriott. The black tie even· was one of the evening 's most popular guests},
ing was a pe rfect time for bru shi ng up on dance
the La Jolla Branch Library, t he Town Co uncil 's
steps, the annual Debutantc Ball will be May 28.
~-Iv_o_r_R_o_y_s_to_n_,_L_y_n_d_a_F_o_r_sh_a_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _M_i_ch_a_e_l_K
_r_ic_h_m_a_n
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It would expand the State · Bar's

staff that investigates complaints
and conducts hearings. Also; no
fewer than six Bar Court judges
would be appointed by the state Supreme Court to hear the cases. .'
:.
I
. .
,
Among other things, the new sys- (
tern would require the State Bar to
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.
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,--:I
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· ·.. · ·.
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the revamped disciplinary ·system
,,
proposed under SB 1498 by Sen. Rob- .
·
ert Presley, D-Riverside .
· The proposed system was worked
out by the State Bar, Attorney General John Van de Kamp and State
Bar Discipline Monitor Rober C.
Fellmeth, a professor at the Univer- 1I
sily of San Diego's Cen!er for Public
Interest Law . .
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' Ca~ff Jaime Sin, ar- ...,. ~i~go at 4 p.m. ;~:;· 18 at··-the din:r ahd -~e~t~~tainment. will'
chbishop of Manila, has planned • Universit of San Die o football begin at 7:30 p.m. at the San
Diego · Marriott Hotel.- and
a June visit to San Diego with a :-~ st · mm in Lin a Vista.
To attend the outdoor liturgy, Marina. Bishop '- Maher ' and ·
message of ·unity among all , ·
Catholics· here, including more . contact your local parish. An op- PUSO Philippines, an organiza-'
i
,- tional donation of $5 will be re- tion assisting charitable projects
than 100,000 Filipinos. ·
Cardinal Sin was invited for his , quested to defray the expenses of through the church, will sponsor . . · 11 ,
: ·,,: -·
, first pastoral visit by Bishop Leo .;:,. the:. event and to help Cardinal _ the dinner. • · · ' .
$60 .p er:per_T. Maher in conjunction with the ' Sin's charitable ' projects in -the ____- Reservations:
'
Filipino Catholic community. ·'. ~- ,: Philippines. ____ ,._ - ? ·, -· _- :---- > . son, can be made by writing to·.,.;
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1\ss emb ly Judiciary Panel Approves Bar Due s Bills [

v.£.
1

r-f/ ByTOMD~ ~
, ·
~-..:;,
ACRAMENTO legislation to implement
historic rcfonns of the State Bar's attorney
discpline system won approval from a key
committee Wednesday, but not before the paoel further reduced the amount lawyers will
have to pay to fund the program. ·
The Assembly Judiciary Committee passed
the bar's two-bill dues package in the afternoon. following its approval earlier in the day
by the panel's Subcommittee on the Adminis!ration of Justice.
The bill to enact the policies of the reform
plan is SB 1498 by Sen. Robert Presley, DRiverside, the Legislature's leading bar
watchdog.

ert Fellmeth , who devised th.e reform
program.
The bulk of the enhancement funds will be
spent on professionalizing the State Bar Court
that adjudicates discipline cases. Currently,
cases are reviewed by an army of volunteer
lawyers, a system severely criticized by
Fellmeth.
Under the scaled-back professionalization
plan in SB 1498, six administrative law judges
CAI.ls) would staff a Hearing Department that
would issue initial decisions on cases. Appeals
would be heanl by a Review Department comprised of a presidingjudge, another professional judge, and a half-time lay judge. The
legislation would allow both of the later two
positions to be half-time.
The bar's original proposal called for a paoel
of 11 AI.ls in the Hearing Department and
three full-time judges in the Review Department. Thus, the amended version of SB 1498
would •lash the total from 14 to eitherS 1/2 ors,
depending on whether the Review Depart·
ment's second professional judge serves half.
time.
Other major changes approved by the judiciary paoels include:

The funding would be provided under AB
4391 by Assemb~ake r WiJJie Bro"'ll. D-San
Francisco. B ~ measure also includes the
bar's basic dues request for 1989 and 1990.
Including a proposed $2 fee to fund the discipline monitor', position, the amended package
would increase total annual fees for California 's 110.00 lawyers from the current $275 to
$417 in 1989 and $44-0 in 1990, said Frank Russo,
Brown's legal counsel.
Under the amended plan. California's 110,000 Eliminate Client Security Fund Surcharge
• Eliminating from AB 4391 a proposed $10
attorneys in 1989-91 will pay a maximum special " discipline enhancement" fee of $110 to increase in the annual Client Security Fund
fund the landmark refonns. The bar originally surcharge. Originally, the bar proposed a $20
requested $145, but subsequently reduced its hike, from the current $25 to $45, while· the
proposal to $125, which was the figure officials Legislative Analyst recommended no increase
at all. The SID proposal represented the half.
submitted to the judiciary paoels.
The lawmakers, however, accepted the $110 ·way point between the original proposal and
Robthe Legislative Analyst's recomendation.
fee recommended by Discipline Monitor

• ~ucing the bar's proposed basic dues
increase for 1990 from S3S to $23. The Legislative Analyst had recomended a 1990 basic dues
increase of only $15.
The $12 cut by the lawmakers represents the
amount the bar requested to fund new capital
improvement projects in 1990.
UndertheamendedversionofAB431H . basic
dues in 1989 would rise from $215 to $245 for
attorneys in practice for three or more years,
.from $147 to $177 for those in practice between
one and three years. and from $116 to $146 for
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

State News

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
those in practice for less than one year.
In 1990, the basic dues would increase anoth'
er $23, to $267, $200, and $169, respective.
• Strippingtheauth oritytoappointth emonitor away from the Attorney General's Office
· and giving it to the Legislature. The proposal
was made by Assembly.Judici ary Committee
ChairmanElihu Harris, D-Oakland, but op·
posed by Presley.
• Amending several reporting requirements
in SB 1498. The major changes include : requiring attorneys to notify the bar when civil judgments are entered against them for gross
negligence, as·opposed to the original ordinary
negligence; requiring insurers to notify the bar
within 30 days of the filing of malpractice
claims; and giving courts discretion to notify
the bar of final contempt orders against
lawyers.

Inaddition, Presleyagreedto severaJtechni· the monitor accountable, he said.
Harris also noted the attorney general has no
responsibility relative to attorney discipline.
Angeles County Bar Association.
Presley countered, " We have something that
is working well." He noted the attorney generAnde1iinin Plesed
Despite the reductions. bar President P . Ter- al was chosen as the appointing power after
ry Anderlini expressed pleasure with the pao- constitutional concerns were raised about the
original choice. the auditor general.
els' action.
Subcommittee member Tom McClintock. R·
"They were positive in their approach to it."
said Anderlini in an interview after the sub- Camarillo. agreed with Presley, saying, " If it
committee hearing. The approved reform ain 't broke, don 't try to fix it. '',· '
plan. he added. will allow the bar to resolve
lingering problems with the discipline system, "'
including elimination of the backlog of pending
complaints.
Of the reduced funding, Andertini said,
"We're dealing in an area where one expects
disagreement on the amount ... needed." Noting the revolutionary nature of the proposed
professional State Bar Court, he said, "there is
no real model to follow. We'rewillingtog owith
CFellmeth's) approach."
Interviewed shortly before the full comittee
approved the two-bill package, Fellmeth said.
" I'm pleased. they adopted by numbers, which
shaved the bar down to the bone. I don't think
they can work on anything less. The amendments are not going to hurt the program."
._!ellmeth proposed the amendment requiring irislll'er.! w notify the bar of all malpractice
claims as a counterbalance to the amendments
to the other reporting requirements. He opposed those changes, particularly the switch to
gross negligence on reporting civil judgments
against attorneys.
" I'm surprised that sailed through," Fell·
meth said of the new insurer reporting
cal amendments to SB 1498proposedbythe Los

I

requirement.

Harris argued the Legislature should appoint the monitor because it created the position. "The Legislature ought to be able to hold
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Part II ~Friday, May 20, 1988

J

EXAtif's tudents Angered by Plan
to Give Class Option ofGrade, Pass

I
j

i
what happened but disagrees that
time because many students had to
grade inflation or major injury to __ j
semester of Simmons' civiLproce- leave San Diego as soon as the
,1
student rankings has taken place.. .
dures class, one of four subjects testing period ended last Tuesday.
1
"It should not happen that quesrequired of all first-year students. (The protesting students said that
tions-that are going to be used to
The exam counts for two-thirds of their colleagues who had last year's
test should get out into the public
the final grade in the yearlong test and did not want to take a new
beforehand. That is so intuitively
course and, like all exams at the ·exam pressured Simmons by saying
. obvious that I don't know-how you
law school, is graded on a curve. they would all be ciut of town. )
come to· any other .conclusion," 1·
Thal means, for example, that if a · · "So we gave the option of ac· _. ." . • .. ·, , , .. · ·
__ few students correctly answered 95 cepting the final grade, after they ··- ·Heiser said.
But he defended the .pass optiim
out of 100 questiohs but .all - the_. .Jearned of it, or taking a pass to
as the most realistic among several
, • ' others scored 97 out of 100, the 95 -- address what is a difficult and
·
considered. _ ·".. . ,, _..
· raw score would correlate to a Dor unique problem that l have never
"The test was given and grades ·
faced before," Simmons said.
an F .
were assessed and ma·ny students
Simmons maintained that
_,-,, __,.,:'By having the test from last
earned -whatever grade they got,
:' year, you- could look at the kind of "clearly, achievement on an exam
·_ questions that Simmdns asks, think · of this kind is based primarily upon · not because they saw some so~.of
exam or through any other subter·· about the answers, and figure out the level of work and industry of
fuge, they-just earned iL And when
the right answers," Robin -Brandes the student, whether he or she has
a student has legitimately earned a
said. "And then, boom, you start come to the lectures, has had an
.taking the [1988] test and you see effective outline that, is compre- · grade, you think long and hard
, all the same questions and you . hensive, and not on whether or not . - before you wipe that grade out," ,
. - _. ,.:,_
Heiser said.
know what are. the right answers during par t of the [test] preparation
, :, . one student told us that he got time, ·the student had the exact , - Heiser said there was no way of
finding out which students spent
,2(1 answers right that he wouldn't questions to the exam."
hours and hours preparing based on
But he conceded that students
Jta ve otherwise." ·- -last year's test and. therefore may
_: , Another student, Vickie Davis, · generally are aware that objective
have gotten a higher grade than ·
·said that those without the 1987 exams do contain large numbers of
-test copy were at a competitive sin'lilar questions _from year to year. . otherwise,. or which students de- .•
·,-~sadvantage beClluse they did not ·- And. he said that. students are ·"' cided that looking at_- a , previous '.,··,
_. • know what type of emphasis Sim- .' supposed to turn in copies of the O: exam would not be worth a'. great ·•· ·
• _.:.,- ·,_,_s,1.,;_,, ·,. 'i"•~·
deal of time.
-- monswouldputonhisexam ination.· exam _with their answer sheets
"Consequently,-.the-"reso lution '
"I studied without the exam and each year.
_-, ..r~viewed material_with the wrong_ "I assume that what happened is "' we picked was one that_· would · ·
· ' -slant," _she said. Student Kathy that somehow a copy or copies of '.. -preserve grades but would not hurt .~tbecause i'; ~
:"P ,, ,Aguirre said .. that "people_ were - liast _ye~'s] test got out · ~! the • ·_students wqo f_elt h_arined
: , ,· l~vmg , that [3-hour-- maxunum] ."• exammat1on room .last y:ear and .,_- they had not 'seen ' last :·~ar•s ·y•!,
- :,:_.•,.,~;: .
t;,";i«;
·
" - .test in 40 minutes. There's no way .._worked their way to first-year -~- exam,''Heisersaid:
1
.: - ; n ,the ,world you could finish that - students this spring, Simmens said. : __ .·..1t ·p~obably is -~ ~ tliat---,_.<; ·
_·_ ~people were helped by this pr:e"!:
,.,te~t_i!l 40 minutes -unless you were ·._ ·_ R t t · p
,· :\'. ~hodidn'tdeservetobehe l edbut .
:,·.;· ,f~ihar with ?1~ language ~d ,"··•• _ees stor •~
Curt:--'b y
·• "'-~ lmew where 1s1mmons]_was _gomg _--• --The udents ~gue, however, ..: . I believe _that no one
,. , ..,
• ~resolutio -- · w+ ·.
solution=
.
fair
that-,the~only
-:-:~- •..with thequest:cns."·-':-'.'-~
n~ whci arT '
" ,,:;· Student Cindy Eldred said there . either to retest all students with a '. I • Heiser said th~
- were questions. on the test. con- ., new_exam next fall or give every- ."' still . dissatisfied -_can ., petition .
. - through the dean/ or p_etition him
_. cemmg mformat1on that had not -- on~ m the class a pass.
--'. been covered directly m class, and . -'"• There are people who have • individtrall .. _,;.:.· _: · .. .:.:... ..•• .. - ,
,·, _ ' thatsuchquest1onswerem tended droppedlOpomtsormore between - - "I unde~tand -the concem·Tuat
some -students believe others...end
··_'• · -~to measure the analytical _abHity of •t}lei1rst-semester test and the final
,!,- _students _as a way of 1dentifymg the .test and o~?ers who improved sub- up with a higher grade-than· they _.
erha s ·deserve , a:n"d ·there --is the
stant1ally;- said another student,
. .
._. -outstandmg performers.
P_t_ · th t' th
asked not to be 1dentif1ed. {
"But the people who had the who
e overa11 c·1ass
uppos1 10n a
y t d ts
"The
th
· · t I d k
raaking could be affected " Heiser
re were man _s u en wearat _
preVJous tes_ a rea Y new
said. "With regard to la~ review
S1mm_ons ..might _be .askmg such mg such great smiles wh,~n th eY
·d th t
h
and s h I h.
.
left that exammat1on room.
questions, she said.
a
c o ars ips we .ive sa1
Student Joyce Lamb said she
.
we will make sure that the people
_ overheard one student "talking
, · Covered Wide Range _ .
. who make those dec1s10ns are alert
.
· ,·
,
.
• . ,
that· this particular grade is •one
, _: · Sunmons_ downplayed those con- . about the fact that_ the questions
they have to tr t a -little b"t
were the same dunng a break m
-• cemsmanmterv1ew.
how ; 0
different! in
• "Frankly, I am dubious about the the midd_le of the test." She and
weigh i/ in close [co~parative]
advantage that having an -old ex- other pet1t1oners say th.at the gradcases because of the process we
amination gave any. of the students mg curve for Simmons course was
·._
worked.out."
because if they _prepared for _this boosted substantially because of
•' · ·
·
year based upon 1t, they essentially the advance preparation, and
But Heiser said that, unless a
. were going across the semester's therefore a majority of the grades
student is performing well in all
are inflated and unearned.
entire range of material," he said.
classes, "that student is·not going
The agreed -on solution "fails to
"However, there is the appearto get enough of a boost from this
ance of impropriety, and of disad- make the injured students whole
[one testJ for scholarships_9r.. law
vantage to those students who did because the student who earned his
review or anything else:
not have access to it, and that is · or her grade without benefi t of the
" Ii a student who did particularly
why a . special procedure was de- spring 1987 exam is personally
J
well in this class also did well in
injured by someone else's retention
vised."
other classes, then maybe he or she
Simmons said · his ·o;fginal of an unearned grade," the petition
would have done just as well
thought was to give an entirely to the law dean states.
without" havi ng studied last year's
Associate Dean Heiser said the
· new exam to the class but that he
test.
did not have enou!lh preparation students have a right to be upset by
Continued from Page 1
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unez-tells
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B B'll ~ , - .. tj__li
· 1- 'J ,, -.,,;, _will not be able to follow through on '\
.
_ Y 1 tt
:: a large volume of suclr cases if tb.ey !~~.~ande_lman .. -·
reach. the court stage," Nunez said. \
.
..
U.S. Attorney Peter K. Nunez yes- '_' So th.er (Customs) may have to ad- ·
terday expressed reservations with JUSt therr policies." ,,;
As U.S. attorney iir San Diego
";jay Customs is implementing
. e zero-tolerance" program, say- Nunez .has responsibility to pros;
: !~~ha~en?thmay have_to adjust cute individuals charged with
number ~f ~:gal ~~:i:lt ID a large crimes and t~ defend the U.S. govemment against court challenges
ges. .
.
"W ,
Cust eves beE:n ~n touch with the involving seizure of property.
. oms erv1ce ID an effort to coordinate this, so Customs knows we ~see Zer~ on. age A-7
___:_~
~~ ' ~
.
.

:e

\
I

~\
feserv
·" Z1:eils~
zlo: Nu~
<:) _1 /

confident that its interpretation of
zero tolerance rests on solid legal
,, ·• .. ·._:;;,-. •· ·
.
Nunez' is credited with designing ground.
"We wouldn't have the program if
· the zero-tolerance program, in
which-,anyone found crossing the we felt it was unconstitutional," said
Customs spokesman Dennis Shiborder with any amount of drugs ,, , .. ,_ .
no matteI: how small - is prosecut- moski.
''.There's no way the Customs Ser•.. ,..
· . ed. :. ,Ul~%J. .,_, ..... . ~
1
has been adopted vice is going to do something intenThe , 9rogram
nationwide and Customs recently tionally against the Constitution
extended it to include conveyances, that would fly in the face of the govresulting in the seizures of vehicles emment itself. We feel it's based on
sound law. U the law is changed it's
and vessels found to have even trace
one thing, but until it is. changed
· •·'
amounts ofdrugs.
" As of today (Thursday) we we'll continue with the program as
haven't received any cases yet on · it exists."
Legal experts agree recent
the seizures, let alone forfeitures,"
Nunez said. "Our position is that we seizures by Customs under zero tolwill review any cases referred to us erance have legal precedence, alto see if they fall within the zero- though some question whether the
agency is stretching.the law beyond
tolerance program." . . _
He added, "When we launched the its original intent.
John Kaplan, a drug law expert at
zero-tolerance program at the border we had outlined written proce- the Stanford Law School, said, "I
don't know wb.ether it's constitutiondures and had training programs to
al or not but I think it's a dumb
make sure (law enforcement) would
be sending. us cases that will stand thing to do . .. It's a very good way
up. None of that has happened here. to alienate people who should be
supporting tb.e war against drugs,
We're getting hit with this cold.
"It would have been better if they and is an example of the kind of
had consulted with us first, but this grandstanding that is silly."
Michal Belknap, professor of law
was mandated out of Customs headand legal history at California Westquarters in Washington."
Nunez said b.is office has been in ern School of Law, agreed zero toltouch with Customs counsel in erance seizures are civil forfeiture
Wasb.ington in an attempt to clarify actions th.at do not require prosecution of individuals.
the policy.
"This longstanding legal tradition
" _,,_ A Customs spokesman in Wash·d the agency's lawyers are goes back before the Constitution .. .
·

,
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Peter Nunez
Tells reservations
in enforcement of Customs actions
abroad against a vessel itself, rather
than against any individual," Belknap said. "Obviously from a layman's point of view if a car is seized
it seems like an action against you,
but it's a legal distinction."
Larry_ Alexander, professor of
constitutional law at the University
of ~ i d foneitureisa'
"time-b.onored" procedure and
seizures are "reminiscent of some
practices in the Middle Ages when ii
an animal got loose and tore up
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regardless of -the conveyance's
value.
"By its wording Congress' intent
the
call
they'd
bed
flower
e's
somet
·
clear," Levenson said. "By 'imwas
·· anim! a criminal and hang it. It's
export, transport and store'
port,
the
lizing
· almot a sense of persona
talking about large amounts
l:.sh1~pr car, or treating it as some- you're
led substances. You don't
control
of
.
thin bad."
store residue, and if Conor
import
xander said that the modern
,
possession it would
meant
gress
nce,"
deterre
i.' rat' nale is "clearly
said that."
·· aladd ed "my sense is that this has have
Levenson said present procedure
, b litigated in the past and so far
requires the person who loses prop.
.:~it constitutional."
30 days
•-. arbara Levenson, who chairs the . erty to file a petition within owns it.
ment
govern
federal
le al panel of the American Civil or the
have a misuse of
-LPerties Union in Miami, argued "So not only do yquclear lack of due
a
but
statue
the
·
', tNe law is flatly illegal.
"The statute they're working process rights." ,
1
Norman Abrams, a professor who
der was never meant to be used
' · e way it is being used," Levenson teaches federal criminal law at
·
·
UCLA, said Customs has seized cars,
· · id.
/ "Originally (the statutes) were airplanes and boats for many years
/ passed for governmental bodies to under civil forfeiture statutes that
take property that was very inex- now contain "very broad language"
pensive and so they would not have which can be "interpreted very
to go through court hearings that broadly."
: would expend tax dollars to keep the
Abrams added, however, "What ·
troubles us in these cases is that
property."
. According to Levenson, the stat- these individuals are not necessarily
: utes were later revised to cover engaged in any commercial venproperty under $100 and until re- tures. They may have smoked a bit
of marijuana and somehow it seems
cently were used that way.
disproportionate to seize the valuIn 1984 Congress added a clause
able car or boat because of the trace
allowing the seizure of any conveyof a marijuana cigarette or a small
.ance used to export , import , transpipe."
port or store controlled substances,

..· Contil ed from A-7
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San Diego, Calif.
Southern Cross
(Cir. W. 27,500)

· MAY 2 o1988
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Est. 1888

Graduation Education Student
· Association will hold a dinner

and dance May 20, 6 p.m., at All
· Hallows parish hall, La Jolla For
more details, call 260-4538.
Law School awards ceremony

will be held May 20, 5 p.m., in the

-·I"

u~:e:~t~x~;~1:e;~~:1:i~~o~ ~~- ·.-.
color artist Eileen Whitaker will
,, continue through June 3 at
Founder's ~~llery. Whitaker is ~ _
one of three women members of
,
. the National Academy of Design.
1
For details,- call 260-4600, ext. -

ih~~I ~

26
~

Law commenceme~~ •. .1·

-._ 'is scheduled for May 21, 10:30
" am.; at the Torero Stadium. .
Reception follows in the

·
'

·1i · -

_ ~~i~:~itl~. Center~ C~'.~~60:~:~~ _
Baccalaureate Mass for
undergraduates will be held May :-.
21, 4 p.m., at the .Iorem ,Stadiull)_, --:·
·
·
. Graduate student
commencement is set for May

1

--

·
22, 10:30 a.m., T6rero Stadium.
Uodergraduate commencement -• ·
begins at 2:30 p.m. For further .. ,-.,
information; call 260-458S-or ~.. 260-4800.
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earlier test should not have
l...lenging the outcome of a final exam '"!'heavailable,
but even so, I doubt _ ·
, · in which most of the class had access been
f ,tto .• °previous test paper in.which 66 that anY students gained any ;1gnifi- .:
-were ee c1y th~ cant adv~~~ge fro"; h.~ving '.~~!,':,·. .
'.· ; of tbll.
~e ..... .-· _·. ,. - .,._ ._, .. _ hesa1d........,•. ,.,·;-•"--,.-.-""'"•· ..•.J:'·
•< _,,
~
,,,,-,• · ~' '"' 1', - • ' •• J
.About 10 ._ Qf th~ 84 students who . ,.
·. :,;t'· students.who did not see the earli~
.test. •,which _was not ,SUJ)posed .to took. the ~• bowe'ver, have_ filed a l
• :_
· . h,ave hecO,me pub\ic,"iay1t gave theii . · pennon with_a faculty co.Ill!'llttee to':. ·;
\ Classmates . an unfair ..,advantage. ·creview ,<!f th~. proposed soluu,on. o: : ·.: •~
',1 don't believe the students were . ·~
· ( ;riteY oppose a law school deClSIOD to
£resolve the problem by, offering stu' hurt by the earlier test being avail- • F
dents the eho1ce of the letter grade able, but they perceive a wrong and
they are fully entitled to a hearing," <.'
i _already earned on the exam nr
said laW Professor Robert •L. Sim· ''
\ pass grade inst.ead. ,,, ce-,.
'.' ',°No 'cheating' ·o, imprOpri~ty ts mons, who gave both thiS year's and ·
' a
}!eing sJgg~; ind it is not known See USO on ge B·I
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-:·help in working on the 26-page test raded ·'a n ~or.even a failing grade
'involving mainly hypothetical ,situa--~g accept i passi. and this exam will •' :,.: 'Uons.' •:- "t .::.;:\:,\. I,~'t, · ~--;, ·;;: ;,'!;i/f~~,jcari . affec(his ''ot '·her :Overall :grade . :· .
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Kro~ Sft_umway;:EiyJO:~ddress USD grads

I.
j

Padres baseball tealo~trJoan the Stanford Law School, will speak
B. Kroc, businessman · Forrest · N. to~355 graduatinf }aw · school stuShumway, and former law school dents. ·
·
dean John Ely will receive honorary ·
degrees and serve as speakers for "Tomorrow, Shumw~y,' ~ho recent1,353 graduate, undergraduate and . ly retired as chairman of the board
law students taking part in com- and chief executive officer of The
mencement exercises at t ~ r - ·· srgnal Companies, will speak to 252
si~ of San Diego thiuiaekend. .· · graduate students in ceremonies be_._The first ~eremony will be at 10:30 gmning -at 10:30 a.m. Ten of the 252
a.m. today when Ely, former dean of students . will ·receive doctoral de-

-~. ~ ..- ·:. .,_l~--~~~~:~~;.~;~~~~~~:.:~----: .-

_
grees. -- .
t
Kroc will speak to 746 graduating
students at the ·baccalaureate ceremony scheduled for 2:30 p.m. tomor-·
row. Biology major Timothy Costa of
Salinas is the class valedictorian. . · -· ,:- ·-._

·1

Kroc and Shumway will receive .
:
honorary doctorates--of humane let~
ters and E.ly will receive an honorary · __ ::. , ·
doctor of laws degree. ,_, .- .
, •
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The law firm of Hinchy, Witte: wood, Ander· ' . son & Hodges is celebrating its silver anniver-

: sary with a donation tQ the Univecsitv of San

; Diego Scbool at Law ..The firm's.$25,000 dona-

tion to the.!aw schopl is earma~ked for computer - ·
· rese~rch __facilities planned as pa'hV law
· library expansion program. - - .--~'1!:>':>_,;;..,
.__:....:: 1"'11 ~
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~ · San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)

evening Tribune
" (Cir. D_
. 123,092)
•
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s~~.:..r.. ;;ii.}=-~~~"~:.,~,-.,.-;: ~•~:-- ...

•~ ~::. :-c-:. ~

~--tE~ri~~~-~~~7~~::\w:1:t·:~r::;Y~~-!~~~~;~~-,r:,~jtV~~--,~~;i~~x1
·n,.::,, ,·,,;,,t1>,f',.<:i/f1•Yf.\ '"'"'"v,;;1·., \,~~•""'·' ".·,\•'•'" ~ Tr1.bune photo by B1JJ _Romero •
,r_,.,,;,,G-·,-.,~ .... ·'t·t··• ..,,.,\, ,,,, •t·h
· •· ·•· ••-"··•\.1,..,-,,.,~i"',<-•',· ,.,.,:,.;:. r~

.:~t- , r,~ll_qa_. ,1ng:·W! ,.

_Jor;._/·::.·•J.:·;_~: : .::~·f.:;~;r2~
''',Keli s~ftti"wa·;es p~~po~;·; rt~t re~e!~fuithe~ dipl;m·a y~ster:::~··;:

·. day during commence~ent exercises at the JJniversity QL.S.al(~.."'
'~ Dieg_g...Slu-Jyas among ~ore th:m.J.,3,,,IIO.$tude-nts to get degrees in. ~-~
ceremonies attended.by more than 3,000 people: ·: :. :, ~t ·;:~,-, -}-;-_

1/

:... ~ • ; -

y_-,2 3,198
<;:\~~~\~~t~~1~if
~
·=tr.'."'ZA/~,.~ .,:f.cf a'-~
4,~, i

146jubi1;nt

7

grads·• wiri ·
USD degrees,
B~

~,i~ff-~ri,t£795'?..~,: -~ ...'~ _

· The-end of J7- years ·of formal
education came ·yesterday for 746
graduates ofthe U iversityof San
Diego, who cheered their 1g ay
· ty ttnowiftg their mortarboards .
· and waving their diplomas. ,•. ' .. '. ·
,. More than 3,0Q0 people, includ- ::
.. >-~, --"J t!LMID79r..~M~llreen ,, O'C::o!}nOf, ~t
· •· . ·.turned out · fof': the 35th anmial .~
:, graduation ceremony _to see the
:_ ~lass of '88 recognized. addition .
The San Diego Union/Bill Rom;~
_to the undergraduate . class, 355 :~-Joan Kroc-is,honored dur- =
_ , law st~dents an~ 245 ~raduate stu--.;. "'fog· graduation .
· ·dents also received diplomas dur- ·
,
- .
. ·.
• Jng separate ceremonies over the . _'yyeS ter~ay at th_e:_~l'J_t~er~1tr_, ,;
-weekend . . .. - ·. .;'"-;;,./;.. _· :.:, .<O..f San Diego. :J,.'.,~.i'.-tn irt;'.'
{
-r._ '.;~_: '. .Once it was 'over the students ,"'° ·••'
'."'-\..< ' · ·".< ~u11r_exulted fo their newfound status. · . al m6nths.
- .. ,._ ;. .
·•· "I'm stoked. I'm going to party, · "I'm so excitecl;"· she· said. <'I · ·
relax and look for a job, in that would like to do it over once
~rder," said Allison Tubbs,a soci- again."·
' ' .,, ·.·
ology major. .
. .
During the ceremony,··
. Shirley Tang, a business a·dmin~- McDonald's heiress Joan · Kroc .
istration major who finished her was awarded an honorary degree
coursework in January, said she for her service to society, particu,was happy to come back after larly in the areas of substance
working ~,° Los Angeles for sever- abuse and world hunger.'
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Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)

CITY SCENES: Old Globe di- ii
rector Jack O'Brien will direct a I
piay in Russia next year it he and Ii
,the Soviets can agree on time, 11
place and play. Representatives
of the American/Soviet Theater i
Initiative, here during the week. end, presented the invitation....
Southwest Airlines, taking over
sponsorship of the.Sea World sky
tower, has painted a 737 jetliner
to look like a killer · whale·; It'll
lant at Lindbergh for the first •
.J
·time on Satur_day.
· THE NAMES: Councilman i
Bruce Henderson sponsored a
resolution praising Howard t
Jarvis and the decade of Prop. 13.
-Then he left the council meeting ·
before discussion (and unanimous· • · ·
approval) of Prop: Y, the bond
· issue that'll help fill the schooJ
construction gap left by Prop. 13. I
... North County behaviorist Barbara Brown (she pioneered the 1
term biofeedback) is .writing her I
-eighth book, "Smarten Up," on I
·how to improve adult .intelli·gence. It'll be out from Macmillan in the fall of '89..•. Washing•ton journalist -Frank Mankiewicz
talks to the City Club on J"1fle- 10.
. '·.. . . '· .
.
~~
-· ·CROSSTOWN: Ballyhoo -for . a
proposed . La ;Jolla 4'~ho'~-who .
·("Isn't everyone who lives m La
-'-. Jolla a Who's Who?") .is in the
~ mail from something called the
, San Diego & .Suburban Press
,.'¢Iub, .which is equally unlik~ly. :
·• : ;'"" CCDC Pres. John Davies :
bucked the traffic to the Brown
.Field air show along Otay _valley
·Road. He got there faster in 19'49,
he reports, _when Chula Vista.j
High was in temporary quarte~s l
at Brown Field; and he rode his i
bike to school.... Simon Cardew,j
the English-born PR director atJ
La Costa, is reaching out for ,
more San Diego patronage for!
the spa's new Japanese owners,!
.
Sports Shinko.
: SALTED: At the Cove Theater,
Manager Spence Wilson is celebrating his 60th year as a La :
Jolla movie-house manager. An !
old friend tried to buy Wilson
some popcorn as they talked the
other night. "Oh, no!" Wilson said.
"I really can't. I'm allergic."
· Alison DaRosa assists with the/
/
Neil Morgan column.
I_

J

I

. OUR TIMES: Those new
throwaway cardboard cameras :
from Japan are popping up along !
San Diego tourist trails. They're \
from Fuji. When the first roll of \
film is shot, the camera's shot. .
Now Bob Redding ·• has found
·something he considers even sil·lier: a disposable.staprer at Thrif- .·
· . ty. When its 120 staples are used, ·
throw it away. But it's "guaran- ·.
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NOTEPAD: In the fevered rush .
for college admission next fall,
/parents. and stu.dents are ranking
campuses as . Tough and Super~tough: Tops _among the Super,.fough: {!C _~~r~eley _and Sw~rt~- :·
· more, where a 4.0 average 1s no
guarantee. . . . USD's public I
forum on June 6 will center on
ethics and leadership, and a
panel will debate the roles of
some quite familiar-sounding hypothetical figures. The two candidates for mayor are William
"Bill" Stucco and Howard Kleengenes. Then there's Stucco's cam- ·
paign manager, Mike Media. (Besides attempts to Los Angelesize
our city, there are issues of pot
smoking and Other Women.)
PICKETER: Proprietor Danny
Royce is on watch at The Inn at
Rancho Santa Fe. An angry
woman called to protest Ollie 1
North's misreported breakfast
talk for Women Republicans, and
said she'd picket the Inn on June
3. Royce didn't get a chance to
explain t_hat North is so~aking on
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· A£;..: ~us hin g and pltlJ.

· legal profession's discredited pline system goes iar
toWard ening, the Legislature appears to be house in order. ;
suri_
n
g
that
uneth
ical
lawy
ers in
serious about imposing a tougher ,. · ·The , Fellm eth
· criti cism s this state are held strictly. ac~.
discipline system on the State _:pred ictab ly- prom
pted howls _ countable"ror their misdeeds.
.
Bar of California. The reform is from Staie ~ar
pfficials who
Actua
lly,
most
Califo
nia
attor
long overdue.
1
, •would now have us believe their neys would benef
it from a tough- ·
~- Last week, the Assembly Judi- · organization is ·
.actually going ·er discipline system. Besides imciary Committee unanimously after the bad guys
in their ranks. proving the profession's tarn-approved -two measures that In truth, the discip
line system is: ished image, - higher standards
would prod the lawyers to police bogged down for
want of ade.:. .could pare the malpractice insurthernselves. AB 4391, sponsored quate funds and perso
nnel.
ance premiums; ·which have in-'
by Assembly Spea ker Willie . ..For example, there
is a ·back- .· creased from Jl,500 to $5,000 •.
Brown, D-San Francisco, would ·log of more than 2,000
cases that since 1985. All the more reason
increase annual State Bar mem- -~.wa rrant immediate
_attention. · that honest attorneys should wel- _
bership dues by more than 50 The office of trial
counsel lacks · come these reforms.
.
percent to pay for the compre- the resources to
handle special - -:The . Legislature, which came .
\ hensive reforms called. for in SB cases, such as refer
rals from pro- close to establishing an independ1498 by Sen. Robert Presley, D- secutors of attorn
eys convicted ent commission last year to clean
Riverside.
· _of crimes. A panel of salaried ad- ·up the legal profe
ssion, has beMost of these reforms were ministrative judges is
required to fore it two bills that would
·- ' crafted by Robert Fellmeth, a · resolve cases
agaµist unscrupu- · ~achieve that objective. They
professor of law at the T.Wversity lous lawyers in a -time
ly manner should be approved and signed by
of San Diego and_direc toror 1he so they do not contin
ue to prey on the governor into law.
school's Center for Public Inter- innocent victims. 1
•
·
·
../
est Law. Mr. Fellmeth was . apThe proposed reforms would _.--- -- - - - - -- - -·pointed by the state attorney gen- address these speci
fic problems ,,
eral last year to study the State as well as expand
the legal auBar's lax disciplinary system and thori ty to disco
ver attor ney
to make recommendations to the misconduct, enhan
ce interim sus- /
Legislature. His subsequent re- pension power,
and incre ase
ports underscored the need, al- monitoring of attorn
ey malprac- r
ready well-known, to put the tice. In short, the revam
ped disci- I
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even residents will be honored at this year's ninth annual
.1
·,._ •
i
:, .· .~:·c\.'.l'ribute to Women and Industry (TWIN) awards luncheon
'. :
', ?•· · :•si,Jsponsored by the YMCA. The TWIN program honors
i:' ,l,·\'.· women who have made significant contributions to industry .1
'f)i.'.· ·1··:--~in managerial, executive or professional roles. TWIN also· -j <-.~cf;\ ;.'' -' ·· .raises money; nearly $50,000 in 1987, for career developf ;: '\ • ;.,. ·· ment, child care and other ser:vices offered )VOmen by the
,,,:,_ YMCA.The seven women, their town of residence and ·., ..
·-._
O• ';'':'-"companies are: Lesley Scherer, Cardiff, -Dorazio, Banhorst
_,_..,. -·
,,
•
Corp.;
SYSCON
Mar,
Del
Barter;·
; · '{.~ 'and Bonar; Kimberley
~- \
>~: Marian Holleman, Del Mar, University of San Diego;
., : , · Christine Bryant, Del Mar, First Interstate Bank; _;_ . :::;. .,
J·. · Margaret Oppliger, Encinitas, La Jolla Bank & Trust Co. ;·. ··,
;,_ ~~_Deanna Graumann, Olivenhaip,"General D;vnamit's;~d
Nancy_~~~t-~r:, ~~-~-i~~~a_,~.'. ~~~!_:!l, A!?.~ ~~~:,6}-~ -~ -"'~/ ~j
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• The average salary is $25,900
and
Tlie n ~ o f paraleg ils - still . the Uni.Y_ersity of Saii Diego
with a high of over $48,000 and a
·
heavily female - continues to grovi : UC-San Diego Extension. ·
low of less than $15,000. For 43
. • Only 21 had been paraleg als
in San Diego; average .salary _.is
persons with less than two years
103
while
years,
$25,900 ; -more and more are re: for _more than 10
experience the starting pay ranged \
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i_r{'.,'"f,,:~·\ ";';.::~,;:;:1,>>0:;s_':"~

·-· _. . Tier~asanta'i-esident Irene. Sabelberg Palmer was .
,~:-\- honi>re? at:~ dinner hel~ for her Saturday, May 7th, _by g;- _,_
-~-:.: •· the U mv~ty of San Dwgo for: her 12 .rears o! service -~ ~-7"<;:. as Dean of the .I>hilip Y : Hahn School of Nursing. Sr.. ~-:;;
:,::-:~" Sally.: fµray ;;vice presj~ent and provost, ; presented .::_:•
::._,;::._ Palmer with a-D~an· Emeritus Certificate:·~-:;-:-"~; J:_",,;-. ;b.::
. '.. _ -. Establishment..--,;. o f •the ~3 r_ene -~Saheiber g -:-P almer i.::
- ~--_- ·scholarship was-~nnounced the dinner; Each yeai-~--., ~
_;_ . C' beginning next fall, _three nursing students_-:;- ~ne from
· ·- - • the bachelor's degree program, one from the ma,<3ter's f;" program anci'one from "the aoctoral progra"in -~ ·wm-be -_ '-~
. ' ~'.:,/ :~ h~med t P~lnie:~·~s_p~1~1~ .t.!?f * -~ol~~ ~ips _&W,lll"1ed "
·- _w1U be based:~n:~em 1~ ¢,xceUencE::...~-:~""\'[~;__:;.~ :,,·-;,:·,r. •--- --li"i
7: Palmer_~as' ~o-~~ding d~an -·or th(!_~nl!i:s!ng ~chool, ·tt·
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<?own; fundra1smg e!forts, •,,the· .·$1.4 •nulhon i~Munel \ ....

:,Z;.f Marsh/Philip:Y::Hahn School of Nursing building Was . : },:

::•__,_, __' dedicaied. _:Pa:Im'er.; ~estahlfshe(( •f gra.~uate·;n'urs ing --;'ft
:ft_I>~ogram·_ i_n. l .97'J. ~n,~ii '~~ ~f~l_p_togi,:aifal:!i,!__1_9~4,. "'i. · "f;-..:)--dean,: but-remains _h.s_.. a--~-i
resigned ·Iast. -.·year:as·
~,'1'=--~-She_
. . ··- - _-- - - - - . .
. -.
"' --- ,, ,
._,-;;,-<\ faculty ~~rn!:>e_r;I?·t~~ faII: sh~ sw~tcnes:f~rn ~ll=time .; ~{ · :'•,;'d-:: to Part-time teaching as part of lier _phased retirement ': fif,lS"plan ..,;'yye have siich -~ Jtigh; ~alj~r :·of ~tlid_erits, ;it's
, tC'··_ -·7:.-CpJeasuni .8Dd ali ·horiOF Worlii,;g With them'~_,Paimer:;:c,fff.'.
~?]r.t¼<i ;!§5"("':~ . tt
tfs}.i~.~said. :'.r·l-.\:;c;t;:~{~1':'. itil~.;-:
~:;;; /~:i.':.:Before )oini;g'•uso; ~ali;ne~lYas dean i°'iidprofessor ··
a£ Boston Univer$ityrs-riti~i!)g-§c~ooL Earlier·positions
;-~;:,·, ~include:: 'Assistant :• Deaii ·:arid : Associate:-~Professor,. · .;.;·
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""'--al-Sin Says He Will
1·
Bring Message of Unity .to
S_an, D,iego
..,:z9'gs-' .

Cardin a(" Jaime Sin,
time we gather to celebrate the
as their cultural background ,"
archbishop of Manila, said he
Bishop Maher said referring to
Eucharist," the card inal wrote.
is coming.to the Diocese of San
"The Eucharist invites us (to
the cardinal's visit.
Diego in June with a message
be one) with Christ and one
Father Roque "Khing" Vai\o,
of unity among all Catholics
another. This is why the
chief coord inator of the
here, including more than
Eucharist is the pe.rfect .sig" of
executive committee planning
, 100,000 Filipinos.
unity.
"
the visit, said, Cardinal Sin 's
Cardinal Sin was invited for
Cardinal Sin said he hopes ' fi_rst pastoral visit to San Diego
I his first pastoral visit to San
his visit will "foster even more
is an opportunity for alt
Diego by Bishop Leo T. Maher the spirit of unity and fraternity
Catholics of the diocese "to
in conjunction with the Filipino
in the Diocese of San Diego."
express our concern and
Catholic community.
-The Filipino community in
solidarity for our brothers and
Cardinal Sin will celebrate a
the San Diego area is large and
sisters who have withstood the
Mass with Bishop Maher 11nd
diverse. There, are more than
challenges of the Catholic faith
· priests of the diocese at 4 p.m.
100 Filipino organizations in
in the Philippines."
Saturday, June 18, at the
the area .
Information about Cardinal
University of San Diego
"This will be a very special
Sin's visit_
, the Mass and dinner
footBall stadim11 i,, Linda Vista.
opportunity to acknowledge
are available by calling Our
Since the stadium can only
the presence of the Filipino
Lady of Angels parish, San
hold 5,000 persons for the , people in the dioceses as well
Diego, 239-1231.
outdoor liturgy, tickets and -souvenir Mass booklets, to
.
help people participate in the
liturgy, are being distributed
through the 98 parishes of the
diocese. An optional donation ·
of $5 or more is being
requested to defray the
expenses of the event and to
help Cardinal Sin's charitable
projects in the Philippines :
Persons interested in
attending the Mass should
contact their parish.
Following the Mass, "An
Evening with His Eminence
. Jaime Cardinal Sin" featuring
dinner and entertainment will
begin at 7:30 p.m . at the San
Diego Marriott Hotel and
4, Marina, 333 West Harbor Drive .
Some 800 persons can be
accommodated for the dinner,
which is being sponsored by
Bishop Maher and PUSO
• Phil ippines, an organization
assisting charitable projects
through the church in that
• country .
Reservations at $60 per
person can be made by writing
to PUSO Philippines, P.O. Box
881891, San Diego, CA 92108.
I•
Proceeds from the dinner
will help fund charitable
projects In the Philippines
which PUSO helps support.
In a message released in
conjunction with his upcoming
pastoral visit to San Diego,
Cardinal Sin told Catholics of
the diocese,"You have chosen
the theme 'One Bread, One
Body , One People' forth is visit,
aware of the great need for
oneness among us.
"We are not simply
individuals, only concerned for
ourselves ... As God's people,
however, we . belong to one
community, and we are bound
to one another in the Lord.
"The invisible unity of the
believing communi!y Christ's Body, the Church; becomes visibly present each
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;J~r~~~c I~ 9.rt .ho u~~-~ <')a'5.: {"'."Q..) ; · - : : ::;;:'.. :· _: >>·::::. · ;;
l,J::t}tAii;~~Jch p~hing a~d pJng~ th~ Legislature ·;pp~~~s·to· be '• _·

f'fl: ~ferious·'about ~mposing a tougher discipline system on the State ,:_;:' ·; ,, • ..- .- _ •. ·, ..
")-;Bar of Califorrua. The reform is.long overdue. .
unanimously -,, .
Committee
Judiciary
Assembly
the
, '.:·-_; . ·Last week,
.,,:;_';,approved two ·measures that }Vould prod the lawyers to police __;_.
:r•~r&themselves/ 'AB >4'391, - ~onsored by ; Assembly . Speakef·,Willie . -_::tt91'3ro\Wl l>l'. I):6aiJmFlranclsco,f:•swould increase··:annual-~state t.- Bar
than•-·so j,erceii'c fo "•pa"f'. for'···the .~:~ ~
by ,
..½1 ._S_!3 _1~98 _bL§~g'. ~.~~~~11.,.~'~
~d,,f~~u
U
£a_
..•
;_r~fo~
,;;__ compre~ensiy~
-- •::'. 71fresley, D-Rivers1de, -,.,.::':~"' . .·•:",E' }.'."'- .. - ,.·-· __ . r:,:.,_·"-- "'~ :i~ ·•..:i,- .\,•t
',. ,;; · :Most of these · reforms were .crafted by Robert Fellmeth, a · ~.i:·;7 professor :of law at the University of San Diego and director of the ~-~,,
-0::~i}-~c~<>0l.'f Cente(~or .P1:1b~c Interest Law:: Fellmeth -w:as ~ppointed,,:~>
•. ~;lir ~ti.1~ -~ a~e\ attorn~y. g~neral _last. year to study _the, ~t.at~ !3ar:~.+2:
,-,;t-~'}:Iax ,:-disc1p1inary.--system :and , to make. recommendations ·to ;-the ~t \,{ h!gislature:t~ His' ;, subsequenf ·/reports . .,,underscored 'f.tlie } peed; ·):,j
t~)~e;,~~~g~J__;,P;P!~,ss!o~:s i m~ctedi~ed ?~;
~;i~;1~alread.f :.\!ell~11~!B~,.!2<i ~
~
.~~~~ ir:t~/t~-'.-.. (~-~~if ...;f.<J-~· -~~°ql\:-,_ ~~ ·jfr
~~ ~t::~~USe·~ order
,,!' · TJ}e:Ji:,e nmeth;c c1sms p edictably' prompted howls:fromSta t
~t ~fftcfK~'!Ji<f,wottld ii:t>w]iavEi" believe their orgaruzatiof i
.:,~i:,acttiallyi go~t :31ter/th,e 11Ja~ ..guys· pi J !!~!tJ1111_ks:: In : truth';·,~q1
_w~nt ofadequate_funds an
.,:', ~ !lisclplirie~sy~t~~,: l>6 ec:l'!'.f0Vf11,(or....L~:~-:
...·.~ -: :---:~':'- ·. . ~;A;tt,.,, · -~~-·~
. ..i'-":??'~~e·1 J.J;9.·...;,.. "°"t.:-"
f?i.~"N1rsonn·
. ·: ·,.~~~X?-:,t,,.,:-,;-.i · ,fit-.;
.,, •.~:.-:.~~:.-";;-..,;."! :,•1., t·- ·J,:,,:::.:--,:t,r:-6 .. , .. -•,?.- · "· .
".:~1'.t;~or::~xainpl~,;tller.. . ,; .c~~klo&~of:~ ore 'than .2,000.;cases Jha~
· }!BIJI!,~~ ~edi,ate ~!ten~ion:J!1,e .office of trial ~ounsel la~~s ,tpe,f~~
te~qur~~}J4 ~ari~~-,t,Spe~~a.~ ~~. .as~s/ · :~~ch';, as :,.~eter,ra~·.-, fr?m: :~
rQ~~c9tor:s: ~f~~tt,Q"\~¥~-.~i~~<;_t~~ .otc~1flles._ A pane~ qr_~ala~1~d .t
_clmjrustrative\,1\ldges, \~ ::;i;eqwred :. to ;-resolve cases agamst ·- ·:.
,, •. crupiµous_lawyers:m:i 'tiiriely ,manner so they do not continue ·
,-ilf~ to'prey' oii innocent victims: ~ _,i-t•\,'~1;0:J,.-., !} - --_::.':;:,"< ~ :~~&,,~k,,•1pi]iJ.~,;;~.
:~'{.t:;;~:,The proposed reforms~oitrc raddress 'these specific problems 'as -:'.
)"·fwell.Jas . expand · the :- legal authority :'~o discover · attorney'•' ·
,~i~-;.µusconduct; , .enhance interim suspension power ' and increase ·'\
~t'.!-moriitoring -of--. attorney .:malpractice. >In short, _the revamped :;; ,.
~~~:[pisci_Pline systenfgoes_!ar Jowai:d·ensuring tha~ un~thical lawyers·'. ~i
1:~·-·· -m this state are held strictly accountable for their m1sdeeds. "' ::'S.-;l:;::
'?:,,,_'t, ,.Actually, most Califonia attorneys would benefit from a tougher ·..
discipline system. Besides _improving the professior)'s tarnished,_
; .-;: image, -higher standards could pare the malpractice insurance
-!!h' premiums, ·which have increased from $1,500 to $5,000 since 1985. •_-2-,::, All the more ·reason. that honest attorneys should welcome these
·, , .. reforms. ·
J,egislature, . . ~hich· came · , close to · establishing an
_:, 0,.i~/ fhe
-~•_'I! mdependent , commission last year · to. clean · up the legal
, :, f profession, · -has before it two bills _that would achieve that ...
; ,· .. ·objective. They should be approved and signed by the governor
· /
•_- ·, into law.
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Leydon. Bridesmaids will be her
sister DeAnn Mercer as well as
Susan Payne. Best Man will be •
Keith Payne· and ushers will be j
Graham Pa yne and Brian .
Mercer. .
The couple, who will honey- 1, ·
moon in· England , met on Christrnas Eve 1983 at the bride's i
workplace through a mutual \
friend.
The bride graduated from
- : _ .Raymo~d Payne, Jody Mercer . .:. Fallbrook H!gh School , received
·; an A.A . degree from Palomar
.
- ... ~- ,. _.· 1,, _. . . .
~ :_ .
Jodf .Mercer and Raymond · _Junior College. and attends Cal
" ,
.· ·· Payne :of . Mission Viejo will . State . Fullerton. She plans to
tr~:i, ·~marry.on July 23 at t p.rrt. at the ".:_:~:nf~r -~the : ·:Teacher Credential
·"-'.' ;~ Rancho Capistrano Conjmunity ; -Pr:ogram in the fall of 1989. She
_ Church in San Juan Capistrano . ., ~is einployed by American
· - Officiating will be Father :B9.b .a,.~Stores. -:- _-· -·"::: · •
'·' Tally of :All. Saints Episcopal '.; The groom graduated · from
. Church- in- Vista. I_ •. ' ·_- · .- ·>Vista High .SchooL .. received a ·\
----: C~uck ·Mangionejs r.Chase the ': _B.A from San piego State and ; .
1
Clouds Away" and the "Theme -his law degree from the Univer-=-- •1··'
of Law'., ,.· from Somewhere in Time" .will ·-~.~
"' be played by Laurq Angel on the _He is an attorney employed_as .":
Real ,Estate Manager for
· .
harp. ~ i. ' •.A reception will be held at the American Stores Properties,
outdoor courtyard of the Rancho Inc . He is a member of the
Capistrano Renewal Center in · California Bar Association. ·
The bride 's parents are NanSan Juan Capistrano . A rehearsal dinner will be given by the eye and Carl Mercer of Oceangroom 's parents Norma and · side . The groom's parents are
Geoff Payne at OlemendFs in Norma amd Geoff Payne of
.
. . Vista .
San Juan ·Capistrano.
Honor
of
Matron
bride's
· The
will be her sister LeAnn Mercer-
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fter much pushi_ng and pulling, the Legislature appears , ·
to be seriou_s about .imposing a tougher discipline system
·-· •-on .the "State .. Bar·· of California. · The reform is Jong ~.. .
overdue.
...- .":•.. . -.,, .---~-··• ·•·· -----:·:-.:. -~:2:--:.:;;".,"-:··
.. __ _ . :. _Last week,':_the ._Ass~mhly~J _u diciary-eom mittee-unan imously ___ ,.I
- -~··. :,.._..: ;.,:;. -•~ ·'approved two -:-'m easures- that would prod the lawyers to· police ,...;j
themselves. AB 4391; :~sponsored · by- Assembly .: Speaker Willie ~-'"!'-' · ·
, Brown, -.D-San Francisco; . ;would ._ increase ,.annual .,State ,. Bar -- . - - - __
:··members hit ·dues --by;?~re'~_- than :.~~ percent fo
Jot the·: r =:·- ',"'~----··
: comprehensive ·reforms,..,.called .. for lllc:..S~ 1498 by. -Sen~. R9f?er_tj:-: "---_,-. - ._...
Presley, D-~iverside . .,,::-.- · ,. · ~--- :~p:.,.,;,;,:t:t7~~f~-:1~;~::_"':~~tl~ -~;,:.?:3_
._,: :- Most ·of these .reforms were crafted -by-t RoberCP ellmeth, ;a .2.~' - ,:,:e-:.:·t;...:,...=rf-_ . - · _professor•of law~at ihe Univ~y of San Diego'. and 'director.of the· - 1
- _ school's C~nter for Public Interest La\'¥. FeU.meth was _app_Qinted
_. '.:C::c.~:.::;:i;". .,·- 'by the state att9rney general__lasJ__ y!?ar to study the . State _Bar's p
__ -~
_1, - .<. .. lax·.discieli~ar!".";.~Yster_!L and _to _make c ~com,~ ~P:~ai(i ~s-Jfr~ (~~
· -· -- :
•
-- ·· Legislature. ,His · subsequent reports.- underscorea the-; need, _
al.::.-_ . . . -.,... ____ ____
·_ .· :: :ready well-known, to put the legal profession's discredited house ·
.~in order.1·· ~L-,.··~.. ~.~-... 1'";·~·.-. ~;, ·
~ ~ ~~J "t-~t:1;r.;~~£.·...,~.;: ~1-~ft~-:..i~:?~_-.'.-"" _. ._,
J I :JJ1e Fellmeth ·criticisms predictably ' prompted·:howls from - · I ~-_
, State Bar' officials who would now .:have ::.u _..:.beU-eve - theif ~
---··- __c_:--/:. '''.""organization.'1s:actuaify goini after the bad guys in their:ranks! In -:
,--~- t. ti:uth, -the discipline system is bogged do':"n _fo_r want of adequate ~,·
-f funds and personnel. :-- : , · - -~ .-::: · _---. · :.. :-' . .::.,.~., .-:;·:_:.., ~:: •._
, ,1'"- ., For example, there is a backlog of more than 2;000 ·cases-tha( ..': I
warrant immediate attentio~. The offic_e of trial ~ounser lacks the ~; I ·
i resources to handle special cases, such as referrals from
·
:' prosecutors of attorneys_convicted of crimes-:~·A panel ¢ -salaried '\·, ~-·:·::~:~:.-:_-'--.;_'.:<
. • -v....- ~ - ·.• ,. - . -: .......
" ,·· administrat ive judges is required to resolve · cases'
:against _ J
· • ·
· : . unscrupulous lawyers in a timely manner so they do not continue .. ,
: · to prey on innocent victims.
.
, · -,.
_ ··•:. ,. . · · : · "". i-- . .. - .,,,.~.,, ··
: ::;_ -The proposed .r~f.orms would address·these specific. probl_ems ·...:
! ~\,.,ell as expand the .'_legal authority - fo discover_:· attorney ::· · · j ;... • • - '
.:< -_ . : . misconduct, ·_ enhance . interim suspension power and increase . .
-- . -- ·•: o. : -monitoring of attorney malpractice. · In ·•-~horf, ·, the ; revamped
··. : ; discipline system goes far toward ensuring that unethical lawyers
: · in this state are held strictly accountable .for their misd~e-ds.. .
Actually, . most California attorneys would benefit from a
~ : tougher discipline system. Besides improving the profession's 1
tarnished image, higher standards could pare the malpractice
• · insurance premiums, which have increased from $1,500 to $5,000
· since 1985. · All the more reason that hone.s t attorneys should
, · welcome these reforms. ·
!. · The Legislature, which came close to establishfng an independent commission last year to clean up the ·1egar profession, has
before it two bills that would achieve that objective. They should
be approved and signed by the governor into law.
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:..,V ic~Adm. ►LecmEdney; 'depu- .. __ Chaplain -..:... ·cmdr. Carroll t°'~"+~:_
ty chief of naval operations, and . · ·Chaplain Assignment and PlaceCapt: Kathleen· ByerlyOOp-OlW, - ' merifBranch;·a nd ' "•-9-":.c _,.. ..,., ··, ·- ..,... - ·
. General -:- Cmdr: Glenn;-NC;-:· · --will -be the keynote speakers at
~~~~c~I ~u~port_in:~ ~ ~:~ _,,
"Stat~.~f
·
_
t~e --Women.- Qffi~ers' •· Profes~
--::s1onal Assoc1at1on s Third An- Navy. _...... - - ; .;. ----.:.:.-:-::~-~~- -::,,. ';.~--:,·.:..,: :- _:;._;-_·._ .- - .
· ·,_-_-_
· ell :30 a-.m. -:-:;_::_. Retired Rear- ,:'_:_-,.__ _,
- nual Seminar on.Thursday, June
2 at the University of San Diego. Adm. '-'-:Shea-.-BucUe y, : NC ~'',:>.:..;_::: :::..,..:>'>-:-_-'·
Career.guidance, personal con- "Power of Communicatio n." ·__. · :-- _
..
-...- ___ --- -- . _,_ · __
- - . tacts and other information will ··- - -• Noon '-'-:- ,-Luncheon ...lan:d : -·:· -,,, ·
.
guest speaker Vice Adm. Edney
· be: available at the event, which
-'j-----~
• 2 p.m. ·_:-~ -' Retired Capt;
wi}ltake place in USD's UniversiCarey·,.,,~.'. Me.eting the _Challenge · _... -.
.ty Center from 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
• ;·! ,. ~. ;ll:~--t-' ~ ! · • ,
, . The seminar will provide a uni- of Leadership / ~0
1
que' opportunity for wome9 of- __ e3 ·p.m . . ..:a.: Capt. 'Gormley, ·•::t•
J icer s. or J urther their profes- JAGC, Office of the 'Navy In- - ·:
· s1ona1 ·-aevelopment as well as spector General, "_Legal Issues.of ,.:.:..•,__.
share career experiences. Many Women Officers.
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BJJsiness

:ff ~Xes to rise, economist warns
. ByDEBRA~N
CJ1bt Stall Writer
·~,_·••After eight years of living In a
' -borrowed. economy, It's time to
pay the piper," 1ald Dr. Fred R •
.•Bahr, a mana11ement consultant
•and profeuor of business policy
and 1trate11lc uaeument at the
, -tJnlnr■lty of San Diego's School
, of Bu1lne11 Admlnl1tratlon .
.:Bahr delivered a rather 11loomy
economic outlook for America's
future la1t week to a small group
·Of bu1lne11men In the first of
'what 11 hoped to become a
re11utar aeriea of meetln111 spon: : ;-4ored by Scrlpp1 Bank In La
: : : J~lll, ': . i .. .!. : ~A11umln11 the role of bualneu
~ 10oth1ayer, Bahr predicted 1990
: will be the year Americana be11ln
, ::; to 1ee "the chickens come home
· : to roost" In what he described u
: : a national belt-tl11htenln11 episode
· ; after years of a bo11us sense of
~ prosperity and affluency fostered
: t,y the Reagan administration.
: Americans In both the cor~ porate and private sectors are in
~ for an Incredible dose of reality
j during the next presidential ad;: ministration (regardless of which
; party wins the election), said
: B,llhr, who has extensive ex:· perience as a consultant to both
i • 'l()Vemment and private industry
agencies.
"The simple fact is we're going
to have to get off the consumption binge," Bahr said.
Baher's timely message came
. · one day after several of the nation's major banks, led by Chase
Manhattan Bank, announced a
1· prime rate hike from 8.5 to 9 per, cent, an act interpreted by some
' economists as a ploy to forestall
what they consider to be impending inflation.
Keeping on its current trend,
Bahr said, America can expect an
emergence of the value-added tax
(a consumption tax levied on the
value added to a product at each
stage of its manufacturing cycle
as well as at the time of purchase
by the consumer) and import oil
tax.
Hardest hit by these
-~.,.. ,will . !>e, mi~e-, ,

,

.

..... , j

income families, Bahr said.
"I think a lot of corporations
will get bashed, but the person at
the bottom of the pile will be hurt
most by paying a disproportionate share of the taxes," he
said.
Government programs like
Medicare and Social Security will
be reevaluated while special interest programs like Farm Aid
will eventually fall by the wayside
as government tightens its
b~dge~; he predicted.

"The national debt is aimed at
"I think it's time for a very
strong and sobering look at what $2 trillion," he said. "If yo u
want to round it off into roun a
our nation needs to do, to first
control its binge consumption figures, we owe ourselves abou t
and then begin to wind down the half of our economic GN P
debt process," Bahr said. "We (Gross National Product) . Th,
just literally have to live within important thing about th at
number is that during the eigh tour means."
A huge national debt com- year period of unparallel et:
pounded by a high foreign debt growth we roughly compoundec
and America 's dependency on our gross national product eve r·
IO years, and as that number ge t
foreign investment "apital have
combined to create tlie bleak _ bigger it becomes an increasing\
K, B~e~ see OU!L

.B~fl·

-~t?-. ~- -------.--------------~-~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
·~~'i':I

ing
or1d, in
·,re
,ut

harder road to hoe," a r said.
Equally alarming is the country's trade deficit, which remains
at a staggering $9. 7 billion for
1st April despite a $4 billion drop in
he March, he said.
be
"Our trade deficit represents
all of the money this country
owes minus all of the money that
is owed to us. How many of you
agree that the Third World debt,
which is part of the plus column,
nis something we can have con's fidence in and see as supporting
a
the negative number?" he asked.
eAnother troubling area is
America's drop in worker pro:d . ductivity set against a sharp rise
in spending, Bahr said.
m
Bahr pointed out that Japan's

net output per worker in the we were able to hold prices down
1980s is 6.6 percent per year, op- by putting an inordinate low cost
posed to their counterparts in the on both energy and raw
United States, who have .4 per- materials," he said.
"If you schedule nothing but
cent net output per worker per
year during that same time. On second-rate football teams you're
the other hand, America's rise in bound to go 10-0. It's only when
consumption per worker, based you play· the pros, the real comon the annual average for 1975 to petition, that you can be tested
1985 as supplied by the Bureau of on how good you are," he said.
Labor Statistics, has grown from "We filled our schedule up for
$6,750inl979to$ 16,562inl986. nine years after the war with
"How did this happen? How nothing but second-rate competicould any nation as strong as we tion and I'll tell you it didn't take
were get into trouble so quick?" long for that competition. to go
out and recruit the right players
he asked.
The answer .can be derived · and copy our playbook. They
from a quick look at World War took our game plan and beat us
.
.
11, said Bahr, a retired army liete- at it."
These individual trends in
nant. After winning the war,
America experienced a rapid ex- spending are being reflected on a
pansion of its industrialproduc- corporate level, said Bahr. Not
tion base fueled by a pent-up only are America's companies bedomestic and foreign demand for ing bashed abroad but the new
· trend of "merger mania" that
consumer goods.
"Not only did we have our has swept the country lately -is
own demand but we had the forcing corporations to fight a
world demand. We became the two-front war at home, he said.
A company fights its "offenworld's producer and our GNP
· . : .~ sive'' . war on the income stateshowed it,'• he said.
These conditions permitted the : ment. How a publicly held comUnited States to become both a , PllilY does on . the income statemonopolist (a single seller) and a •. men~ is pivotal to t?e support it
rece1~es from th~. mvestor. and
monopsonist (a single buyer).
"We had it at both ends. Not banking commumties, he said.
"People · like to loan you
only were we · controlling the
revenue screen by being able to . · money or buy your shares based
play with price any time we on how you did last quarter. (In
wanted to, _b ut on the other end foreign countries) the need for

-Po.n

.a Co.

Real Esta.u

Rn.I Eeta.te lnvestmcnteSincc 18QI

short-term perform.m-; r is ne:ver
placed on management as a 1:9nstraint for money.
"In most instances Japan's investors are willing to wait several
years for a return on their investment. Venture capitalists hl!re
won't ride a four- or five-year
loss waiting to break even." .
Japanhas a sympathetic
ownership base that understands
the necessity to play hardball
over the long term.
If U.S. businesses even wanted
to attempt this, they risk merge.rs
and takeovers. Concurrently, - a
company now fights its "defcnsive" wars on the balance sheet.
Stockpiling asseis with only: a
slight offset of liabilities is not a
viable way to manage a ballllfce
sheet these days, Bahr said. it
opens up publicly held companies
for a takeover.
"Be warned, friends, the
balance sheet today must be -as
sharp a focus for the true
manager as is his preoccupation
with the income statement," he
said.

456-2444
701 Pearl St.

(comer of Draper)

Open: Mon.-Sat.
8:30 a.m.·
5:00 p.m.

7760 Fay Ave., Suite L • 454-8801
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Most dieters focus only on calories,
or worse, draw their entire re1lmm
from only one of the food 11roups.
When you begin a program that falls
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:r.:f~-B~~~rtZsf<le~ ~'e; i :~1~ t~fr~~~~ri;ly '~~en: ;ie·~~;\~~: - president of the San Diego chapter of the-National Assoication·
· .- ••· .
. ~: . 'o f Industrial and Office Parks. · . . .
/ · Phair is president of The Phair Company, a full-service · teal
.estate development' firm based in the South Bay. A native, of
:.. 'Chula Vista~ Phair attended Hilltop High School and' earned a ' .:
t:,: degree in business (rom California Western University. He also "
;',' holds masters degree in business administration from National ..
:~· Vniversity and a l~w degree from the University of Sari DiegQ.. ·
-:•: The NAIOP is -a ,professional organization committed to ..
. , economic growth through,the development of industrial and _of. . •. .
_:fice parks, promoting jobs and commerce.
The San - Diego chapter has 150 members, including
developers, lenders, architects, engineers, land planners, consupport. companies.
estate development
tractors and other real
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- BISHOP'S ADDRESS - Bishop Leo T: Maher gave t he closing remarks and prayer at
three separate commencem ent exercises held May 21 and 22.at the University of San .
Diego. An estimated 1,300 graduate, undergraduate and law students participated In
·
t he ceremonies.

P'tlOloeb¥'.._.,_HuN ca

CONGRATULATIONS - Universit y of San Diego President Author Hughes congrat•
ulates Jeanne Ditzhazy at the 35th undergraduat e commencement ceremony held
May 22 at USO. Over 3,000 attended the event, including San Diego Mayor Maureen
O'Connor and Padres owner Joan Kroc, who was awarded an honorary degree.

Hun dred s rece·i ve degr ees from USD
By Maureen N uesca
Southern Crosa

Some 1,300
ALCALA PARK gradu a te , under g r a duate a nd la w
U~ f
the
from
ated
student s gr adu
San Di e go d urin g thr ee se par a te
co m m encement ceremon ies held M ay 2 1
and 22 in T o rero Stad ium.
O ve r 3 ,000 people ; incl udi ng platfo rm
gue st San Diego Ma yor M au ree n
O ' C o nn or , a tt e n <led t he 3 5 th
undergradu ate ceremony at which San
D iego Padres own er .Joan Kroc received
an ho no rary de gree fo r he r time and
effo rt s to c iv ic, co m m unit y a n d
philant h ropi c inte res1s.
T imothy Costa, who maintained a 4. 0
grade po int average thro u gho ut his
r ollet!e ca ree r . wa~ 1he valedi ctorian for

USD Pres id e n t Author H u ghe s
congratulated the 746 graduates for their
involvement in volunteer work an d called
them "chan ge agents. "
"If this unive rsity has do ne anything to
help you , I sincerely hope that it is
helpin g you to appreci ate the powe r of
thi s role of chan ge agent. The ch allenge is
to make the world a little bit better fo r
havin g been a part o f it , ·· Hughes said .
Du ring his valedi cto ry add ress , Costa
sa id . " At US D . we h ave learned to
develo p log ical fo undatio ns fo r our
bel iefs. O u r edu cau o n here has not been a
Ho pefull y. we leave thi s
fra ud .
uni ve rsity wit h the desire to cont in ue
learnin g. · '
A ft er clos in g re m a r ks a n d the
be nedictio n by Bisho p Leo T . Mahe r.
cha im1an o f US D 's Boa rd o f T rustees.
stu de nt s cheered. cried a nd threw thei r
mo rtarboa rd s 1m o 1he a ir.

don 't think it will sink in until next fall
when I realize I don 't have to go back to
school. ' '
At the graduate comme n ceme n t
exerc ise held last· Sunday·. mom iqg , 235
master' s an d 10 doctoral degrees were
con ferred.
Forrest Shumway , retired chairman of
the board , and ch ief execut ive office r of
The Signal Companies , rece ived an
hono rary degree fo r hi s ded ication to the
develo pment of hi gher education and
research .
Concl ud in g re marks were give n by
Bi sho p Mah er. ' ' Bec a u se you g r ad u a t es h a v e
devel oped leade rship skill s, practi ced
vol uni ari sm . a nd beca use o f yo ur
edu ca11on . yo u possess a prestige to
influ ence 01 hers fo r the comm o n good
G reat 1s the moral respo nsibili ty of yo u
l.{raduatc s who are to be the ~u1 d in ~ lo rcc
"""'" .,,,,, ;

1~h11n

11d

com mencem ent program.
John Han Ely , a professor at Stanford
Law School was given an honorary degree
for distingu ishing him self as a teacher ,
sc h olar , law school ad m ini str ator ,
Su preme Co urt law cle rk and lawyer ,
both fo r the government and for the
indigent .
Ely urged the gradu ates to be their own
persons and not to be conformists . " Live
the life you want . Be selfish in an
enligh tened way and use the choices you
have to obtain fulfi llment in life , ' ' he said.
" I am ecstatic abo ut grad uating. I've
been in school since I was six year s old ;
's
it abo ut ti me I get o ut and'fac e the tCA.l
world, '' said law school graduate Rob
Rochelle.
Depam ng Law School Dean Sheldon
Krant z aske d the gradu ates 10 pledge to
use their skills every year 10 hel p 1he less
fo rt unate in soc iet y who are caught up in
•!w !• ·(!;1] V\! f'lll

;;': CHljRCH ROUNDUP " ;,~- '· .
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'Afro-American ;Catechetical ' ;'·
. , Conference is being sponsored by the -, i
San Diego Catholic Diocese's· Coin~" ' I

mission fo, Black Catholics June 17- ,.,
, 19 at the U..niversity 'of San Diego.. ·
:Cost is $12 ·for registration,· $40 for
registration, room and board. Mail
fees, name and address to _Deacon
Marvin Threatt, . Christ the · King
Catholic Church, 29 32nd St., San
, Diego, 92109, or call 231-8906 for infor_mation. Checks should be payable
to · the Diocesan Commissi~ For _·
B~ack ~:~holi~S-_, '.'

- ~:~ 1f'?? I
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:1;awyers
line up on

Judge race
: o;:Dale Vargas
Re~ Sta If Writer

7-O

I

c;C

"...l'.J

Across H Street from the Sacramento County Courthouse , office

windows hold up Hake-for-J udge
signs. Inside the ball-bond and small 1
law-school orrtccs are people sup. porting Municipal Court Judge Ken-

J ud ge--·

neth L. Hake, who hopes to be i
elecled to the Superior Court next
I
Tuesday.
On the same block are the law of~
•fiC~s of Michael Sands, a prominent continued from page Bl
I think Judges
, lr,i~l attorney who hopes to beat or judge tor support.
ce.''
Hake in his bid for the higher bench. should have total Independen
recelveS mon•
who
judge
a
said
He
judicial
local
contested
. -The only
f~Ce this year boils down to a baltle

ey froJTl -lawyers during a campaign

position
l;>e(ween a low-key former prosecu- could end up In an awkward
show up betor and ~ polllically savvy, veteran wheO those attorneys
said,
he
judge,
A
.
bench
his
tore
d~(ense attorney.
of
Like most judicial ra ces , the muSt avoid even the appearance
.
Impropriety
' Sands-Hake contest is not a <1uestion
Sands counters that the same
of controversi al issues or a matl er
nts by
for mud slinging. But there is n lot uf could be said for endorseme
attorneys or law;enforc edistrict
the
backing
who's
about
strong talk
·
ment officials.
i
•tar\didates .
Both agree that a judge sho~ld alt _:Each candidate in sists that ~is
regardless of
t>ackers are a better gauge of how ways be Impartial,
good a jnclge he would be. Each also campaign backers.
Sands, a former president of the
suggests that his opponent's backers
local bar association , claims that
could create coofl\cls for a judge.
and judges are the best balawyers
,
camHake
the
noticed
has
Sands
because the
paign signs and the judge's backers. 1 rometers In the . race,
turn to the legal commuwill
public
:
snid
he
·:~1,ey sur_round_ me_ here,"
day.
dui:-lng an 1nterv1ew m his lhlrd-rloor , nify for guidance on election
At a recent debate sponsored -by
office that overlooks the courthouse. !I
Voters, Hake
But he welcomes the opposition, he the LeaP•1e ·or Women
disputt:d that notion, saying It ls his
~id.
supporters - district attorneys, pro".The strongest thing I have going
- "who truly
for me is my supporters," he said. · bation officers, bailiffs
work in the courts every day."
''The seco nd strongest thing Is
statedisclosure
In campaign
Hake's su pporters."
ments fil ed last week with the coun. Sands, whose list of campaign conreported
Hake
ty registrar of voters,
tri~utors reads like a Who's Who of
a total of $31,135 in contributions, lnSacramen to lawyers, claims enball-bond and
dorsements from 40 judges in Sacra- · clucli11g several from
related businesses. He also received
nicnlo and surroundin g counties. He
contributions from a few attorneys
hqs endorsements from the Sacraand.two judges, including Sacramenrhento County Bar Association and
to t~unicipal Court Judge John V.
supportis
and
groups
~ther lawyers
Stroud.
~d by several elected local and state
Hake, who entered the race at the
~fficials.
last minute, said one of the reasons
Sands said he prefers those enhe did n;,t become a candidate earlldorsemenls to those Hake has gollen
er was bl'Cause Stroud was considerfrom law enforceme nt associations,
Ing runni ,g and Hake did not want to
district attorneys and the ball-bond
challeng, a fellow judge.
· industry.
Sands i·nd Hake are battling for
Hake, a rormer supervising deputhe seat ': •acated by retired Judge
ty district attorney, disagrees. "Look
Lloyd A. Fhilllps. Two other Munlclat my supporters," he said during an
V. "Jack" Sainlcrvlew in his third -floor chnm- · pal -Court judges, John
pun'or and Gary E. Ransom, are runbers inside lhe courthouse. " I've got
other open
two
for
ning unopposed
the big orgnnizallons. He's got lawSuperior Court spots.
yers and a few politicians."
decided to
Hake
Another reason
Besides, said Hake, "I've not actuchallenge Sands, he said, was beally sought support. .. I have not
cause "I don't think anyone should
actively solicited any single attorney
walk in off the street nnd buy a sent
on the bench."
~~e B3

,

Kenneth L.
Hake

Michael
Sands

The Municipal
Court judge is
backed by
many probation
officers,
prosecutors
and bail
bondsmen.

The veteran
defense lawyer
claims support
from 40 area
judges, many
attorneys and
several state
legislators.

Sands, a former two-term city
councilman , has hired Townsend &
Co., a well known political management firm . Ills disclosure statement
reported $97,600 in contributio ns.
The lion's share of his financial support was from lawyers in Sacramento and other areas. Among his contrlbu tors were a handful of
Sacramento judges, a state appellate
justice and judges from nearby counties.
He also received contributio ns
from lobbyists and the ca mpaign
funds of oth er politicians. including
Bol!.Mi!!sul for Congress, Friends of
Phi!.!l).> Isenberg and Friends and
Neighbors of L&d Connelly.
Sands has already spent $78,950,
Including $28,000 on television advertising.
Hake, whose political machine
consists of volunteers, hns spent a to1
tal of $6,812.
lie Is familiar with Sands' campaign lllerature, he said, because he
Is on the campalgn·s mailing list something he laughingly referred to
as a waste of postage. His campaign
Is not as slick or lull-force, he said,
because "that's not my style."
Instead, he said, he Is banking on
his record on the bench. "II the people like what I've done, they can elevate me, as opposed to going with a
wing and a prayer."
Sands said Ihat llnke has chosen a
low-key approach because "the lower profile he keeps, the hr.tier.
ng in the
He simply doesn't belo_
race."
Sands, who boasted that he has the

vote of anyone who knows both ca ndidates, said he is worried that some
voters may see only that Hake is already a judge.
"( With) anybody who kno ws th e
two of us, I have no problem," said
Sands. "But there are hundreds of
thou sands (of vo ters in the co unly)
who think he is an incumbent."
Hake, who was elecl ed lo th e lower bench .In 1984, is li~ted as a Municipal Court judge on the ballot. Said
Hake: "That's what I do ."
Before hi s election lo the Munlcipul Court, Jlnke, 47, wns wlfh th e
Sacramento district attorney's office
for 16 years. Prior to that, he ser ved
one year in the Bulle County prosecutor's office.
Arter graduating from Loma Linda University and the Univ'ersity of
San Diego School of Law, the Janesv1rre.-w1s., nati ve worked with th e
U.S. Treasury Departmen t In Los
Angeles.
Sands, 51, started his own law firm
In 1970. He has been a resident of
Sacramen to since 1962 , when he
came here to work as an Intern with
the Legislature . He then clerked for
the Court of Appeal and spent live
years as a publi c defender.
A nati ve of New York City, Sands
has an accounting degree from the
University of Arizona and is a graduate or Stanfor_d Law School. / ;)
The salary of a Superior Court
judge Is $84,765, compared to
$77,409 for a Municipal Court judge.
Sands said the judgeship would
mean 250 perce nt pay cut for him.
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__jnyolved in some summer activities, , .
: from learni!}g about personal ·computers to building a dinosaur. SDSU's ,
. · _Summer.'<(_outh Aca~my i:uns week- --~ f . _
~ays from June·22 to 29 with clas~es -- j
-m computers,_puppetry, drama, av1a- i
_. ;lion and rocketry. Cost fs $575 with= a ·": i
discount for lhe second .child:. €all --1 .
Erin Grady at 265-5152 for infor_~ation. Build' a 16;foot stegosaurus dur- ~-~ ·.
_. ing the Natural History Museum's
one-day ·0Build-a-Beast'\,~ .ey_e nt -in .
, _Balboa Park:-Froni 10 to 11 a.Iii .and ··
_again from 1 to 2 p.m. July .9, chil· -~ - ·-:dren ages 5 tiilO.wilrhuiit fot_polys: _-: -_ --_< :- .· : ·_":
-~- -----.~!h:~n;~;b~~~;~ ;;t:ed:~:~~-J:st ·· ..._. .• _: ·
----- .. . .
,,...rs '$3 for ,nuseum·members-'and $5
--- ··· -:-for others. Call 232'-3821 for more-in- .
··formation. · The museum -also· nas~·:
. __
·_ ~- _- ;:-::_ .?i ummer-:class~ ·abouC birds, ·~din<r :
. · _ . . . - ~ sauts, geography and desert ecology ·
- . - ,:_ -for : younger .,. .Ch!laren as -~'Y~l __as a_ __ .
-. . ~ aleontology workshop for ·students . . · - · ·: ·. ·-- ·'·
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· ·"per.session.Call 232-3821 ext. 203 for
. information ~and reservati~.'_ USD
has a wide' range of youth camps for
ages 7 to 17. "Creative Kids '88" ·runs
:'
_
_,,~
---~ · · :. · _: --- · . - ·"·- _.. : ::
r
11 to 2~.and July 25) .o Aug._25
,·:--~-- ,.,_:::~, .- .· ~-- ··:'_,-:: ::::.:::2=._...,.::-~~=: ..· :. · ...- · : -':·._,.-'..:.July
·· , :.-for grades two·· through se_ven. Call
_ . .·-..
· - ,:.:::::.: ·
": './' • •· .:'260-4585. There·are also day and resi··· - - :.:.·::.::-.. .:.::.·;; -~: ··
·-·· · -:~. :. :_~: -:·- __ __ ..: .. .. _ ~ ·- - -=- '-,ifem--sports camps for girls and boys
.··-'::all summer~.beginning in June. USD
. .. .. . ·... : . -".-;- · : ··: baseball coaches are offerin a ase.. · · -' ball camp July 3 to 8. An adventure ·
··· .- camp · teaches students : - -ages 10
-.
~-"-~:."i;;·.-,:,J·
· through-17,~uch· activities rappelling, canoeing and backpacking. Ses- \
sions run July 24 to 30. Call 260-4593
for information about the sports and
~
,
outdoor camps.
. _ · o .. _· .
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PeaC'e Corps: Today's volunteers know how to h;lp
ft,.<,-;~

.-

from B-1
San Diego State University this year and five
from UCSD.
They are among a growing stream of volunteers heading out from the United States to
spend 27 months in Africa, Asia or Latin
America to teach, help build roads, bridges
and schools, and share farming and health
..:c'l~-5
knowledge.
:
By Micliael Scott-Blair
"They are showing the real face of AmeriStaff Writer
ca to the rest of the world," said Peace Corps
more
among
Paul Winters stood
Director Loret Miller Ruppe, who made a
than 400 other graduates in the class
_recent recruiting swing through California,
of '88 at the University of Sao Diego's 1_ in~,luding a stop at UCSD. ,
,,
commencement and felt proua:, satisTh~e are not _the,faces of Dallas, Dynaslied and happy.
m the
people
ma~y
ty' and _Miami Vice, that
Not only had he come through four
developmg world have the mtSfortune to see
hand,
in
degree
a
years of study with
on television," she said, they are the faces of
be had been accepted as a volunteer
giving real help to people who
real
real need.
have people
in the U.S. Peace Corps.
Winters is one of a growing numStacey Carlson was also part of Winters'
USO graduating class, as were Elizabeth
ber of young college graduates who
Lonnecker. Laura Herz, and Beth Hornbrook.
are deciding the Peace Corps is the
place to start their post-campus life.
"My education has been great, four enjoy"I have to admit," said Winters, ,
able years, but it is not complete,'' said Carllooking back on the graduation , "I '
son, a communications graduate who is leavhad the feeling that all the other stuing to join a reforestation project in Mali,
job
a
get
dents were rushing off to
Africa.
the
was
I
that
and
and 'make money,'
"We sat here and.listened to other people
only one who was going off to do
talk to us and teach us; we did our silly homesomething worthwhile .
1 work and read the books other people said we
"I know I should not feel that way, ,
should read. But ultimately you have to go
,
but the fact is that I do," he said.
out into the world, that is reality," she said.
At USD, five members of the gra- ,
''.That is the kind of realistic idealism we
. duating class are going into the
are encountering more and more,'' said CharPeace Corps this year.
na Lefton of the Peace Corp's Los Angeles
Although Peace Corps records are
office
incomplete. officials estimate 10 vollde~lism motivated volunteers for the
unteers have been recruited from
Peace Corps after it was formed in 1961
under President John F. Kennedy's adminisSee Pe•~• Corp• on Pa~ B-4

~iay's P ace
~ Corps knows
how tQ,help

Continued

apparentthem is fluent The Peace Co~ gives them they used dried termites, which are
to do and how to do it," said Leiton.
-ly quite tasty ... I can't believe I just said
'
training.
language
some
volunthe
and
corps
the
both
"But today,
·
All the USO students share an eager antici- that," said Carlson.
teers we take are much more targeted. They
"But people who have already been have
pation of the two years ahead.
Engteach
can
they
skills
practical
have
looks after
1"'!P""".----S
"I have come to believe in myself these stressed how well the Peace Corps
lish and mathematics, they know something
can make a us. I see that as a challenge rather than someof gardening or forestry, and they can bring pas~ four years, and I know I
Herz.
said
about,,"
Africa," said thin~ to be concerned
some beginning knowledge of sanitation or small but real contribution in
All five share a common view of their new
major.
English
an
Lonnecker,
she
lands,"
foreign
in
people
construction to
'Tl! teach English and math and the joy of roles.
said.
"Its not our place to go there and tell them
" said
The Congress has ordered the Peace Corps learning I just can't wait to get there years they are doing it wrong. We get to know their
to expand its annual recruitrn~nt of 3,200 vol- Winters,. the only student in the pasts~
from USO with the major of non" culture and see how we can help them im,~!"....~!iil2il!I _unteers to about 5,000, and_will mcrease its to graduate
_prove their own lives," said Carlson.
studies.
Western
a
$145 million annual budget by $10 million
is to see a need.
"Fi»- the first time, I ,;..m be a minority," - The goal of a volunteer
volunyear to do it._ The goal is to have lO,OOO
the local people how to meet that
show
then
be
will
"I
10 1992·
graduate.
startin
psychology
a
Herz,
said
g
th
00
ar
e
e Job each y_
teers
where that need. There is a lot of self-motivation. NoEven though the push is on, an official esti- blonde and blue-eyed in a country rm looking body gives you a job to do; you look around.
mates half of the applicants will be rejected will stand out as being different
they said.
·forward to how- it will feel and how I will see what needs doing, then go do it,
because they don't have usable skills. .
· ··- •«When we leave, we should be out of a job.
said.
she
it,"
handle
-the
oining,
·
i
are
students
college
Not only
We should have trained others to have the
They know life will be different
recent applications show.
~owledge that we take there to solve any
telethe
or
television
miss
won't
"We
were
volunteers
of.the
In 1962, 7:8 percent
"I can't wait to get given problem,'' said Winters.
Lonnecker.
said
phone,''
52
has
That
age.
31
of
years
and
between
What do parents and friends think?
out of shoes with heels and be able to get up
increased to 14 percent today.
All are generally supportive, but parent
- for that kind
In the ranks of those ·so years of age and and put my hair in a pony tail
often worry about their safety, the !iv<
over, lbe numbers have swelled from 3 per- of simplicity to life."
Carlson looks forward to "Being able to agreed.
cent in 1962 to almost lO percent today, acThe Sao Diego Union/Robert Gautbier
And without exception, volunteering an,
burp and not be embarrassed, and to not havrd ing 10 records in Los Angeles.
co
their
discuss
students
USO
Five
helping others have been part of each of the,,
shave my legs."
to
ing
plus
allowance
living
a
receive
Volunteers
Corps.
Peace
lives since long before college, they said.
coming roles in the
''But rn miss Mexican food,'' said Winters.
that is
Such students show "the real face a modest amount of spending moneyin which
Lonnecker.
added
"And Slurpees,"
"My family just recognizes that ii is part or
of America, " says Peace Corps Di- based on the economy of the countrythey get a
they serve. Al the end of their tenn
Bugs, snakes, strange food, poor drinking my nature," said Carlson .
rector Loret Miller Ruppe.
are
service.
of
lump sum of $140 for each month
water and inadequate sanitation facilities
"My brother is going to law school. m·
Since the 1960s, the U.S. has sent 125,000 some of the other things they know they may
tration and during the first decade, when
sister to business school, and I am going off t
different
65
into
membership rose to a peak of more than Peace Corps volunteers volunteers have have to face.
back the Sahara with a few trees. BL
Insects are often a real part of the diet, hold may
15,000 volunteers a year. But today's idealism countries. Through the years,
be the only time in my life that
this
staff.
corps'
the
is different, say
_they realize.
be free of ties and responsibilities. ana
"Ten and 15 years ago, the idealism was had to deal with 200 different languages.
"My recruiter t~ld of teaching people to will
The USD students will be in French-speak- make pizza. But there was no pepperoni, so can't let this time go by,'' she said.
generalist - people wanted to go out and
only one of
help, but had liltle idea of what they wanted ing areas, a language in which

~
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he v;s;1, Mother Teresa,
whose life of devotion to the
poor and suffering has won
her-a Nobel Prize, will be in San
Diego and Tijuana later this month.
La Jolla's Dr. Anita Figueredo, who
began a correspondence and
friendship with Mother Teresa in the
late 1950s, will guide her on this
visit. Mother Teresa is tentatively
set to speak at_U.§.D's football
stadium May 31. She1fffien go to
Tijuana, where her Missionaries of
Charity are establishing a home for
abandoned, aged men. This is really
a return trip for Mother Teresa,
whose first visit to the U.S. 28 years
ago landed her in San Diego for a
speech at Rosary Auditorium. That
may have helped cushion the shock
of her second stop on the 1960 trip: a
meeting of the National Council of
Cathnlic Women - in Las Vegas.
·,1 ChirT'"'
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Mother Teresa to ·givE( . ~~

fret talk in -San -Diego - ~_-:
- -· slrft'i:?Go - Nobel Peace met Mother Teresa during- ·a_; . I
Prize -winner Mother Teresa 1960 visit to San Diego and has -· ~- -..,.-- ·- "
·
will speak later this month- in _ lobbied _since -then ·.for ] hi_.: •
San Dj_ego - her first ap: establishment of a focal -arm -'-: ·
pearance in the area in·nearly -of the . Missionaries of Chari"'..- ·
ties. - . . . -~ __-- -:-~·:-5_:-~--=-:- three cTecades. __ . _
- -The world-famous nun, W)'lo _ · -=- ~- ·--· - --- · · ~-- - ; -"·;- . h·eads ,-.. the Missionaries · -of · • ·F1gueredo!s efforts paid -off. - --·-- ---- _
Charity, will spea~ at 2 p.m. in ]f_ebr_u~~'-'• when _f~ur:_:n~~~----Tuesday , May 31, at .the Uni- from Mo~her Te~esa_~ . order_.
v~ity of San Diego'_s Torero began-their work m T1Juana. ; ; ..
•

_
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0

-s_t:::r~iese:ati on is f~ee.ai'id··-~- Fo~ : tick;t· ord~rs_; ~ail '.-;/ ·,-~ .
~-. open to the public, b_ut tickets pre-addressed .. - •· •. st-amped- .. '.: . --. - --- . .
· ·are ·required due to limited _e~v_elope · to · M<:>ther_ '.fer:esa - , __ __ .. .
- seating · . :_-,_ · _ · -=-~_,_-_--- .V1s1t, USD ;. Alcala Park,- San . ·::--·::-::-:---=":-_ ___
ipvited ?iego, 92110. The order ~hou~d: _:
:· -: Moth~r -Te·re·sa
.- Ao ::::UsD · -0 y · ' i:-cih' . .·. Anita --!n~lude __!l~!Ile, a?dress, phone .
_-_ . ,_.· _.,/Figtl~r:e~o t.; _who :· :"wa& in- and numoer of tickets: .~-·~-:::, .. -~ ~ - -- --· ---- :: ·. . ~trumental --in _:.getting-! a<_ San_ ..For more information~or-foi -.
· _Diego~Tijuana -chapter ·of the __ tickets for: a targe group, call ;
---;'
nun's mission.
. ~_.--; ,--- -._.,_-~~=--·- ·.. -· .-~•-- first .260-4791._
- '.Figtieredo·
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Mother Theresa
to speak May 31
·in San Diego cf
SAN DIEGO - Nobel~eace
Prize winner Mother Teresa will
. speak later this month in San
· Diego _::. her first appearance in
the area in nearly three decades.
The world-fa mous nun~ who
heads the Missionaries .ot..Charity, will speak at 2 p.m. Tuesday,
· May 31,'~at the UlJiYcrsity 1--.f .;: ,, , ,
Di~o's _Torero Stact.ium.
Her presentation. is- free. and· -~;open to the public, b·iit Hckets" are
. :required due to limited seating. : The Missionaries . of Charity
order is _. devoted to aiding the
sick, poor and homeless.
- Moth~i . Te;e~ ~w~s ·invit~i to ..
USD by·· Dr. <Anita - Figueredo, -- :-who ·was ·instrumental in ..getting ..
.,.a San Diego-Tijuana chapter of ~ he · min '.s · -~missi.cfa~· . Figui redo .:
,iirst met Mother Teresa during a 1960 visit t6 San Diego and has·
· lobbied since then for the
establishment of a local arm of
:--the Missionaries of Charities. ·

..-:: ·"Ji":~ - _,. .... . ·:
;:-.::.~r.;-.,;,-;.,~·-.;..--:.~;:

For more information or -for
tickets for a la~ge group, call
,.,
f·60-4791.
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. Figueiedo's efforts ·paid off in
February~ when four nuns from
_Mother · Teresa's order began
their work in Tijuana.
· The nuns are now supervising
the construction of a shelter for
homeless men in Tijuana, which
Mother Teresa is expected to
visit on Wednesday, June 1.
For ticket orders, mail a preaddressed stamped envelope to
Mother Teresa Visit, USD, Alcala
Park, San Diego, 92110. The
order should include name, address , phone and number of tickets .
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Nobel Prize
winner to speak
atUSDMay31
By Veronica Garcia
. Southern Cross

ALCALA PARK - Mother ·Teresa,
head of the Missionaries of Charity and a
1_9 79 Nobel Peace· Prize winner, will visit
San Diego and Tijuana May 31-June 2.
Mother Teresa is scheduled to speak ·
May 31 at~ p.m. at the University of San
Diego's Torero Stadium, according to
· John Nunes, director of USD's ~ s
, Bureau.

;

That evening, Mother Teresa will cross
the U .S.-Mexico border into Tijuana,
where she will visit the four Missionaries
·of Charity who have mini stered in that
city since last February, according to Dr.
Anita Figueredo, regional link for the Co, Workers of Mother Teresa.
Although the USO event will be free
and open to the public, tickets must be
obtained to gain admission to the
90-minute program because stadium
·
·
•
.
, .
.
Pholo by Veronica Garcia
AWAITING VISIT - Sister Seim~. right, superior of the ·four nuns will soon operate in 'Colonia Murua. The Sisters hope the
seating is limited to about 6,000, Nunes
Missionaries of Charity in Tijuana, and Sister Chandrlk observe ·: facility will be completed in time for Mother Teresa's June 1
said.
the constructiol"'! work at the shelter for sick, homeless men the , visit. Mother Teresa heads the Missionaries of Charity.
Mother Teresa's visit to USD was
arranged by Figueredo, who has been on
the USD Board of Trustees since its
founding, Nune s said.
Bishop Leo T. Maher sent Mother
Ter,e sa a letter of welcome regarding her
f , visit.
'I
Figueredo met Mother Teresa in I 960,
during the nun's last visit to San Diego.
Since that time, Figueredo, a La Jolla
. ;' surgical oncologist, has worked to
establish a San Diego-Tijuana chapter of
Mot~er Teresa's mission to sick, poor
and homeless people worldwide, Nun es
said . ',

------· -~1
'

·Moth~r Teresa \
I
to visit S.D.,
speakJ tUSD
.

--~ ~

Contmued from page 1

..
·

Every two years, Figueredo has met
with . Mother Teresa, requesting that the
nun dispatch Sisters to minister among
Tijuana's impoverished residents, Nunes
I
· ., -· -·--·
.
explained.
Four of Mother Teresa's Missionaries
of Charity began working in Tijuana on
Feb. 11. The Sisters are supervising the '
. construction of a shelter for sick; homeless
men in Tijuana's Colonia Murua,
Figueredo said. Mother Teresa will visit
·
the facility June 1.
'I]ie shelter still needs some supplies,
Figueredo _.said. Forty roll-away single
.
l:/eds are ·among items being sought.
: - > While . in Tijuana, Mother Teresa is
' : also expected to nieet with local priests ·
and seminarians. A Mass is also slated to
; _.: be ;i::~l~brated June 1 at 5 j>.m. in -the
Tijuana bullring; Figueredo said.

·j

.

,.~: _,..;_::t"-:;-.

-~.c

For t~ket 'a;./UTS to' the 'usn event, please send a
· ~- .• self-addressed stamped envelope to: Mother Teresa ,
; . • Visit, Unillffiity. of San Dugo, Alcala Park, San .
I ·, • Diego, :92110. The · or/Ur .should include name, ·
, ,:, address, ·phone and number of tickets. . 1. · • ·,
, ~- :-~ For' 'additumal information and for . large groups
·
, :~ planning to ·attend, call 260-4791.
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.. ,,. "Moth.er Teresa is coining to.the ':Uni~y of San Diego on May
_ .. ~l, _her . first .Yislt to San Diego .
.... ---·since 1960 ~ . ·,-.;·;::-_ ··; ,;:-±+ - ,
' ,:-: -:~ ~::-The· -wbrld-fariiiYiiLinin;···wti'o...:..::.
· ·-~·": ·: heads the Missii:maries of Charity;·-:-:tr
_ _ · · is scheduled to make a-90-minute
:,present~tion -·-in,iU~J?.:s~::,T._oreros·~:..;t
,
Stadium. ,<-·. r:i;,,..,.. ·_.q ,,~;.. ~. • - ~~
~
,•. ---..-- -· ~ Although the_speciai eve~t _will _p
: •.. ·: .~- -=.>tie free ·,and ·open fo the "public; --;:elf'
_
·
__ ..: - ·:.:c~ • -.~. ,~tickets must be obtaiped to gain
seatstadi~
.because
;admission
· '- ..
'· ing is limited to about 6;000. ,.·;;~- • . 1
'··
eace . _7
:,ittJt. Winner of the 1979 Nobel P_
-•,.Prize for her ·work ang her organ: .;
:. ization's·•,work with Jiundre<fs 'of -..
, , :C -thousands sick,'poor·and ~omeless ... ·
.· -i~ -~' :?=,worldwide; Mother Teresa is com- ~.. ~·- ·. f•i,/.,. ~ . 'Wtgto USD at-the invitation of Dr.'.,__-;~.
,-·./ ·. ·~-::-Anita Figueredo; ( -U~D µ,istee
. .--~,:: :-":-an'd a·"~~io_n ~es ,?.f~~~r!!f.~t- -e"•' ·
. --'"~-- : - ,._; ·__:::1t-;:.: .!:worker. ,,,,;;.,,?!,to ltt ~Wn:. •!::.:·:-t·++·.~:-. ·_---- . ; '.-J;{t.:. i~)':;;,,.Figueredo, ~n"""th.if 1JSIJ..-boar~ ." ,:;
· 1t.;/:,;, , .since ) ts foundfng? ~et ~~ot_lief 1/:', '"'
?r: . ' _;~"'.:Teres.rir{ l960; when· she..cariieJQ. ·i>•·
. :"· . .. · ·:~San..Diegcfsfii~e-.tlrat:tfme~·th~t i'.;~J
;: . .
·_ ·. :;.:Jolla physiciatrhas been:lrymg'fo .-::.~
.. ~ eStablisff a~($_aji ~Dieg~Ti'j1fana~:~:i~\-,_
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~ :;_ :,~:, -~~ mong ·-Tijuana's fmpoverisheci ·..-.m-_e;_ ;;·~.;~r~,~S..:1...:.l::h::.k: .~ · ~ _:_ -- - - · · :::·--~..:::. ·. -~--;c::_,:_, •C-~/ .--:: ~-.·-·--:- ·_~ /.--; -,.;.\~~::. ~.:;:-.
. -7-~. ~;r~s~dents:·0(For niany·years-;"•Fi;:::,-.-;"':it~~ 't1clttt2J1~~~/f;nil
.·c: --=---~--~~::;:-~ :.~gueE~O- ~jnat~-~~e.cdaY..:8;,:!~~-?.-addre.s'sed_·stimpe<f·envelope) o~~~ .~ :_-~- ·-> .. .,. '· ~·-:-':~- ---·· ·'
,medi- .-::,~ather-'l'eresa-=Visit-University-of -::.:- "-- - •··=- · ·: •''-i o a_f1Juana chm«:! and"fr-e.e_

:; ;Jt;-':

_

_;.:::: ~:?\:fJ.;;!~Sti¥i~~~:;,~!!t!~~~1t.J:::::!V .-.-----· -

_began their special work -~ Tijua_ _ . _ ~-_:-· ·
- · .. · .........._·::-: na. The rruns are superv1smg the
·..,_ · " Construction .. of a shelter for
- :-: .
· · .--··---·:,s;;. ~- -"homeless men iri -Tijuana, which
· Mother Teresa is expected to visit
·'
-•· ·•·· ··· June 1: ' •~·- · · •· · .. ·

phone numbers and· ~umber of
tickets. :~: .• ;·: :.. .- : . . , .~ ..
,. . ..,",, • . ,
, . •··"""
For more information and for ,.,
large groups planning to attend,
·call 260-4791.
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(f correciion:To;-Richa~ci J. -; n;i-·
:1,Patricia Carlson listed among
1tcounty filings.as being in default on
,' a relatively ~all $1,200.43 note are
', NOT the Voil:e of America director
1
and his wife/ the Swanson Foods
' heiress. I figured it might have been
:• their oversight. But Richard W.
· Carlson, an S&L executive before
going to VofA, wouldn't even make a
', $1,200 oversight. ... And the Carroll
~ Righter column must've listed my
,! horoscope incorrectly under Taurus
on Monday: "Be sure you are correct
~·where facts and figures are
1
[ concerned." Too late. Gael Greene .
".(not Gail Green) is food critic for
;,.New York Magazine (not the NY
~Times). Depr of Stupid-Mistakes ··'
t closed.
{ · Itemized: Arthur Ollman, the SD
' ·'j
,~Museum of Photographic Arts
., director, is home from a show in
.t .Japan. And not a moment too soon. ;
'; 'Ollman's economic horror story: ·
-l After friends picked up the dinner .
ii tab, he offered to spring for after- '
1
· dinner drinks. And so they went to a
,; little club where a Filipino woman
'. sang American jazz, and the prices
,, were pure Japanese. Three drinks:
· $60.... Rep. Jack Kemp, who's
'· abandoned his own quest for the
: Presidency, has told an SD Chamber
-·of Commerce delegation he feels the '
1
. chances of a Bush-Kemp ticket this
:,, fall are "one-in-five." •:
•r,,r
i Alred out: Aerojet's Tom Sprague ~
• reports international bartering
' started early at Air /Space America.
, On opening day of the air show, he
, says, the Harris Corp. and the
1
Chinese government, on opposite
j sides of one big exhibit hall, worked
1 out a trade. Harris traded a handful
, of luggage tags to the Chinese for
l use of their vacuum cleaner. , . ,
Stand-up comic Rick Rockwell has
been to the Air /Space America
show, and he's impressed. "You
; ·, _
[ know," says Rockwell, "they
actually have an Aloha airliner
•ch>wn there with tllt":,top on it."

i

'I

acing himself: At San Diego
State, the alumni office tries
to update graduates through
its quarterly "SDSU Report." And :'1
.1
among the features is something
,
called "Class Notes," which gives
alums an opportunity to report their ·
own progress. In the latest issue, one ;
laid-back grad availed himself of the
opportunity this way: "George
Edward Bacon, '84, is learning to
surf, eating a lot of sushi, and
expects to find a direction in life by
.
, .
jl990."
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Mother Teresa
'
is SRO.~ John Nunes says
. RSVPs are infur all 5,500 invitatio-ns
to hear Mother Teresa speak May 31
in Torero Stadium.... Fawn Hall, ; ,
has canceled her San Diego - • • 1
appe~rance. this month, but her ex: , /
boss 1s commg next month. Ollie I · I
North is scheduled to speak June 3 ,
1
at a $500-a-plate breakfast
sponsored by the Rancho Santa Fe , ,
, Republican Women's Club at' the · · ·
., Inn. (And do you suppose there's 11 · ,' '
, ·
Rancho Santa Fe Democratic
· Women's Club?) ... Mark Collins, f1
1
president of Evergreen Nursery, '
goes to the White House tomorrow·
with the Wild Animal Park's Jim
Gibbons to pick up a National · ·. ','
Landscape Award from Nancy ' • '
; Reagan. (It's for the WAP's gorilla , .
· enclosure.) Collins, whose usual
, business attire is shorts and a polo ·
shirt, is wearing a suit to the White ·;;
;House. A suit he didn't own until this ·
( ,week. r \ ~,t'; '~ ~ j, ·(, .
Sources' mouths:
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.,,JI Unlucky streak: America Cup _~
1Skipper Dennis Conner was taking •!:~

.,;
' the teasing pretty well after he
dumped his modified catamaran in , a~
SD Bay on Sunday. He was even
.. signing autographs on newspaper
• photos of the disaster during the
1 Padres game Monday night. But 1/, ri,
Conner's bad luck continued. · , , I
According to fan Cheryl Shaw, 1 .1
Conner was just passing through
Section 28, Loge, when ushers first ~
Insisted he take a seat to sign
, / , -'1)
' autographs. Then he took a
,temporary seat in the reserved
, section, and they asked him to leave i
it. (The Padres say Conner had only ,. :
/ageneral admission ticket.)
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Mother Teresa
Coming to USO
· Mother Teresa is coming to the
University of San iego on Tues
day. ay I, her first visit to.San
Diego since 1960. -- ~ • ~ - ~.
0

"·-·_:

~

The world-famous nun. "."~Jio
heads the Missionaries of Charity. _
is scheduled _to speak at 2 p.m. in
what is expected to be a 90-minute
_·program ,irr - ~SD~s · Torero
.,.~ - -~.:,-,. '
· Stadiu~,. • · --'_
,-

...

~ .;
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i

"' Although the ·1peciar event ~ (

be. free and open to-Jhe public • . i
"'"tickets( must be _obtained :10 gain
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~ - winner of the 1979 Nobel Peace
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o _on the .USO,.
;-"·F1
,-Board of Trustees slncf 1ts'found-.:; ing. ·met Mother Teresa in - 1960. '
· when. she ~me___io - San Diego. ~- :,_.
;•SJn<;e that time. Dt.~figueredo: :a j.
aa'Joll.! phY.sician.~ been trying__'
to '_establish ~ Saq ~Diego-Tguima , •
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'"cha
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' has fnet with.Mother .Teresa. ·re'cju~sting- she . dispatch sister;· t~
minister among Tijuana's impover- _
ished residents. (For many years.
Dr. FigUeredo donated one day a
week to a Tijuana clinic and free \ ·

l
:.;:i::::(~:ci{:::y;::::::::; ~
Mother Teresa's Missionaries of
Charity began their special work in
Tijuana. The nuns are supervising
the construction of a shelter for
·homeless men in Tijuana. which
Mother Teresa is expecf.ed to visit
on Wednesday. June I.
For ticket orders. please send a
self-addressed stamped envelope
to: Mother Teresa Visit. Univcrsity
of San Diego. Alcala Park. San
Diego. 92110. The order should ·
include name. address. phone and
number of tickets.
For additional information and
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.-<M~ther··rr;r~~ato draw.
.
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~ (µIl~o ~s~.!lt JJSD May ~1participate in the event are San Diego
O'Connor, Tijuana
~- .;...:.a Mayor_ Federico Valdez, San Diego
-.
• .,. ::'.:;.· .'·•.-•·:c- · ~: :
, -,-~GALA P,ARK ~-~ No mote tickets ~,Padres owner Joan Kroc - and· her
';
_ are available for Mother - Teresa's ~:- daughter Linda Smith, the founder of
I
Nuclear
·- appearance ·· at the University'.' of San ·. Mothers ~ Embracing
• • ~~- _ .!
Diego's Torero Stadium May 31. ,. -~ . "'~'• Disannament ,J.'l'uues said . . ,..
J>rogram
90-minute
the
said
Nunes
·
"-":·
: · -, ~'The response has been overwhelmint
. ' and we certainly appreciate that, " said ::.: set to begin at 2..-p.m. - includes ·
conferring an honorary degree on Mother
. John :Nunes, director of USD's News
1
, Bureau. ~~But -we . regret we will notbe :_.Teresa by Sister Sally Furey, RSCJ, vice · able 'to -. aCCOJD?lOdate everyone " ·_ who ·- president and provost 0£ USD. - •· ·~ ...
Head of the M!ssionaries of Charity,
. .
wants tickets .. , · " • ·
J./
;, ., . /'.,_,,:..._..,;.,Nunes said the 5, 4-00 seats available at . Mother Teresa is scheduled to make a
9✓ - .>, .i .. : th~stadiur,n ,J_~ : including- :iome 2,oo~ 0 ' -J u_p~ t ~~sit t~J?~; n_iem~~rs of the
, 1;,,, the . field -:::::,_.D!1d been issued _by ·1aat ·· .' congregation now½ivtng✓, :::I'ljU~a. The
,
· sisters will soon open a shelter for sic~,
~
~
\.-.. - : ,:-;. Monday. ~,
Awarded ~ilie Nobel Peace Prize · in _ h(?meless men in Colonia Murua. i ...,. _· ~~
,Mother Teresa is slated to toirr .. the
1979, Mother Teresa's visit to USD was.·.
'1
.•
and meet with Tijuana priests and
facility
"
Figueredo,
Anita
·
arranged · .by .. Dr,
. -..
I
regional link ·. for the Co-Workers of · seminarians during her May 31-June 2
Mother Teresa and a USD Board of · visit to the Mexican border city. .;.... · -:--·
/·--~~ Dr. ·Figueredo said some items are still
:. '·
. , , Trustee member.
needed for the shelter, including- white
People holding tickets for"; Mother
· ~ Tere sa's appearance will be _admitted to ," ~ogle sheets, twin-size blankets, . bath
the stadium beginning at i p.m ../ Nunes . · towels and bed tables . Monetary
_
donations will also be accepted.
said. USD officials request that buses
Dr. Figueredo said persons wishing to
bringing groups to the event use the
_contribute supplies can contact her at
campus 's east entrance, he added. Others
454-5115, or write 417 Coast Blvd., _La
"'
school.
the
to
entrance
west
the
use
should
.
. .. · :· ~-- ·~,..,·_ _
~
, , :;~mong _dignitari_e s invited to · Jolla, CA, 92037.
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( Mother ~;~sa Sells Out

i

There are nd ?ic?ets left for Mother \,
Teresa's Tuesday, May 31, appearance
of San Di.ego. Al- I
at "the University
-.;.;=~....;.;..;_-;
,
· though the 2:00 pm event is free, tickets
- - -· were issued to control attendance. The
stadium can accoUllllodate only_ 5,500
people, which was the number of tickets issued. All tickets were issued on a
·\~_._ first come, first served basis. Most of
·· · -~ '• the seating for the event will be on the
· football _field, with the - remaining
1 ' people ·seated in the bleachers. Gates
for the event are scheduled to open at
1:00 pm; the program is expected to .
,

'i'

\

·L

run about 90 minutes.
After speaking at USD, Mother
Teresa will travel to Tijuanawh. ere she
· I will spend a day-and-a-half. In Tijuana

. \ Continued on page 4
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Mother Teresa's visit t o ~
Tuesday is one _ tightly
choreographed event. Starting
, with a 1:45 p.m. choir performance,
\ the , itinerary has~most of t4e re- .
-~:., ~ g:'!ti:,timies liste~Pin fiv.e Pi':£
.• 10-minute ·increments. F~r exam- •
ple, ·a t 2:25 the crowd is welcomed
· and distinguished guests introduc:~
ed; 2:30, the purpose of the visit to
Tijuana and San Diego is explain- ,.
ed. At 2:35, three honorary degrees
.ate cop,ferred;.2:40, Mother Teresa
1addre\ses the crowd for 20-30
minutes. At 3:10 mayors O'Connor
and Valdez present gifts; 3:15, a'
choir sings and children bring
flowers; ;3:17, the crowd is thanked
,md asked to join in a prayer and at
. 3:20 the sister leaves. Of course, at
the. bottom of the intinerary is an 1
asterisk:, "Schedule subj~ to I
;;z, ~ · /I
.change.';
-1
/
. * * *
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-· . ,. MOTHER'S ~ACE: When
1.._~other' 'J.'eresa comes)n to talk
j : at USD · on Tuesday, . she'll go
. house hunting. She's looking for a
/ place to accommodate 30 broth, · ers from the Missionaries of
/ : Charity, th_e order she founded.
I . The men will 'work in Tijuana,
i : :where Mother Teresa .'now has
. only four nuns helping the poor. .
:,..,._____
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-·Mother Teresa to carry m~ssage,
aide says: Look for God in everyon e
d<

~'5'5'

By RoberfD1 Vefoli
Tribune Religion Writer

_,•."
_

.~:

,· ,. ..,:. :; , . ; _.,•, ,
_,

Dr. Anita Figueredo, a La Jolla physician who is a
close associate of Mother Teresa's, says the world-famous nun's message is simple, though not necessarily
easy: "Look for God in everyone."
That means not just homeless people, or those it's
easiest to summon compassion for, but also those closest
to you and unpleasant people as well, Figueredo said.
"It's easy to see God in, or have compassion for, the
poor and the needy, but sometimes it's not so easy to see
God in the person sitting across from you at the breakfast table," said Figueredo, who arranged Mother Teresa's visit next week to San Diego and Tijuana.
"One of the most important things I've learned from
her is: one, to see the Jesus, the divine, in the poor and the
oppressed and those down on their luck; and, two, in the
people around us, those closest to us," Figueredo said.
The diminutive Yugoslavian nun also often speaks of
discerning the divine in "unpleasant, , obnoxious or
unappealing people," Figueredo said.
"She speaks of them as Jesus in disguise, in the disguise of the unattractive person, of the loudmouth or the
demanding person. Once you recognize that the divine is
in them also, and that you have obligations to them, you
begin to feel sorry for such people,
"It's a whole new way of looking at things and to me
it's been a very liberating experience."
Figueredo is a regional link, or coordinator, for the CoWorkers of Mother Teresa, an international association
of millions of men, women and children of all religions
who serve the poor. Figueredo's association with Mother
Teresa dates back to 1960.
On Tuesday, Mother Teresa will speak at 2 p.m. at the
Tribune photo by John McCutchen
University of San Diego Stadium. She will spend that
niglit and1he following day in Tijuana with four Missionportrait of her friend,
holds
Figueredo
Dr. Anita
aries of Charity nuns stationed there. Wednesday, she
Mother Teresa, who will speak here Tuesday
will attend a Mass to be celebrated by Tijuana Bishop
Emilio Berlie at 4 p.m. in the Bullring-by-the-Sea.
nuns.
The four nuns have been in Tijuana since Feb. 11 suThe Congregation of the Missionaries of Charity was
pervising construction of a shelter for sick, homeless · recognized by the Vatican in 1965. Since then it has ex,
men in Colonia Murua.
panded its ministry to more than 30 countries in Asia,
Figueredo also announced that about 30 people, includAustralia, Africa, Latin America, Central America, EuFathers
Charity
of
ing priests from the Missionary Order
rope and North America.
and
seminarians
several
Teresa,
established by Mother
Mother Teresa, whose motto is "Let everything I do be
locaother
and
York
New
from
other priests will move
beautiful for God," founded the Missionary ·
something
this·
probably
Tijuana,
in
work
to
Diego
San
to
tions
of Charity, a men's order, in 1963. The Co-WorkBrothers
'
summer.
ers were affiliated with the Missionaries of Charity in
The priests' order will establish headquarters in the ,
·
San Diego area with the Rev. Joseph Langford, who was . 1969,
Figueredo said Mother Teresa's operation has minimal
reared in San Diego and later became an Oblate order
overhead, no bureaucracy and no organized fund raising.
·
priest, as superior.
"She says she depends on God totally because God's
Figueredo said Langford persuaded Mother Teresa to
response to her needs is the only way she knows she's
found the priests' order which he himself later joined.
doing his will," Figueredo said.
The Spanish-speaking seminarians will continue their
She said Mother Teresa takes her work seriously,
studies at the seminary in Tijuana, the others at USO,
Figueredo said. She said she is trying to find the group a though not grimly.·
residence to rent "in a poor area, mostly Hispanic and • "One thing that's apparent if you're with her any
close to the border."
length of time is that she laughs a lot,'' Figueredo said.
Mother Teresa was born Gonxha (Agnes in English) "She's smiling most of the time. She's a genuinely joyous
that
Bojaxhiu on Aug. 27, 1910, in a region of Macedonia
person, and she says that it's very important for people
was later absorbed by Yugoslavia. She became a nun dealing with the poor and forlorn and the destitute do so
years
20
for
taught
18,
at
with the Sister ol Loreto order
with a smile.
at a girl's high school in Darjeeling, India, and gained ·
international attention after 1948 for her work among the ' "She says 'They have troubles enough. They don't ne:~
- .
/
poor in Calcutta as leader of the Missionaries of Charily us to go around with long faces.' " '1
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"The disease should not make us bitter, should not make us angry, should
not make us resentful," she told several dozen AIDS p~tients and volunteer

1

workers.
She said AIDS can bring people closer to God, their families and their
friends.
· "It is just a disease, like any other disease," Mother Teresa said. AIDS
patients, she said, deserve the same "tender Jove, compassion and care" as
· ..
any other terminal patients.
center with a kiss and a: small
: Mother Teresa presented each patient at the
1
•
l'miracle medal" inscribed with a prayer.
• Some regard Mother Teresa as a saint.
_,,,.,.,,,,,,: "I think she is," Figueredo said.
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When the old Scripps Hospital was remodeled, she was
one of those salvaging everything from window frames and
doors to hospital beds for a
charity hospital in Tijuana.
For several years, Figueredo
and other doctors volunteered
once a week to treat patients
in Tijuana. She continues to
help with whatever is needed,
be it finding furniture or giving
a medical consultation. And
she also helps the Casa de los
Pobres, run by the Franciscan
Sisters, who serve 2,000 free
meals a day, give groceries to
the needy, visit the jail and do
much more.

Figueredo's dedication has
not gone unnoticed. She
received the first of several
papal decorations in 1954 for
service to society. At that
time, she was taking care of
six or seven orders of sisters ·

and the priests.
That was in addition to her
regular practice. Figueredo ·
was the first woman to perform major surgery here, at
Scripps Hospital in 1948, she
said. " ... I'm still seeing some
patients I saw in my first 10
years here," said Figueredo,
who is 71.
Her faith has always been
there.
"That's helped us through
our tragedies," she said. Three
of the Doyles' nine children
have died, two in drowning accidents, another from a malignant brain tumor. Others have
always helped her family, she
said. "It's hard lo believe how
many good people are out
there, who show up when you
·
have troubles."
The way Figueredo has rehas
troubles
those
to
sponded
been a source of inspiration,

her friends said. She described
her strength and energy as
genetic.
Certainly it seems a direct
inheritance from her mother,
who had the gumption to leave
a comfortable life in Costa
Rica to move to Spanish Harlem. Why? Because Anita, who
was then 5, said she wanted to
be a doctor, and there was no
medical school in Costa Rica.
Her mother's first job was in a
sweatshop making · cobblers'
aprons for $8 a week. She took
work home, too, and sent Anita
to boarding schools. Her
reward was that her daughter
remained faithful to her goal,
and after medical school was
the first woman resident of
what is now Memorial SloanKettering Cancer Center in
New York.
By then .she had already met
Bill Doyle at medical school.
Then he discovered La Jolla
and in 1947, they moved here.
They have _lived in a spacious
two-story house with two side
gardens, across the street from
the Pacific, since 1955.
"I've never been a retiring
person, as you can probably
guess," she said. "! always felt
my obligation lo shoulder as
much as possible."
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Catcher Dave
Rolls broke the team single-season .
home-run record to help..USD~
a double-header at Nevada-Reno, 9-2
and 11-7. Rolls hit a two-run homer
in the fourth in the second game. It
was Rolls' 17th home run, breaking
the record he shared with Sean
Baron, who set the mark last year.
Rolls has 68 RBI, 27 in his last eight
games. USD is 27-28.
. -- More baseball -
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,1-to~f~h elp ~ rip CBC, 1~-2
SAN DIEGO - Dave Rolls
:and Sean Baron slammed three;run home runs yesterday as the
,UnJversity of San Diego routed
:the California Baptist College
:Lancers, 12-2, in a non-conference
;baseball game.
_ Rolls' blast in the first inning
'.staked San Diego, an NCAA Divi;sion I school, to a 3-0 lead it never
:rel lnquished.
·1 In the top of the second, CBC
:
:(19-24) cut into the. lead when
:ste,ve Newcomer doubled a run
;home.
,► '' But USD responded with a

run in the third and four more in
the fourth to take an 8-1 lead.
CBC scored its other run in
the seventh on Scott Welte's RBI
single.
Baron keyed USD's four-run
eighth inning with his home run.
010 ooo 100 - 2 a 1
c.111om1a • •l'llst Collett
301 400 041 - 12 11 1
11111ver11ty 01 s.n Die90
Hornbuckle, Neweomer (81 end Ken'. Westlund Ind Orahem, Stumpfl (91,
WP - Westtund (6-1). LP - Hornbuckle. Leading hlttors
(USO) 2-5,
Wette (CBC) 2-3, Slagle (CBCI 2-4, Orahem
-Trafton
(USO) 2-4, Baron (USO) 3-4, Rona (USO) 3-4, Mano,
ello
(USO) 2-3, Buy (USO) 2-4. 28 - Orahem, Baron, Son7n
Buy, Newcomer (CBC). 3B - Trafton. HR - Baron
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~ e t bpl)., ~t.,--;Junior guard
Danny Means aha junior forward
· Mike Haupt monopolized the awards
at last night's USD basketball ban, quet at the University Center. Means,
I . who averaged 12.1 points and 2.8 rebounds, won the Budweiser MVP and
the Walter Zable Athletic Excel/ence _

awards. He wa6 the only Tot;frE- to. · ·
start every game last seasorl. 1Ia<ii/t,
who averaged 6.1 rebounds before
suffering a severe knee injury in January, received the Bugelli Leadership Award and the Miller Lite Stu~·
dent-Athlete Award.
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Senior Jennifer Larking, the No. 1 singles player at..!:)SD, wa~ one of 64 singles players selected to compete in next
,week's NCAA women's individual
championships at UCLA.
Julie Tullberg and Dorey Brandt.
of SDSU are alternates in the 64team doubles draw. First-round play
. begins Monday. The singles and do~-·
bles finals are ~eduled for Thursday. ~°1~5
7

.

I,

Larking selected -

--
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• Los Angeles.CA
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The University o[ San ff ego beat
y seven seconds in the
UC 1rv·
varsity eight event at East Mission
Bay. USD finished the 1,750 meters
in 5,14. USD also won the [reshman
. eight event with a time of 5:19.
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- / .JlSD....!3ASKETBALL ~ Members
of USD's basketball team were hono r e ~at theToreros' annual
')...~
team banquet.
Junior swingman Mike Haupt, a
business major with a 3.24 gradepoint average, received an award as
the team's Student/ Athlete of the
Year. In addition, Haupt's teammates selected him for the Bugelli
Leadership Award.
Haupt averaged 5.8 points and was
leading the team with 6.1 rebounds a
game before suffering a year-ending
knee injury in the season's 17th
game. He was selected for his inspii
ration in overcoming the injury and
other personal crises during the sea}.
son.
Junior guard Danny Means was
chosen by the coaches as the team's
Most Valuable Player. His team, mates selected him for the Zable
Athletic Excellence Award for his
commitment to the team.
Means was the only player on the tearri to :sfart all 28 games, averaging
a team-high ,33.9 minutes. He averaged 12 points and three rebounds a
game and led the team in three-point
and free-throw shooting percentage.
Means and senior swingman
Marty Munn . were honorable mention selections · to the All-WCAC
team. In ·addition, forward John
Sayers was selected WCAC Freshman of the Year. The Toreros finished the 1987-88 season with an 11-17
record.
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: Rolls honored ::- .USD catcher Dave .Rolls and Santa Clara Univer-~
sity catcher Troy Buckley shared .
baseball player-of-the-year honors in :
the West Coast Athletic Conference, ·
-- · · -· ~ -- --- __ . offidafs:announced yesterday. Rolls, __
a '. se~or from Tucson, hit .462 with .:.
•
in YJCAC play~5~/
nin~.hom~rs
•
--·- ·--_j ...
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;coast Rowing Championships
. ···.

Oars Point to Sacramento
All aq~s
r

B g -,ames 'Ma

Special to The Chronicle

Sacramento

<, The largest coJlegiate sport
with the smallest budget will be
.showcased en masse this week:end at the Pacific Coast Rowing
Championships at Lake Natoina, 15 miles east of Sacramento.
•. ,

The seventh annual regatta,
~,;hich combines the championships
of the Pacific-10 Conference and
Western Intercollegiate Rowing Associaton, will include more than 60
men 's and women's teams. More
than 1,400 rowers representing 30
s.~hools will participate.
: " None of the teams receives sub.stantial school funding, nor is the
sport NCAA sanctioned or financial~Y supported.
~

"At least half of the teams are
.
on shoestring budgets," said Jay Jatobus, the regatta's racing director.
- :'And most of the rest are struggling
to survive."

Qualifying begins at 7:30 a.m.
Saturday. One women's division title will be decided Saturday afternoon, but the remaining classifica-.
tion winners will be determined beginning at 7:30 a.m. Sunday.
All Pac-10 schools, except Arizona and Arizona State, will be represented in a variety of four- and
eight-member teams in freshmen,
novice, lightweight and heavyweight divisions.

weight eights will have their trips
funded, through private donations.

The second- and third-place
teams will be invited to the nationals at their own expense. To defray
costs, door-to-door solicitations,
bake sales and car washes are not
uncommon practices among crew
members.
Unbeaten UCLA, defending
Pac-10 champion, is favored in the
men 's varsity eights, with Cal and
Stanford expected to be in close
pursuit.

Among the small schools entered are USF, Santa Clara, St. Mary's,
Sacramento State, UC Davis, UC Irvine, UC San Diego, ! ] ~·sity_gf
San Q!~o. San Diego State, UC Sa~ta Barbara, Mills College, Cal Maritim e, Loyola Maramount, Pacific
Lutheran, Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo
and Humboldt State.

"At this point, I would predict
that UCLA will win with open water," said Jacobus, referring to at
least a boat-length victory for the
Bruins. "But in this kind of event,
you never know."

The top three teams will qualify for the Intercollegiate National
Championships next month in Cincinnati. But only the winning crew
in the men's heavyweight and light-

The Cardinal and Golden Bears
have beaten each other once during
individual meets this season and also have exchanged finishing positions during invitational regattas.
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~alters Is Free f\.gent
· ,:.After Charger Move
western Coll~ge, were on the s;;, --, · .The ~ ~ e, ter~nate d
1
,
:
ondteam
Danny
ck
cornerba
to
rights"
club
earned2.53
a
with
(9-3
Brown
agent,
free
a
Walters, making him
run average) was named the con. theteams aidWedn esdsay. ·
ference's newcomer of the year. '
By terminating the club rights,
·..·"·'
··
·
· · · ·
' • the Chargers allow Walters · to ..
1
•· D
negotiate with other teams. The
catcher
Diego
San
of
y
Universit
-Chargers also may still negotiate
Dave Rolls was named to the
. with Walters, but Walters' agent,
NCAA Academic All-Ame rican
Jim Steiner of St. Louis, said he
second team. Rolls, a senior, was
doubted that Walters.would return
. · recognized for having 3.22 grade;_
'· to the Chargers. . .
point average in business adminis;.
"It's probably best for Danny and
tration and for being named the
. bestfor the club that he moves on,"
Steiner said. "The last few years,-it ·. West Coast Athletic Conference's1
•
player of the year.
has become clear to Danny that the
school
set
and
.374
batted
Rolls
could
he
believe
coaches did not
season records for home runs 08},
play in San Diego."
RBIs (70) and walks (57) on. a
· -Walters, 27, was a fourth-ro und
.:
team that finisl].ed 28-28. · ·
~ 'draft choice out of Arkansas in 1983
,
,,,
~
the
with
seasons
five
played
and
_
t
TENNIS
.
games
12
in
Chargers. He played
: and started 5 last season but was -- - - - - - - - - - - - Skip Redondo, men's coach a1
replaced in midseason by Elvis
San Diego State, has resigned to
Patterso n. Walters underwe nt
accept a position as head pro and
·drug rehabilitation in 1984, and a
tennis manager for Le Meridieri
against
charge
n
· .cocaine possessio
:-- him was suspended in October . Hote!...in_.Coronado, Athletic DirectorFredM iilersaid.
when he agreed to undergo coun• :·. □
proroved
court-app
a
in
seling
. gram. .
The Point Loma Nazarene douWalters could not be reached for
bles team of Melinda Ainsley and
'·
comment.
Traci Reynolds was eliminated in
the third round of the NAIA na•
LL
. COLLEG E FOOTBA
tional women's tennis champion .
in Overland Park, Kan. Ain ;
ships
a
signed
has
State
San Di~go
sley and Reynolds were _d efeated
contract to play Illinois in a homeand-hom e series starting in 1996, · by Radikha Krishnan and Xan
Halog of the University of Texas;
said Athletic Director Fred Miller.
Permian Basin, 6-4, 6-3.
in
Illinois
at
play
will
Aztecs
The
• 1996, and the Illini will play in San
WOMEN 'S COLLEGE GOLF
Diego in 2000. The schools have
never met in football.
The United States Internati onai
y golf team was 17th after
Universit
COLLEGE·BASEBALL
the first of four rounds of the
NCAA women's championships iri
Five San Diego State players
Las Cruces, N.M. USIU's top player
were named to the All-Wes tern
was Allison Shapcott, 47th after
Athletic Conference baseball team.
she shot 77 on the par-74, 6,084-,
· Freshma n outfielder Jeff Barry,
yard New Mexico State golf course.
senior shortstop Steve Montejano
Eva Dahllof shot a 6-under- par 68
and junior pitcher Rob Brown were
to take the lead for Oklahoma
named to the first team. Sophomore
State, which led the team competioutfielder Bill Miller, a Bonita Vista
tion by 6 strokes at 291. USIU was
High School graduate, and junior
.
d3n
who
Pinnell,
third baseman Lance
, . , ,... .... ,
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-'··USD senfo{ 'catcher _
ave ijolls) as been named to-·tneecond-'team, Academic AU-Ame~ ·
aseball team. :.:.:'· - ")-q .::;-5 -~
__
· .,.,.:,;Rolls, the West Coast Atttietfo" Con- _
- i ~-(~ence MVP, is a business-adininisr - tration major with·a cumulative 3.22 .
--- -f4-1'ade-point average. • ---- -~_;,:;..;_.::..::J= ·
- (28:._.: __
~
- · -l-( ....;,R~lls
hit .374 for. the -Torreros_
--- ~ 28) ana set scho9i-season records•for -~. - ·
: home runs (18), RBI (70) -and ~alks ·
_
't·. -: .. ' -- ----r•
157) '·- ~ - ~
-aseball
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lt,J\C~tle_P~_rf pever be.for_e ha~ pfayed,:'for :a .Sa

J.-%;~:q ;

t ~-~~o,f~b~-!~~11 c~a.EJP~O~~P:_~::_j

1on Bay .will be p1a,Ying 1il.the:champ1onsh1p :..~
ft~
.j;game.lor .th1Hhird.:time-'in-five years; and the ·. ·
. !~:•Boes' ]~ague; tJie___,Western,_~as had tea~ JR,the.\~
th_f rast_eigfir(easons•.':•· •1C~-,f':~
in,six of
· ,·:-~titlf game_
·:•.1.,,..,...~-.:.-.:_ ..•~::-r-;...:..,,·•,__ ~,,:--_....... :..:- -., ... ..: ·.v "' ...
, t·-. ~.....
1.hTJtis C~~t1e 'Park ~team; howej ef) takes a bac~ . ;·_
) eaq o no one, and -will take-o.ri.'.Missio.n Bay J~~'- .
•. morrow for the 1988 SDCIF Class 2-A champion-. 1
-: ship . at -~ p.m .. 9.n .the-;;.{Jniversity-:-of _San"Diego-:,, '
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